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1.  INTRODUCTION
On To Paris! is a two-player operational level game depicting the Franco-
Prussian War (19 July 1870 – 10 May 1871). This war, which covered 
much the same ground as the German invasion of France in World War I, 
pitted the Second French Empire of Emperor Napoleon III (nephew of the 
more famous Emperor Napoleon I) versus the numerically superior forces 
of the German states, led by Prussia. Starting just five years after the end of 
the American Civil War, the Franco-Prussian war was fought with similar 
tactics but with greater intensity and in a shorter time frame. 

The Franco-Prussian war was a significant development in warfare, where 
large armies composed of corps-level formations attempted to coordinate 
operations in a way that would be seen on a larger scale in World War I. It 
was the first war where both sides deployed infantry armed with a breech 
loading rifle and the French also used an early version of the machine gun. 
It was the last war with direct connections to the Napoleonic wars and was 
the last time both armies wore uniforms based on parade ground fashion, 
literally ‘designed to be seen’ rather than attempting to give wearers 
protection by making them inconspicuous.

The scope and intensity of the conflict mirrored the opening moves of 
World War I. However, unlike in World War I, the Prussian armies in 
1870 were able to force their way to Paris, encircling and reducing the city 
by starvation in a siege lasting over four months (19 September 1870 – 28 
January 1871). While the Prussians initially inflicted numerous defeats 
on the French - causing the fall of the French Second Empire after the 
battle of Sedan on 2 September 1870 (when Emperor Napoleon III was 
captured), France rebounded. Prussian forces surrounding Paris were in a 
precarious position, with many French fortresses holding out along their 
supply lines. In addition, the new Republican government of France raised 
new armies that fought desperately to break the Prussian siege of Paris and 
cut the tenuous Prussian supply lines. In the end it was not enough, as the 
Prussians were able to reorganize their forces and defeat the new French 
armies in the field. With Paris facing starvation, the French were forced to 
capitulate.  

Prussian success in the Franco-Prussian War paved the way for the 
December 1870 proclamation of the new German Empire, under Prussian 
leadership. It also lit a fuse for World War I, with the German annexation 
(over Bismarck’s objections) of Alsace-Lorraine. The opening campaign of 
this war also inspired von Schlieffen to draft his famous plan for the path 
of the German Armies in World War I, in an attempt to replicate the 
successful campaign of 1870.

In On to Paris!, one player will command the forces of France while the 
other player will command those invading France - the combined forces 
of the Prussia-dominated North German Confederation and their allies 
(Baden, Bavaria, Wurttemberg, and Hesse-Darmstadt), hereafter the 
“Prussian” forces. Both sides will muster infantry, cavalry and artillery 
to attack, while protecting their supply lines and ensuring that they have 
adequate command and control to press their offensives. Individual leaders 
are represented; their unique qualities and capabilities will dictate what a 
player can hope to accomplish with forces under each leader’s command.

1.1  SCALE
Each turn in On to Paris! represents 15 days and each hex is 
approximately 15 miles. Units are Corps, Armies, Leaders, Cavalry 
Divisions and individual Strength Points (SPs). Each SP is equivalent 
to approximately a brigade.

2.  COMPONENTS
Each copy of On To Paris! contains the following components:

•	 Two Game Maps
•	 2.5 countersheets of 9/16” counters (570 total)
•	 One Rulebook
•	 One Playbook
•	 Four Player Aid Cards
•	 Two Corps Tracking Cards (one French, one Prussian)
•	 Two Army Tracking Cards (one French, one Prussian)
•	 Two Force Pool Cards (one French, one Prussian)
•	 Three six-sided dice

Note: when referencing rules in this book, the reference will be in 
the format x.xx. When referencing rules in the playbook, the format 
will be PB x.xx.

2.1 Game Map
The game map covers northern France and portions of the bordering 
German and Prussian controlled countries. Printed on the map are 
several charts and tables to facilitate game play, such as the Terrain 
Key and the Game Turn Track. The game map also houses four 
off-map/holding boxes: the German Off-map Box (10.6.1), the 
French Off-map Box (10.6.2), the Paris Holding Box, and the Naval 
Invasion Box (10.6.3; PB 28.2.1).

Unless explicitly stated otherwise, the term Fortress refers only to Im-
proved Fortress and Fortress features. If a reference is also to include 
Forts, the term Fort(ress) will be used. When referring to these map 
features and Field Fortification counters, the term Fortification will be 
used. If the term Fortress and Improved Fortress are used in an alter-
native manner, then each term is given its own separate definition.

Examples: For VP purposes, the term Fortress is used alone – meaning 
both Fortress and Improved Fortress hexes result in VP effects. 
Alternatively, the Table in section 16.1 lists both Fortress and Improved 
Fortress as separate line items, meaning a Fortress has different SP 
Capacity, etc. than an Improved Fortress.

2.2  CHARTS, TABLES AND AID CARDS
The Terrain Key, Game Turn Track, German and French Rail/Sea 
Limit Track, Turn Sequence Track, Command Table Use Track 
and German and French Initiative Tracks are printed on the map. 
A General Records Track (GRT) is used to record Initiative Points, 
Victory Points and other game state information.

The player aid cards includes additional charts and tables that players 
will need to consult during play. One card is primarily directed to 
Sequence of Plays, another primarily to combat, and the third to 
Actions and Movement.

In addition to the player aid cards containing the additional charts 
and tables, both players also have aid cards used to record Army and 
Corps statistics, Leader and other unit availability, as well as listing 
the arrival of new reinforcements. The Army cards are designed to 
allow players to cut each Army card out, to be placed on the map 
near their respective Army counter (if desired).

© 2016 Compass Games, LLC.
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2.3 COUNTERS
Counter Errata: While conducting final production, it was noticed 
that several counters had errors on countersheets that were already 
printed. We have included replacement counters on counter sheet 3 
to address these errors.

Players should discard the fourteen Prussian Corps attachment 
markers that have duplicate ‘Corps Corps’ on counter sheet 2 
and use the ones on counter sheet 3. The Prussian Friedrich Karl 
Leader Unit replaces the Army Leader Crown Prinz with no Saxon 
affiliation (to avoid having two leaders with the same name). The 
other seven Prussian Leader Units on counter sheet 3 replace the 
corresponding Leader units. These eight leaders have either their 
Reaction Rating or their Name in red font to indicate they are 
subject to special rules (5.5). The two French Dewimpffen counters 
replace the corresponding Leader units, correcting the name and 
clarifying which rank enters on turn 4. The French Chanzy Corps 
Leader replaces the corresponding Leader and corrects the entry turn 
to Republic only. All other counters on counter sheet 3 are used as 
indicated by the rules.

Counters are broken down into two general types – units and 
markers. Units represent the leaders and formations that a player 
uses to project his nation’s power across the map. Markers are use to 
record game states and information. Markers are not limited unless 
explicitly stated otherwise in the section detailing their use; the units 
provided in the counter mix are an absolute limit and additional 
units may not be utilized.

A player may always swap a like-marker for one that is currently in 
use; e.g. If a Field Fortification marker is needed, but all are in use, a 
player may swap a Supply Depot having a Railhead on the back with 
an on-map Supply Depot having a Field Fortification on the back, 
to use the Field Fortification. Some markers are player-specific; e.g. 
the French player may only use the French colored Supply Depot 
markers. Markers not in a players’ color may be used by either player.

2.4 UNITS
The units of each side include Leaders and Forces. Forces are broken 
down into Formations, Strength Points (SPs) and Siege Guns.

2.4.1 LEADERS

French Prussian

Named Leaders: These units represent 
historical military commanders and 

come in all ranks.

Replacement Leader: These units are 
generic Corps (front) or Army (back) 

rank leaders.

Leaders are broken down into six categories:

•	 Division Leaders – Military Leaders capable of commanding 
up to three SPs, but may not command a Formation.

•	 Corps Leaders – Commanders appointed to command a 

Corps-level Formation, some are capable of promotion to 
Army command.

•	 Army Leaders – The highest leader rank; appointed to 
command of an Army Formation.

•	 Napoleon III and Wilhelm I – Do 
not function as ‘Leaders’ in game 
terms, but are personalities with 
special rules.

•	 Von Moltke – Does not function as a ‘Leader’ in 
game terms, but is used to track the number of 
times the Prussian player may use the Prussian 
General Staff ability (8.8).

•	 Replacement Leaders – Generic Leader units used when a 
named Leader has not been appointed by the player (or none 
are available). Replacement Leaders come in Corps Rank and 
Army Rank only.

Leader units are described in more detail in the section on Leaders (5.0).

2.4.2 FORCES

Forces represent the combat units of a player and include Formations, 
Siege Guns and Strength Points (SPs). 

Formations

Formations represent groups of SPs organized for more efficient 
movement (10.) and combat (13.). There are three types of 
Formations in the game: Armies, Corps and Cavalry Divisions. 
Army and Corps-level Formations require a Leader unit, while 
Cavalry Divisions never use Leaders. Corps and Cavalry Divisions 
may be Attached (6.4) to an Army.

OPTIONAL UNITS: French 8th, 9th and 10th Corps and the 
Danish SP marker

The Danish SP marker and these three French Corps (and their 
corresponding Attachment markers) are removed from play unless 
using an optional rule that requires them (see PB 28.).

The number in upper right corner of each Army is the turn the Army 
arrives as a reinforcement.

French Prussian

Army Formation: Used to represent the 
on-map location of an Army – requires a 

Leader unit. 

Corps Formation: Used to represent 
the on-map location of a Corps-level 

formation, which requires a Leader and 
may be attached to an Army Formation. 

Cavalry Division Formation: 
Represents 2 SPs (front) or 1 SP (back) 
of cavalry. Can be attached to an Army, 

but does not use a Leader.

Siege Guns

Represent heavy artillery requiring rail 
lines for transport and support.
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Strength Points (SPs)

Irregulars 
SPs Regular Infantry SPs Reserve Infantry SPs

French
Franc-
Tireur

French 
Regular 
Infantry

Prussian 
Regular 
Infantry

Bavarian  
Regular 
Infantry

French 
Mobile 
Infantry

Prussian 
Landwehr 
Infantry

There are several types of SPs: Cavalry SPs, Franc-Tireur (Irregulars) 
SPs, and Infantry SPs. Infantry SPs include Regular Infantry (including 
the Bavarian Infantry SPs) and Reserve Infantry (the French Mobile 
Infantry SPs and the Prussian Landwehr Infantry SPs) and come in a 
variety of strengths. Infantry SPs are freely interchangeable within 
the same type (i.e. a ‘5’ Mobile Infantry SP unit can be swapped for 
a single ‘3’ and two ‘1’ Mobile Infantry SPs as needed).

Cavalry SPs are only represented on the map via Cavalry Divisions 
and Franc-Tireur SPs are always one strength.

2.4.3 UNIT SIZE AND DESIGNATION

Symbols Size

** Division
*** Corps
**** Army

2.5 MARKERS
A number of markers are included in the game to track game 
information and to record the individual state of a unit. 

Action Segment: Tracks the current Phase of the 
current Game Turn.

Besieged SPs: The Besieged SPs marker denotes SPs 
that have not rolled for removal following the Fall of 
the Empire (18.3) due to being in a besieged Fort(ress).

Cavalry Division Attachment: Used to indicate to 
which Army the Cavalry Division has been Attached 
(6.4) (if any).

Command Points Tracker (Primary, Secondary, 
Tertiary and Discretionary): Records the number of 
Command Points (8.2) available to the different on-
map Resource Logistic Markers and to the off-board 
Discretionary amount.

Command Table Use: Tracks how many times the 
Initiative rolls have been tied, which indicates what 
rolls will result in the end of the Action Phase (8.6).

Control: Used to indicate that control of a 
hex has changed (10.10).

Corps Attachment: Used to indicate to which Army 
the Corps has been Attached (6.4) (if any).

Danish SPs: Optional unit only used when playing 
with the Naval Invasion rules (PB 28.2.1) representing 
off-map Danish support.

Demoralized: Used to indicate units that are 
Demoralized (13.14).

Field Fortifications: The Field Fortification marker 
denotes the location of a prepared military defense 
(16.1.1).

French Artillery Time Fuse Penalty: Denotes whether 
French artillery suffer from the Artillery Time Fuse 
Penalty (15.1).

French and Prussian Army Reserve 
Infantry SP Tracker: Records the number 
of Reserve Infantry attached to the 
indicated Army (6.1).
French and Prussian Corps Reserve 
Infantry SP Tracker: Records the number 
of Reserve Infantry attached to a Corps 
(6.1).

French and Prussian (German) Initiative Point 
Difference (front/back): Records the Initiative 
differential between the two players (8.5.2).

French and Prussian (German) Rail Use: Tracks the 
use of Rail Transportation (11.1) for each player.

French and Prussian (German) Victory Point (front/
back): Records the level of Victory Points (3.2). Use 
the ‘00’ Marker to track the ten’s place and the ‘0’ 
Marker to track the one’s place. To track over 100, 
place the ‘00’ Marker in the 10 box (for 100), the 11 
box (for 110), etc. Use the French VP markers if the 
net VP score is negative, otherwise use the Prussian VP 
markers.

French Empire Status: Denotes the current status of 
the French Empire.

French Sea Transport Use: Tracks the use of French 
Sea Transport (11.2).

© 2016 Compass Games, LLC.
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French SP Reinforcement Tracker (French Universal 
Regular Infantry, Mobile, and Cavalry; and Paris-
specific Regular Infantry and Mobile): Records the 
number and type of available Reinforcement SPs for 
the French player. The markers labeled “Infantry” track 
Regular Infantry SPs only (one for Universal and one 
for Paris-specific).

Game Turn: Tracks the current Game Turn.

German Infantry Assault Penalty: Denotes whether 
Prussian forces suffer from the Infantry Assault Penalty 
(13.8).

Leader Confirmed: Placed on a French Empire Leader 
that has been confirmed (5.6), indicating that he no 
longer checks for confirmation.

Leader Subject to Recall: Placed on a Prussian Leader 
who loses a combat in such a manner that the Leader 
may now be removed by the Prussian player (5.5.1).

Leaderless Army and Corps: Serves as a 
reminder of the ratings of Armies or Corps 
that do not have a Leader (5.9).

Pontoon Bridge: The Pontoon Bridge marker denotes 
the hex side location for major river crossing (11.3).

Prussian SP Reinforcement Tracker (Regular 
Infantry, Landwehr, Bavarian Infantry and 
Cavalry): Records the number and type of available 
Reinforcement SPs for the Prussian player. The marker  
labeled “Infantry” tracks Regular Infantry SPs only.

Railhead: Railhead markers are used to denote the end 
of the Prussian Rail transportation network (10.10; 
11.1).

Resource Logistics (Primary, Secondary and 
Tertiary): Markers placed on the map for Command 
Point distribution to forces (8.1).

Siege Progress Level: Records the level of Siege 
Progress (16.2) against a Fort(ress).

Spent Initiative Points: Used to track the number of 
Initiative Points spent by a player as they conduct their 
Actions (8.5.2).

Supply Depot: Supply Depots indicate a logistical 
stockpile for supply (9.4.6; 9.5). Blue Depots are only 
useable by the French and yellow only by the Prussians.

3.  VICTORY
Victory in On to Paris! is obtained in one of two ways: the Prussian 
player can obtain an Automatic Victory or (if no Automatic Victory 
is achieved) the Victory Point (VP) level is checked at the end of the 
scenario to determine the level of victory for either player.

Players may agree to end a scenario earlier by ending at another 
scenario’s start point. If this is done, simply compare the current VP 
level to that scenario’s starting VP level to determine whether either 
player has done better than their historical counterpart.

3.1 AUTOMATIC VICTORY
The Prussian player wins an Automatic Victory if, at the end of any 
turn, they control both hexes of Paris and can trace a valid Railway 
Supply Path (9.4.5) from these hexes back to a Prussian Supply 
Source (9.4.1).

3.2 AWARDING VICTORY POINTS
Victory Points (VPs) track the measure of success the Prussian player 
is having in the war against France. Each scenario will list the initial 
VP level. Positive VP occurrences (favoring the Prussian player) add 
to the VP total, while negative VP occurrences (favoring the French 
player) reduce the VP total. See the Victory Point Table on the 
back of the Playbook for the list of VP occurrences. If two numbers 
are listed in the VP Table separated by a slash (/), the first number 
applies if it is a French unit being affected, while the second number 
applies if it is a Prussian unit.

Example: In a combat, the Prussian player has a Corps eliminated (-2 
VP) while the French player has an Army Leader eliminated (+3 VP). 
The VP total would be adjusted by a net +1 VP.

To record VP levels of one hundred or greater, advance the tens digit 
(‘00’) marker into the 10 (for 100), 11 (for 110), 12 (120), etc., box.

3.3 LEVEL OF VICTORY
The Victory Level at the end of the game is determined as follows:

Victory Points Level of Victory

111+ Prussian Substantial Victory

86 - 110 Prussian Marginal Victory

61 - 85 Draw

35 - 60 French Marginal Victory

34 or less French Substantial Victory
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4.1 SCENARIOS & NUMBER OF TURNS
On To Paris! spans the eight and a half months between July 1870 
and March 1871, broken down into 17 two-week turns. There are 
several scenarios based on the historical situation at different times 
during this period.

The historical scenario (PB 21.) begins on turn 2, the first half of 
August 1870. Turn 1, representing the second half of July 1870, is 
only used when playing the special early start scenario (PB 20.). The 
remaining scenarios begin on turn 3 or later.

4.2 TURN SEQUENCE
Each turn is broken down into the following phases, including an 
Action Phase with a variable number of Segments in which players 
activate their units (8.). Some of these Segments will not only hasten 
the end of the turn (8.6), but also provide additional Command 
Points to a player (8.2). Phases are completed in the order listed and 
all activities in a phase must be finished before advancing to the next 
phase.

Sequence of Play

1. Reinforcement Phase – Receive and record reinforcements (7.). 
Both players mark the number of available Regular Infantry, 
Reserve Infantry (Landwehr for the Prussians and Mobile for 
the French), Franc-Tireur, and Cavalry SPs, as well as any 
Armies, Corps or Leaders available for entry during the Action 
Phase. Leaders who were Wounded last turn return to command 
(5.10). 

2. Resource Phase – Players secretly allocate Primary, Secondary 
and Tertiary Resource Logistic markers (8.1). Markers must 
be allocated to an Army or a Military Point (8.1.1). After 
markers are allocated, both players reveal all their markers and 
each player rolls on the Command Point Table, recording the 
number of Command Points (CPs) received for each of the 
three RL markers, as well as their Discretionary CPs (8.2; 8.4). 
Finally, players determine which SPs and Division Leaders are 
contained in each Formation (6.1.3), as well as any Attachments 
of their Corps and Cavalry Divisions (6.4).

3. Action Phase – Each Action Phase is divided into multiple 
Segments. Each Segment is further sub-divided into four Steps 
that are conducted in the following order:

Step 1: Both players roll three dice to determine Initiative 
(8.5.1). If the result is tied, advance the Command Table 
Use marker one space to the right and see Ending the 
Action Phase, below (Exception: Two-Segment Minimum 
~ 8.7). Otherwise, the player with the higher total has won 
Initiative for the Segment and the difference between the 
two player’s rolls is the number of available Initiative Points 
(IPs) that each player must use during the Segment.

Step 2: The player with Initiative may enter one available 
reinforcement SP (any type, if available) at no cost in IPs 
(8.5.3).

Step 3: The player with Initiative must then conduct 
actions using the number of available IPs determined 
in Step 1, above. Command Points (CPs) are spent as 
necessary, depending on the IP and CP cost of the actions 
(see Action Cost Table). The player may not exceed the 
number of available CPs or IPs - and must spend all the 
IPs allocated in Step 1. At least one CP must be spent and/
or at least one SP must be brought in as a Reinforcement, 
if possible (8.5.4).

Step 4: The player without Initiative now conducts Step 
3 – spending a number of IPs as determined in Step 1 and 
spending CPs depending on the cost of the actions.

Step 5: That Segment ends and a new Segment begins. 
Repeat Steps 1 – 4 until the Action Phase ends.

Ending the Action Phase: The Action Phase ends in one 
of two ways. First, end the Action Phase if both players 
have expended all of their CPs and have also entered all of 
their available SP Reinforcements (8.5.7).

Alternatively, the Action Phase ends if the tied number 
rolled by the players appears in the space on the Command 
Table Use track currently occupied by the Command Table 
Use Marker (8.6). If not, both players roll again on the 
Command Point Table (without reassigning their Resource 
Logistic markers) to receive new CPs and return to Step 1.

The Action Phase must have at least two Segments (8.7) unless 
both players have expended all their available CPs and have no 
SP Reinforcements to enter. 

Design Note: The Prussian player may be able to avoid the turn 
ending due to ties by using the Prussian General Staff (8.8), but this 
ability can only be utilized a limited number of times.

4. Siege Resolution Phase – Roll on the Siege Progress Table for each 
on-going siege (16.2). Sieges end when the accumulated siege 
progress exceeds the Siege Number of the Fort(ress).

5. Rally Phase – All hexes containing Demoralized Forces (13.14) 
lose one SP and then, if they are in Movement Supply (9.2), 
remove their Demoralization. Check for Collapse of the 
Empire (18.2.2) and apply any VP penalty for King Wilhelm or 
Napoleon III not being with their strongest Army (18.3; 18.4). 

6. If the last turn of a scenario, the scenario ends; otherwise, 
advance the Game Turn marker to the next turn. 

4.  SEQUENCE OF PLAY

© 2016 Compass Games, LLC.
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5.  LEADERS

5.1 LEADER RATINGS
Leader units (“Leaders”) represent the individual leaders that led 
formations during the Franco-Prussian War. As shown below, all 
Leaders have a Rank (5.1.1; 5.2) and a Reaction Rating (5.1.2), 
used to determine how able a Leader is to respond to nearby enemy 
movement (lower = better). In addition, Army Leaders have an Army 
Rating (5.1.3), while Corps and Divisional Leaders have a Tactical 
Rating (5.1.4) ranging from -3 to +2. Certain French Leaders are 
only available to the Republic or the French Empire (5.1.5), while 
certain Prussian leaders are restricted to specific Nationalities (5.1.6). 
Finally, some Leaders (of all Ranks) have Special Ratings (5.1.7).

When the rules refer to a Leader, they refer to both named Leaders 
and Replacement Leaders (5.8) unless explicitly stated otherwise.

5.1.1 RANK

A Leader’s Rank determines which type of Formation they may 
command (5.2).

5.1.2 REACTION RATING

Army, Corps and Division Leaders have a Reaction Rating that 
determines their ability to conduct Reaction Movement (12.).

5.1.3 ARMY RATING

Army Leaders have an Army Rating from -3 to +2 which allows 
combat dice to be re-rolled that number of times (13.9.2) and 
affects the Battle Impact results (13.13). A positive value benefits 
the controlling player, while a negative value benefits the opposing 
player.

5.1.4 TACTICAL RATING

Corps and Division Leaders have a Tactical Rating from -3 to +2 
which affects the combat die roll (13.9.2) and the Battle Impact 
results (13.13). A positive value benefits the controlling player, while 
a negative value benefits the opposing player.

5.1.5 FRENCH EMPIRE OR REPUBLIC 
RESTRICTIONS

Certain French Leaders are designated as “Empire Only”. The French 
player may only appoint these Leaders to a command prior to the 
Fall of the Empire (18.1). Other French Leaders are designated as 
“Republic Only”; they may not be appointed to a command until 
after the Fall of the Empire. All Republic Leaders from previous turns, 
as well as that turn’s reinforcement Republic Leaders, immediately 
become available at that time.

Army Leader

Corps Leader

Division Leader

Special Rating 
(?, !, &, *)

Reaction Rating 

Leader Rank

Army Rating

Tactical Rating 

German Nationality
“SAX” = Saxon
“BAV” = Bavarian

Turn of Availability
“R” = Republic only
“E” = Empire only

Leader Name Special Rating
(on Corps/Division Leaders)
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5.1.6 NATIONALITY RESTRICTIONS

Certain Prussian Leaders have Nationality Restrictions which may 
affect their ability to be appointed to a command (5.3.3 ~ see 
Optional Rule).

5.1.7 SPECIAL RATINGS

Certain Leaders have special ratings that affect their behavior when 
being activated for movement or if successful in exercising Reaction 
movement.

Special Activation Rating

A Leader with a ‘*’ rating: This Leader costs one additional Initiative 
Point to activate (8.9.1) for any action that involves movement of 
Forces under his command (not the Leader moving alone).

OPTIONAL RULE: Command Interference

Any Army that has Napoleon III or King Wilhelm I on their Army 
Card also suffers the above penalty (if the Army Leader in actual 
command of that Army also has an ‘*’ rating, the penalty is two 
additional Initiative Points to activate). Note that since these Leaders 
never command an Army, they have no effect on the activation cost 
without this optional rule.

Special Reaction Ratings

A Corps Leader’s Special Reaction Rating is only used if it not in the 
same hex as the Army to which it is Attached (6.4).

Army Leaders have the indication in the upper left corner of the 
counter. Corps and Division Leaders have the symbol on the middle-
right side of the counter (where an Army Leader would have its 
Army Rating).

Example: The French Republic Corps Leader ‘Robin’ 
has a ‘?’ where an Army Leader would normally have the 
Army Rating, indicating that Robin is subject to a Special 
Reaction rule.

A Leader with a ‘!’ rating: Upon a successful Reaction roll (12.), 
the controlling player rolls 1D6. On a roll of 1 – 3, the Leader and 
any force under his command must move such that they end closer 
to the nearest enemy force (and the one triggering the Reaction roll 
if not further away), entering into combat with an enemy force if 
possible. This ‘target’ enemy force is designated prior to any Reaction 
movement and, if given a choice between multiple hexes when 
moving closer to this target, the Leader always enters the hex with 
the lowest MP cost per the TEC.

A Leader with a ‘?’ rating: Upon a successful Reaction roll, the 
controlling player rolls 1D6. On a roll of 1 – 3, the Leader and any 
force under his command must move (if possible) such that they end 
at least one hex further away from the nearest enemy force (and from 
the one triggering the Reaction roll if not further away). This ‘target’ 
enemy force is designated prior to any Reaction Movement. The 
Leader may not enter into combat via this Reaction movement.

A Leader with an ‘&’ rating: Upon a successful Reaction roll, 
the controlling player rolls 1D6. On a roll of 1 – 3, the Leader 

and any force under his command must move such that they end 
in (if possible) or closer to (if not possible to enter) the nearest 
friendly, non-besieged Fort(ress) (in hexes). This ‘target’ Fort(ress) is 
designated prior to any Reaction Movement and, If given a choice 
between multiple hexes when moving closer to this target Fort(ress), 
the Leader always enters the hex with the lowest MP cost per the 
TEC.

5.2 LEADER RANK
Leaders command Formations or SPs based on their rank. There are 
three ranks: Army, Corps or Division. Corps Leaders that are capable 
of being promoted to Army level have additional counters for use at 
that rank.

IMPORTANT: Some Leaders have counters at both a Corps Rank 
and an Army Rank. There may never be more than one of each 
individual named Leader in command at the same time (though 
both Ranks may be available at the same time - see 5.3.2).

Example: The French Corps Leader ‘Renault’ has two counters – one 
indicating a rank of Corps level and one indicating a rank of Army level. 
If Renault is currently a Corps commander, the Army level Leader unit 
cannot also command an Army at the same time. If Renault assumes 
command of an Army, the Corps level Leader is set aside. It may return 
to command if Renault is demoted.

Leaders remain in command until removed by the player (5.4), until 
becoming a casualty in combat (13.12), until the Formation they are 
commanding is removed from the map (6.3), when a Corps leader 
is promoted to Army command (5.3.2), upon the fall of the French 
Empire (18.2), or through the French Imperial Army Command 
Replacement Process (5.6). The latter only occurs during the period 
of the French Empire.

5.2.1 ARMY LEADERS

Only Army Leaders can command an Army and each Army may 
only have a single Army Leader in command at any one time. Army 
Leaders actively commanding an Army are placed on that Army’s 
Formation Card in the numbered space to show the current Total 
Infantry SP strength level of that Army (6.1). Army Leaders not 
commanding an Army are never placed on-map, but instead are 
stored off map in the player’s Available Leaders Pool.

Example: The French Army of the Rhine is led by the Bourbaki Leader 
and contains three SPs of Regular Infantry. 
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The Leaders Napoleon III and King Wilhelm I may never 
be placed in command of an Army, though they must 
accompany the strongest Army on their side or the 
player will incur VP penalties (3.2; 18.4; 18.5). Their 
counters have the Army rank symbol as a reminder 
that they are treated as Army Leaders for Leader Loss 
Determination (13.12.1). Unlike other Army-level 
Leaders, these two Leaders may leave a Formation and 
move on the map (10.7).

5.2.2 CORPS LEADERS

Only Corps Leaders can command a Corps. Each Corps may only 
have a single Corps Leader in command at any one time. Corps 
Leaders actively commanding a Corps are placed on the command 
track of the Corps in the numbered space to show the current Total 
SP strength level of that Corps (6.1). Corps Leaders not commanding 
a Corps are never placed on-map, but instead are stored off map in 
the player’s Available Leaders Pool.

5.2.3 DIVISION LEADERS

Division Leaders are the only Leaders other than Napoleon III and 
King Wilhelm I that are placed on the map. Division Leaders are 
placed on the map with a Formation, one or more SPs, or in any 
friendly city, town or Fort(ress). There is no limit to the number of 
Division Leaders that may be stacked in a single hex (other than the 
counter mix availability).

Each Division Leader may activate for movement up to three 
Infantry SPs (8.9.1). Excess SPs must remain behind or be activated 
separately.

5.3 LEADER REINFORCEMENTS, 
PROMOTIONS & APPOINTMENTS

Each scenario will designate which Leaders are in command of the 
Formations and/or SPs that set up on the map. Named Leaders 
currently not in command are placed in the controlling player’s 
Available Leaders Pool unless designated as not currently available, 
in which case they are set aside until needed (promotion ~ 5.3.2; 
demotion ~ 5.4.3). Replacement Leaders currently not in command 
are placed in the controlling player’s Available Replacement Leaders 
Pool.

5.3.1 REINFORCEMENTS

Additional Leaders are received as Reinforcements (7.4) and from 
eligible Corps Leaders promoted to Army Rank (5.3.2). Leader 
Reinforcements always enter at their Corps Rank, if one is available 
(exception: the French turn 4E Leader DeWimpffen enters as an 
Army Rank Leader - the Corps Rank Leader has the entry turn in 
parenthesis as a reminder).

5.3.2 PROMOTION OF CORPS LEADER TO 
ARMY RANK

A Corps Leader with an associated Army Leader unit (5.2) becomes 
available for promotion by the Favor of the Emperor (see below) 
or if the Corps Leader is involved in a combat. If the Corps Leader 
survives the combat, place the corresponding Army Leader on the 
turn track to enter as a reinforcement the following turn. During the 

Reinforcement Phase, the controlling player places the corresponding 
Army Leader in their Available Leaders Pool. The Leader is now 
available for Army level appointments as detailed below (5.3.3). The 
Corps Leader remains in command at this time - he will only be 
removed if the Army Rank Leader is selected to command an Army.

Army and Division Leaders never receive promotions and remain at 
their ranks (exception: Army Leader demotion ~ 5.4.3).

The Favor of the Emperor

Design Note: The will of the Emperor also was a factor in determining 
which leader could be selected for assignment to Army Command. 
Most French leaders served at one time as either an aide to a member 
of the Imperial court or in the Imperial Guard. Connections could 
be very important in advancing a career during the Second French 
Empire.

Once per game, and only during the French Empire period of the 
game, the French player may randomly select one Corps Leader that 
has a corresponding Army Leader unit and place the Army Leader 
unit directly into their Available Leaders Pool, even if the Corps 
Leader has not been involved in a combat. This may be done at any 
time during play.

5.3.3 APPOINTMENT

Leaders move from the Available Leaders Pool to a Formation when 
appointed to a command. All appointments are via random selection 
from all available named Leaders of that rank. The chosen Leader 
is immediately placed with the Formation it is now commanding. 
Replacement Leaders are not included in this selection; Replacement 
Leaders are only appointed if the replacement was due to combat 
(5.4.2; 5.4.3) or if there are no named Leaders available, in which 
case, a random Replacement Leader is appointed from those not 
currently in a command.

Leaders are eligible for appointment beginning the turn that they 
arrive as Reinforcements.

Leaders command their Formation until removed, either voluntarily 
by the player or for other reasons. A Leader may be appointed: to 
replace a Replacement Leader unit (5.8); to assume command of 
a newly built Army or Corps (6.2); to replace a Leader voluntarily 
removed by a player (5.4); or to fill a vacancy in an Army or Corps 
due to a Leader being removed, for whatever reason.

Army Leaders

When a new Army is built, an Army Leader is appointed to command 
that Army as described above, at no additional cost.

IMPORTANT: A named (i.e. non-Replacement) Army Leader must 
be currently available or the new Army may not be built at this time.

When an Army Leader is voluntarily removed (5.4.3), the player 
must appoint a new Army Leader as described above, paying both 
the Command Point (CP) and Initiative Point (IP) cost (see Action 
Cost Table). If an Army Leader is removed for any other reason, a 
Replacement Army Leader (5.8) is appointed at no cost, instead 
(exception: French Leaders removed due to the French Imperial 
Army Command Replacement Process ~5.6).
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Example: The French Army of the North’s Army Leader is Incapacitated 
in a combat and is removed from command. Since this Leader was 
not voluntarily removed, a Replacement Army Leader is immediately 
appointed.

If the newly appointed Army Leader has a corresponding non-
besieged Corps Leader counter currently in command, that Corps 
Leader must also be replaced (at no cost). The replacement Corps 
Leader comes from any available Corps Leaders in the players 
Available Leaders Pool and is replaced as described below; use a 
Replacement Leader if no Corps Leaders are available.

If the Corps Leader corresponding to the just promoted Army 
Leader is besieged, that Leader may not be promoted to command 
the Army unless the Army is in the same besieged location as the 
associated Corps Leader. Randomly select a new Army Leader until 
you obtain a Leader that can command the Army.

If no Army Leaders (including Replacement Leaders) are available 
when one is required, see 5.9.

Corps Leaders

When a new Corps is built, a Corps Leader is appointed to command 
that Corps as described above, at no additional cost.

IMPORTANT: A named Corps Leader must be currently available 
or the new Corps may not be built at this time. France is also limited 
to a maximum of fourteen built Corps at any one time (6.2.3).

When a Corps Leader is voluntarily removed (5.4.2), the player 
must appoint a new Corps Leader as described above and pay the 
CP and IP cost (see Action Cost Table). If a Corps Leader is removed 
for any other reason, a Replacement Corps Leader is appointed at 
no cost.

If no Corps Leaders (including Replacement Leaders) are available 
when one is required, see 5.9.

Division Leaders

Division Leaders are never appointed to command. If stacked with 
SPs, they may activate and move with up to three of them, but they 
are not considered to be in ‘command’ of these SPs. Division Leaders 
are not required to remain with any specific group of SPs and may 
move to a different Formation or hex if desired.

OPTIONAL RULE: Bavarian and Saxon Corps Appointment

If available, a Bavarian Leader must be selected from among available 
Corps Leaders to command the Bavarian I or II Corps, and a Saxon 
Corps Leader to command the Prussian XII (Saxon) Corps, instead 
of drawing randomly from all available Leaders. If the appropriate 
Leader by type and nationality is not available, the Prussian player 
must use a Replacement Leader unit instead.

5.4 LEADER REMOVALS
A Leader that is killed in combat (13.12) is permanently eliminated 
from the game (exception: Replacement Leaders are never 
permanently eliminated). When a Leader is removed from command 
for any other reason, the player must immediately decide whether 
the Leader will be permanently removed, or will be made available 
to be placed again at that same Rank (exceptions: von Steinmetz 
~5.5.3; Formation removal ~ 6.3.2). If the Leader is to be available 
for subsequent command, it is placed in the player’s Available Leaders 
Pool; otherwise permanently remove all Leader units of that named 
Leader from play.

Army Leaders can also be demoted to Corps level, if they have an 
associated Corps Leader and the player can pay the CP and IP cost 
at this time (see Action Cost Table).

Design Note: This means Army Leaders Incapacitated or removed 
during your opponent’s Action Segment can never be demoted, as 
you will never have IPs to expend!

A Wounded Leader can always be removed and/or demoted 
(exception: HRH Leaders ~5.5.2) if the above conditions are met; 
in such a case, the Replacement Leader already commanding the 
Formation remains in command (5.10).

A player loses Victory Points (VPs; 3.2) for each Leader that is 
voluntarily removed or demoted (exception: French Imperial Army 
Command Replacement ~5.6). No VPs are lost if the Leader is killed 
in combat or due to surrender.

5.4.1 REMOVING DIVISION LEADERS

Division Leaders cannot be voluntarily removed or promoted, they 
can only become casualties. A removed Division Leader is never 
substituted with a Replacement Leader.

5.4.2 REMOVING CORPS LEADERS

Voluntary Removal Restrictions

In order to voluntarily remove a Corps Leader the player must have 
a named Corps Leader available (not a Replacement Corps Leader) 
and have the required CPs and IPs for both the removal and the 
appointment of a new Corps Leader.

Removal Procedure

If the Formation currently has a Corps Leader in command, the 
player must expend CPs and IPs to both remove the current Corps 
Leader and to appoint the new Corps Leader (there is also a VP 
cost for removing the current Corps Leader). If the player does 
not have enough CPs and/or IPs, the Leader may not be removed. 
Appointment is done as described above (5.3.3).

If a Corps Leader was removed due to being Incapacitated or killed 
in combat, a Replacement Leader is appointed as described above 
(5.3.3). The Replacement Leader remains in command until a new 
Corps Leader is appointed, when and if available.

The removed Corps Leader may be permanently removed from the 
game or placed with the other available Corps Leaders in the Available 
Leaders Pool. A Replacement Leader may never be permanently 
removed. Each choice has a different cost in CPs, IPs and VPs.
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5.4.3 REMOVING ARMY LEADERS

Voluntary Removal Restrictions

In order to voluntarily remove an Army Leader the player must have 
a named Army Leader available (not a Replacement Army Leader) 
and have the required CPs and IPs for both the removal and the 
appointment of a new Army Leader. 

The Prussian player may not voluntarily remove an 
Army Leader unless it is marked with a Subject to 
Replacement marker; some Prussian Leaders can never 
be voluntarily removed (5.5). 

Prior to the Fall of the Empire (18.2), the French player may never 
voluntarily remove Army Leaders and must follow the French 
Imperial Army Command Replacement Process (5.6) to replace an 
Army Leader. After the Fall of the Empire, the French player may 
always voluntarily replace an Army Leader.

Removal Procedure

If the Army currently has a Leader in command (including a 
Replacement Leader), the player must expend CPs and IPs to both 
remove the current Army Leader and to appoint the new Army 
Leader (exception: French Imperial Army Command Process ~5.6). 
There is also a VP cost for removing the current Army Leader. If the 
player does not have enough CPs and/or IPs, the Leader may not be 
removed. Appointment is done as described above (5.3.3).

If an Army Leader was removed due to being Incapacitated or killed 
in combat, a Replacement Leader is appointed as described above 
(5.3.3). The Replacement Leader remains in command until a new 
Army Leader is appointed, when and if available.

The removed Army Leader may be permanently removed from the 
game, placed with the other available Army Leaders in the Available 
Leaders Pool, or (if an associated Corps Leader is available) demoted 
to a Corps Leader and placed in the Available Leaders Pool as a Corps 
Leader (exceptions: 5.5). A Replacement Leader may never be 
permanently removed or demoted. Each choice has a different cost 
in CPs, IPs and VPs. If demoted, the Corps Leader is immediately 
eligible to again qualify for promotion to Army command (5.3.2).

OPTIONAL RULE: Demoted to Corps Command in Same 
Army

When removing and demoting an Army Rank Leader, the controlling 
player should appoint the new Army Rank Leader before placing the 
Corps-Rank Leader of the demoted Army Leader into the Available 
Leaders Pool. If this appointment results in the removal of a Corps 
Rank Leader from a Corps currently Attached (6.4) to the same 
Army, the newly demoted Corps Leader is immediately placed in 
command of that now-leaderless Corps at no additional cost (instead 
of being placed in the Available Leader’s Pool).

5.5 PRUSSIAN ARMY LEADER 
RESTRICTIONS

Design Note: The Prussian and their allied armies were built on 
a structure of staff control. Their leadership was generally selected 
based on a combination of the influence of the leader (whether social 
or royal) and on their professional abilities, with a capable Staff 
Officer to assist as necessary. There was a reluctance to make any but 
the most necessary of changes in the top ranks of army leadership, 
and commanders with royal ties had to be treated carefully.

5.5.1 RECALLING PRUSSIAN ARMY 
LEADERS

A Prussian Army Leader unit may not be removed until after a Force 
under its command has been in a combat in which it suffers equal 
or greater losses in Infantry SPs than it inflicts on the enemy. When 
this occurs, place a Subject to Recall marker on the corresponding 
Army Card to indicate that this Leader is marked Subject to Recall. 
The Prussian player may only remove an Army Leader if it is so 
marked.

IMPORTANT: Except as noted below, there are no restrictions on 
removing Corps Leaders.

5.5.2 ROYAL PRUSSIAN LEADERS

Certain Prussian Leaders are HRH (His Royal Highness) with royal 
rank and may not be removed or demoted. These Leader units have 
their reaction ratings in red font and are:

•	 Prince Friedrich Wilhelm Ludwig 
of Prussia (Prinz Friedrich unit)

•	 Friedrich Karl of Prussia (Friedrich 
Karl unit)

•	 Crown Prince of Saxony (Saxon 
Crown Prinz unit)

•	 Grand Duke of Mecklenburg 
(Mecklenburg unit)

This rule applies even if the Leader is Wounded or is a Corps Rank 
Leader; i.e. they may not be removed or demoted, but can be 
promoted to Army Rank.

Example: The French player removes and demotes the ‘Trochu’ Army Leader, currently commanding the Army of the Rhine, and draws a replacement 
Army Leader from his Available Leader’s Pool. He draws the new Army Leader ‘Renault’, who happens to be the Corps Leader of the 4th Corps, 
currently Attached to the Army of the Rhine. The French player simply swaps the two Leaders – replacing the ‘Trochu’ Army Leader with the ‘Renault’ 
Army Leader, and replacing the ‘Renault’ Corps Leader with the ‘Trochu’ Corps Leader. The ‘Trochu’ Army Leader and ‘Renault’ Corps Leader units 
are set aside out of play, though the ‘Trochu’ Army Leader can become available again if the ‘Trochu’ Corps Leader is subsequently involved in a combat 
(5.3.2) and the ‘Renault’ Corps Leader can become available again if the French player choses to demote the ‘Renault’ Army Leader.
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5.5.3 GENERAL VON STEINMETZ

Design Note: The Prussian 1st Army commander, General von 
Steinmetz was a hero of the 1866 Austro-Prussian War and had 
significant political connections; although by 1870 his military 
abilities did not match his reputation. 

The Prussian player may never voluntarily permanently 
eliminate the von Steinmetz Leader. The Prussian player 
may remove him two turns after the normal criteria 
have been met for removing an Army Leader (5.5.1), or 
if von Steinmetz is Wounded or Incapacitated. However, 
if so removed, he must be demoted to a Corps Leader. His name is 
in red font to remind the Prussian player that he is subject to special 
considerations.

Denote the two turn delay by placing a Subject to Recall marker on 
the turn track two turns from the current turn, instead of on the von 
Steinmetz Leader. When that turn starts, remove the marker from the 
turn track and place it on the von Steinmetz Leader.

Example: The Army being led by von Steinmetz suffers more Infantry 
SP losses than his enemy during the SEPT I turn. He may be removed 
and demoted by the Prussian player at any point during or after the 
OCT I turn – a ‘Subject to Recall’ marker is placed on the OCT I turn 
to indicate this.

5.6 FRENCH IMPERIAL ARMY 
COMMAND REPLACEMENT

Design Note: The French Imperial Army Command Structure was 
a product of the French Second Empire and needed to project an air 
of stability to maintain political control. Leaders were chosen on the 
basis of their loyalty to the Emperor; leaders with Republican leanings 
were not tolerated. Although change of leadership could occur swiftly 
if a commander failed, once confidence was shown in a leader there 
was reluctance to admit error and further failings would be ignored.

5.6.1 RESTRICTION

The French player may not voluntarily remove or demote an Army 
Leader before the Fall of the Empire (18.2) unless the change occurs 
through the French Imperial Army Command Replacement Process. 
In addition, a Leader marked with a Leader Confirmed marker cannot 
be voluntarily replaced until the Empire falls; an Incapacitated 
or eliminated Leader must be replaced. Once the French Empire 
falls, the French player may freely remove or demote Army Leaders 
without restriction.

IMPORTANT: There are no restrictions on removing Corps Leaders.

5.6.2 PROCEDURE

Prior to the Fall of the French Empire, when a French Army (or 
a Corps Attached to a French Army if the French Army itself is 
not involved), becomes Demoralized (13.14) in combat or suffers 
greater losses in Infantry SPs than it inflicts on the enemy force in a 
single combat, there is a chance the Army Leader will be replaced at 
the end of the combat (13.17). This comparison is between the total 
SPs lost by both sides, not the SPs lost by any individual Formation.
If such a situation occurs, the French player rolls on the French 

Imperial Command Change Table (see PAC) for any Army Leader 
not currently marked with a Leader Confirmed marker. Only one roll 
is made for each individual combat (even if both conditions apply).

Replaced

If there are no Army Leaders (including Replacement Leaders) 
available to assume command, the current Army Leader remains and 
there is no other effect (i.e. the Leader is not replaced). Otherwise, 
randomly appoint (5.3.3) an available Army Leader (or Replacement 
Army Leader if no Army Leader available). If the Army is under siege 
and the selected replacement Army Leader is not already present 
in the besieged hex, the current Army Leader remains and is not 
replaced (there is no other effect).

If the Army Leader is replaced there is no CP or IP cost, and no loss 
in VPs. The new Army Leader immediately takes command of the 
Army and the replaced Leader is demoted to its Corps rank if it has 
one. The controlling player may choose to permanently eliminate a 
Leader replaced in this manner at no loss in VPs.

If not permanently eliminated by the French player and if at least one 
Corps attached to that Army has either no Corps Leader (5.9) or a 
Replacement Corps Leader, the demoted Army Leader automatically 
assumes command of one of those Corps at no additional cost. If 
no ‘replacement position’ exists within that Army (or the replaced 
Leader does not have an associated Corps Leader), the replaced 
Leader is put in the French Available Leaders Pool.

Confirmed

If the Army Leader is confirmed, place a Leader 
Confirmed marker on the Leader to indicate that this 
Leader is marked Confirmed. This Leader will never 
again need to check for replacement through the French 
Imperial Army Command Replacement Process. 

5.7 FALL OF THE FRENCH EMPIRE 
REMOVALS & APPOINTMENTS

After the Fall of the French Empire (18.2), all French 
Leaders who are aligned with the French Empire 
(5.1.5) are immediately removed (exception: such 
Leaders that are besieged ~5.7.1). In addition, remove 
all Leader Confirmed markers from any Army Leaders so marked. 
The French player then adds all available French Republic Leaders 
(7.5) to the French Available Leaders Pool and appoints (5.3.3) 
new Leaders to any Army and/or Corps that lost an Empire-aligned 
Leader. These replacements do not cost any CP, IP or VP, and are 
done immediately (other Leaderless formations do not get this free 
replacement; i.e. those that were waiting for a Leader prior to the Fall 
of the Empire). If there are insufficient Leaders, the French player 
decides on the order of replacement – the remaining Formations 
must use Replacement Leaders until new Leaders are available.

5.7.1 BESIEGED EMPIRE LEADERS

A besieged Empire-aligned Leader who manages to end his siege is 
not removed until the turn after the siege has ended, if not under 
a new siege at that time. He is removed and replaced for free as 
described above.
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5.8 REPLACEMENT LEADERS
A Replacement Leader is appointed when:

•	 A Corps or Army Leader is Incapacitated or killed in combat 
(13.12).

•	 An Army Leader that has an associated Corps Leader already 
in command, is appointed to command an Army and the 
player has no named Corps Leaders available to replace him 
in his Corps-level position; 

•	 an Army Leader is not available or all eligible Army Leaders 
are currently under siege when an Army Leader is replaced 
due to the French Imperial Army Command Replacement 
process (5.6).

Keep Replacement Leaders separate from other Leaders; whenever 
a Replacement Leader is needed for an appointment, select one at 
random from those not already in a command position.

Use either the Army or Corps side of the Replacement Leader as 
appropriate. Replacement Leaders act as the commanding Leader 
for that Corps or Army until replaced by the player with a named 
Leader using the normal replacement rules (5.4).

Replacement Leaders never become casualties and any casualty 
results for them are ignored (13.12). A Replacement Leader may 
never be permanently removed or demoted and if in a Formation 
that is removed from the map, the Replacement Leader is simply 
returned to the Available Replacement Leaders Pool.

There are no special qualifications or turn delay for removing 
Replacement Leaders as long as an available named Leader of 
the appropriate rank is available. The removal process follows 
the procedure outlined above (5.4.2; 5.4.3) and any removed 
Replacement Leaders are immediately available for use.

5.9 NO LEADER & REPLACEMENT 
LEADER SHORTAGE

If for any reason an Army or Corps does not have a Leader or 
Replacement Leader the following values apply.

•	 Corps are assumed to be led by a Leader with a -2 Tactical 
Rating and 7 Reaction Rating.

•	 Armies are assumed to be led by a Leader with a -2 Army 
Rating and 7 Reaction Rating.

Design Note: Though unlikely, due to a string of bad luck a player 
could conceivably end up with all Leader and Replacement Leaders 
already in use filling command positions when another Leader loss 
is rolled. If a Corps, use an unused Regular Infantry SP marker to 
keep track of the Total SP strength of the Corps until a new Leader 
is appointed. The back of the Mobile and Landwehr SP Tracking 
markers for Corps and Armies have the above stats – players are 
encouraged to use one of these markers on the rare occasion they 
are necessary.

5.10 WOUNDED LEADER 
REPLACEMENTS

Wounded Leaders scheduled to return the following turn (7.4) 
are not removed from their Formation Card, but instead are 
placed beneath the Replacement Leader as a reminder. During the 
Reinforcement Phase of the next turn, the now-recovered Leader 
resumes command of its Formation (7.5). The Replacement Leader 
is immediately available for use.

A Wounded Leader under a Replacement Leader can always be 
removed and/or demoted (exception: HRH Leaders ~5.5.2); in such 
a case, the Replacement Leader already commanding the Formation 
remains in command.

5.11 MULTIPLE LEADERS IN A 
FORMATION

Players will often have a Leader in command of a Formation (Army 
or Corps) and one or more additional Division Leaders and/or 
Napoleon III or King Wilhelm I. These additional Leaders have no 
impact on the movement and Reaction (12.) abilities of the Leader 
commanding the Formation (exception: see optional rule in 5.1.7).

Similarly, Leaders in Attached (6.4) Corps have no effect on the 
movement or Reaction ability of the Leader commanding the Army, 
even if in the same hex as the Army.

6. ARMIES, CORPS &
ZONE OF INFLUENCE

Design Note: The ability to coordinate the actions of widely 
separated forces was key in the Prussian victory over Austria and her 
allies in 1866. During that war, Prussian forces encircled the Austrian 
forces and brought them to battle while caught between two separate 
Prussian armies. In the Franco-Prussian War, von Moltke (the chief 
of the Prussian General Staff) was able to encircle French armies at 
Metz after the Battles of Mars la Tour and Gravelotte, and again at 
the Battle of Sedan. The latter resulting in the capture of Emperor 
Napoleon III, triggering the fall of the French Empire.  

6.1 ARMY & CORPS STRENGTH
There are three types of Formations, which are collections of SPs. 
Army and Corps are a collection of Infantry SPs and Cavalry 
Divisions are a collection of Cavalry SPs (Cavalry Divisions function 
in a similar manner to a Corps). Lone SPs are not Formations, but 
are part of a player’s Forces (2.4.2). Cavalry SPs and Franc-Tireur 
SPs may never be contained in an Army or Corps.

Army and Corps SP strengths are recorded on the respective Army 
or Corps SP Tracks. The Total Infantry SP Strength of an Army 
or Corps is indicated by the location of the Leader counter in 
command of that Army or Corps (5.2.1; 5.2.2). If Reserve Infantry 
SPs (Mobile for France and Landwehr for Prussia) are present in the 
Army or Corps, use a Reserve Infantry SP Tracker marker to indicate 
the number of Reserve Infantry SPs in that Formation.
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Example: The Prussian player creates the VI Corps by using a single 
Landwehr SP. The Corps Landwehr SP Tracker marker is placed on the 
‘1’ space, along with the Leader, indicating that the total strength of the 
VI Corps is one SP, which is a Landwehr SP. 

An Army or Corps cannot contain more SPs than the limit on its 
SP Track. The Reserve Infantry SP Tracker marker can never be in 
a box having a higher SP number than the Leader (since if they 
are stacked together it means the entire SP strength is composed of 
Reserve Infantry). The SPs contained in Armies and Corps is open 
information and can be viewed by either player at any time. Army 
Cards can be cut apart if desired, to be placed in open spaces on the 
map near their respective Armies.

OPTIONAL RULE: Hidden SP Strengths

Opposing players may never inspect the Army or Corps SP Tracks of 
the other side until resolving a combat.

The Leader unit is moved up and down on the Formation SP Track 
as the Formation gains and loses Infantry SPs. If the Formation gains 
or loses Reserve Infantry, the Reserve Infantry SP Tracker marker 
would also move up and down on the SP Track (in combination 
with the Leader).

Example (cont.): 
The Prussian player 
adds two Regular 
Infantry SPs to the 
VI Corps, moving 
the Leader to the 
‘SP 3’ box on the SP 
Track (the Landwehr 
SP Tracker marker 
remains in the ‘1’ 
box, indicating that one of the three total SPs is a Landwehr 
SP). Later, the VI Corps removes two SPs, one Landwehr and 
one Regular Infantry. The Landwehr SP Tracker marker is 
removed (going from one to zero Landwehr SPs in the Corps) and the 
Leader drops from the ‘3’ box to the ‘1’ box, to indicate that the current 
strength of the Corps is a single Regular Infantry SP.

6.1.1 MINIMUM SPS

Each Army and Corps must always have a minimum of one Infantry 
SP. For an Army, this Infantry SP must be in addition to any SP in 
Attached Corps (6.4). A player may never voluntarily remove the 
last SP from an Army or Corps. If an Army or Corps ever falls to 
zero SPs due to losses, the Army or Corps, along with its Leader, is 
removed at the end of the combat (6.3).

Example: The French Army of the Rhine falls to zero SPs, but has an Attached 
Corps with three Mobile SPs. The Corps is dropped to two total Mobile SPs 
and the Army goes back to one total SP – which must be a Mobile SP.

6.1.2 FRENCH “HEAVY” CORPS

Design Note: Emperor Napoleon III approved the creation of 
three French corps that had four divisions each, instead of the three 
divisions of a standard French corps. This was in order to offset the 
resentment of senior French Marshals who had not been awarded 
command of an Army. As ‘compensation’ and recognition of their 
rank, they were given command of these select “heavy” corps.

The French 1st, 3rd, and 6th Corps can contain up to eight Infantry 
SPs, rather than the normal six. This applies only during the French 
Empire period, and applies even if a Corps is eliminated and rebuilt.

Once the French Empire falls (18.2), if any of these three Corps have 
more than six SPs, they retain those extra SPs, but the French player 
can never add a SP to the Corps that would increase it to more than 
six total SPs.

Example: The French 3rd Corps has seven SPs when the Empire falls. It 
stays at seven SPs until it falls below that value; the French player can 
never add an eighth SP once the Empire falls.

6.1.3 REORGANIZING SPS & DIVISION 
LEADERS

During the Resource Phase, a player may designate where each SP 
and Division Leader is located within its given hex. If contained in 
an Army or Corps, the SP or Division Leader may remain contained 
in that Army or Corps or be placed on the map. If placed on the 
map, the SP or Division Leader is no longer part of that Army or 
Corps. If additional Armies or Corps are in the same hex, it may, 
instead, be placed in one of the other Armies or Corps. Likewise, 
SPs or Division Leaders may be placed into an Army or Corps in 
the same hex to be contained in that Formation. During the Action 
Phase, an activated Formation may pick up or drop off Division 
Leaders or SPs (see below).

6.1.4 CONTAINED SPS & DIVISION 
LEADERS

Design Note: We distinguish contained SPs and Division Leaders 
from Attached units because contained SPs and Division Leaders 
must be physically on the Army or Corps Card. These SPs and 
Division Leaders are part of the on-map Army counter for all 
purposes. An Attached unit has its own contained SPs (and maybe 
Divisions Leaders) and is often in an entirely different hex than the 
Army to which it is Attached.

Infantry SPs (up to the Formation’s Infantry SP Total) and Division 
Leaders contained in an Army or Corps are activated for Reaction 
(12.3.1) or movement (10.2; 10.8) at no additional cost when the 
host Army or Corps Reacts or is activated for movement.

When a Division Leader is contained in an Army or Corps, place the 
Division Leader on the Army Card or Corps SP Track. In addition, 
an Army can choose to activate one or more lone Division Leaders 
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(without any SPs), if the Division Leaders are in the same hex as the 
Army when it activates or Reacts. Corps cannot activate Division 
Leaders this way. To activate an in-hex Division Leader this way 
requires no additional CP or IP cost.

An Army may also use Combined Activation (8.10) to activate one 
or more Division Leaders along with up to three Infantry SPs – if 
the Division Leader and SPs are stacked together and are in the 
Armies Zone of Influence (6.5) – but must pay the CP and IP cost 
of activating the Division Leaders with SPs (8.9.1).

Infantry SPs and Division Leaders may also be picked up during 
movement, provided they are in the same hex as the activated Army 
or Corps at that time. Adjust the Formation’s Infantry SP Total (6.1) 
appropriately. If a Formation picks up a SP or Division Leader that 
has already moved in the current Segment, the Formation must end 
its move in the SP or Division Leader’s hex (10.2).

Prior to, or upon the conclusion of, Rail Movement (11.1) or Sea 
Transport (11.2), a SP or Division Leader may be picked up or 
dropped off - but not during either of these types of movement.

An activated Army or Corps may also drop off contained SPs and/or 
Division Leaders into any hex entered during movement or Reaction 
(exception: minimum SP strength ~6.1.1). Decrease the Leader unit 
and/or any Reserve Infantry SP Tracker marker appropriately to 
reflect the new strength of the Formation.

Any SPs that are dropped off may not move further during that 
Segment or Reaction, even if dropped off prior to the host Formation 
moving. If necessary, rotate the SP to reflect the fact that it cannot 
move for the rest of the current Segment. There are two exceptions 
to the above.

Exception 1: SPs dropped off along with a controlling Division 
Leader (maximum of three SPs ~5.2.3) may continue to move along 
with the host Formation using Coordinated Movement (10.2.2) if 
the player can immediately spend one CP and one IP for the 
activation cost of moving the Division Leader with SPs. They 
begin with the same number of remaining movement points as the 
host Formation.

Exception 2: Prior to expending any MPs, SPs may be dropped off 
directly into another Formation in the same hex without preventing 
the other Formation from moving this Segment (10.2).

An activated Army or Corps may pick up and drop off SPs and/or 
Division Leaders throughout its movement. An unlimited number 
of Division Leaders may be contained in an Army or Corps, but the 
maximum number of SPs that can be contained on the Formation’s 
SP Track at any one time is equal to the maximum value on its SP 
Track. SPs contained in Attached Formations or with any Division 
Leader activated with Combined Activation (see above) do not count 
against this limit – only SPs on the Army’s SP Track.

Example: The Prussian 1st Army begins with four SPs on its Army Card, 
one Division Leader and two Attached, full strength Prussian Corps. 
There are also two Infantry SPs in its hex. Upon activation, the 1st Army 
cannot activate the two Infantry SPs in its hex as that would exceed 
its maximum SP Track value of four. However, the 1st Army drops off 
the Division Leader, who then assumes ‘command’ of the two on-map 
SPs and moves with the 1st Army and the two Attached Corps using 

Coordinated Movement (the Prussian player expends one additional CP 
and IP). As 1st Army moves, it drops off two SPs and then enters a hex 
containing three SPs. It may immediately pick up two of the three SPs, 
bringing its total back to four contained SPs. The two SPs that were 
dropped off, and the one additional SP in its current hex, may not be 
activated by the 1st Army. The dropped off SP also cannot move further.

6.2 CREATION OF ARMIES & CORPS 

6.2.1 REQUIREMENTS

Location and SP Requirement

An Army or Corps can be created in any hex in the controlling 
player’s home country (10.9.1) that is in Movement Supply (9.2) 
or in any hex with an existing friendly Army, if the existing Army 
is located on a rail line and can trace a path of continuous, friendly 
rail hexes back to a supply source in that player’s Friendly Territory 
(10.9.1). Multiple Armies or Corps can be created in the same hex 
at the same time.

OPTIONAL RULE: Town-based Reinforcements

Instead of any hex in that player’s home country, the hex must at 
least be a town or Fort(ress) ~ the other option above is still valid (i.e. 
in a hex with an existing friendly Army ...).

Whenever an Army or Corps is created, at least one available friendly 
Infantry SP must be in the hex per newly created Formation. An 
Infantry SP is available if it is capable of being immediately placed 
into the newly created Formation. This Infantry SP may come from 
another Army or Corps in that hex or may be an on-map SP that was 
previously placed there (even in the same Segment), but there must 
be enough Infantry SPs in the hex so that all Armies and Corps can 
have at least one SP (6.1.1).

Cost Requirement

To create the Army or Corps, the controlling player must expend the 
appropriate number of Initiative Points (IPs) and Command Points 
(CPs).

Leader Requirement

In order to create a new Army or Corps, the controlling player 
must have a named Leader of the appropriate Rank in that player’s 
Available Leader Pool (5.3.3).

6.2.2 BESIEGED CORPS & ARMY CREATION

No Formations may be built 
in a besieged hex except for the 
designated Paris Army and the 
two designated Paris Corps, 
which can be built in a besieged Paris hex.

6.2.3 FOURTEEN FRENCH CORPS

The French Player is limited to a total of fourteen Corps in play at 
any one time.

Other than the counter mix, there is no limit on the number of Armies 
of either side, nor the number of Prussian (or their Allies) Corps.
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6.3 REMOVAL OF ARMIES & CORPS
When the strength of an Army or Corps falls to zero SPs, the 
Formation unit and its Leader are removed from play at the end 
of the combat that caused the drop to zero SPs. The controlling 
player incurs a VP penalty (3.2) and then places the Formation 
on the Turn Track to enter as a Reinforcement (7.3) the next game 
turn (exceptions: 6.3.1, 6.3.2). Any Attachment Markers on the 
eliminated Army Card are removed – these units are now no longer 
Attached to any Formation. Any Division Leaders contained in the 
Formation are also removed.

Exception: If an Army falls to zero SPs and has an Attached Corps 
in its Zone of Influence (6.5) that contains two or more SPs (after 
all losses are accounted for due to the combat that removed the last 
SP in the Army), the Corps can deduct one (only) SP and the Army 
can add one SP to avoid removal. The same type of SP (Regular or 
Reserve) that is removed from the Corps is added to the Army. If 
either is besieged, the other must be in the same hex.

6.3.1 EXCEPTIONS TO THE RETURN OF 
ARMIES & CORPS

French Armies and Corps

French Armies, Corps, and Cavalry Divisions that are eliminated 
while besieged (16.2.4), or by an inability to Retreat (13.16.3), are 
permanently eliminated. 

Prussian Armies and Corp

Prussian Armies and Corps that are eliminated while besieged, or 
by an inability to Retreat, re-enter play at the rate of one every two 
turns after their elimination.

Place a single Prussian Army on the Turn Track, two turns from the 
current turn (see example), provided that (or the previous) turn does 
not already have a Prussian Army. Additional Armies (or this first 
Army, if the turn already had a Prussian Army) are placed one every 
two turns after that. The Prussian player may decide the order of 
placement if multiple Armies have been eliminated, but once placed 
on the Turn Track, the order may not be changed.

Prussian Corps are placed in an identical manner as Armies, one 
Corps every two turns.

Example: While besieged, a Prussian Army and three Corps are 
eliminated on turn 7 (Oct II). The Prussian player places the Army to 
become available again on turn 9 (Nov II), along with one of the Corps. 
The next two eliminated Corps would not become available until turns 
11 (Dec II) and 13 (Jan II). If another Prussian Corps was eliminated 
prior to turn 13, it would not become available until two turns after 
its elimination and two turns after the last Prussian Corps to become 
available had passed, i.e. on turn 15 (Feb II) at the earliest.

6.3.2 LEADERS IN REMOVED FORMATIONS

Any Replacement Leaders are returned to the Available Replacement 
Leaders Pool; other Leaders are treated as follows. If the Formation 
had a valid Retreat path at the time of elimination, the Leader 
commanding the Formation and any contained Division Leaders 

are placed on the turn track to enter as Reinforcements the next 
game turn. If no valid Retreat path existed (even if eliminated prior 
to needing to Retreat), each Leader unit must roll for escape per the 
Retreat rules (13.16.3).

6.3.3 VP PENALTY

For each Prussian Corps eliminated, reduce the current VP total by 
two VPs. For each Prussian Army eliminated, reduce the VP total by 
four VPs. An eliminated French Corps increases the VP total by one 
VP, while an eliminated French Army increases the VP total by two 
VPs. There is no additional VP penalty for the elimination of the 
Formation’s Leader due to combat or surrender.

6.4 ATTACHING & DETACHING UNITS
A Cavalry Division or Corps associated with an Army is said to be 
an ‘Attachment’ of that Formation to the Army. Leaders and SPs are 
never “Attached” to an Army or Corps – they are “contained” in the 
Army or Corps (6.1.4).

Attachment is important for Cavalry Divisions and Corps as it 
extends their ability to React (12.3.1); both through the larger Zone 
Of Influence (ZOI) range of the Army (6.5), as well as the ability 
to use a successful Reaction Roll from the Army’s Leader (12.3.1). 
However, Cavalry Divisions and Corps do not need to be Attached 
in order to function.

6.4.1 ATTACHMENTS LIMITS

Armies are limited in the number of Cavalry Divisions and/or Corps 
that can be Attached to them by their Attachment Limits, as listed 
on each Army Card.

Example: The Prussian 3rd Army can have Attached at any one time 
a maximum of eight Corps and three Cavalry Divisions, and can also 
contain up to four Infantry SPs.

The Attachment Limit is also the maximum number of Cavalry 
Divisions and Corps that may be activated without additional cost 
by that Army, or that can React based on a successful Reaction Roll 
by that Army’s Leader (12.3.1). These Formations must already be 
Attached to the Army and must be within the ZOI of the Army at 
the time of activation or Reaction.

6.4.2 ATTACHMENT PROCEDURE

Attachments can occur at only two times: 

•	 During the Resource Phase of each game turn, where players 
may freely reorganize which Cavalry Divisions and Corps are 
Attached to each Formation, provided the unit to be Attached 
is within the ZOI of the Army or Corps to which it is being 
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Attached. Contained SPs and Division Leaders may also be 
reorganized at this point if in the same hex as the Formation 
(6.1.3). Besieged units may remain Attached to an Army, but 
can only Attach to a different Army if in the same besieged 
location.

•	 Players may also reorganize Cavalry Divisions and/or Corps 
during the Action Phase by spending one IP per Army 
receiving a new Attachment to conduct an Army Reattachment 
action, provided the unit is within the ZOI of the Army to 
which it is being Attached.

Example: The French player has two Armies and their Corps in 
adjacent hexes that want to switch Attached Corps, so two IP are paid 
(one for each Army receiving a Corps) and the two Corps switch their 
Attachments.

A Formation remains Attached until either the controlling player 
reassigns its Attachment per the above, or the Attached or host 
Formation is removed from the map. The Attached unit remains 
Attached, even if it moves outside the ZOI of the host Formation 
or the turn ends.

6.4.3 ATTACHMENT DESIGNATION

When a Cavalry Division or Corps is Attached to an Army, place 
the Attachment marker for that Formation on the corresponding 
Army Card.

Example: The Prussian 3rd Army is led by v. Manstein and currently 
contains three Regular Infantry SP, and has Attached the Bavarian I and 
II Corps, the Prussian Guard Corps and the I and II Cavalry Divisions. 
It could still Attach five additional Corps and one Cavalry Division, if 
desired.

6.4.4 ATTACHMENT & ACTIVATION, 
MOVEMENT & REACTION

When an Army activates or Reacts (12.), any Attached Cavalry 
Divisions or Corps within that Army’s ZOI may also activate at no 
additional cost, up to its Activation Limit (6.4.1). This is in addition 
to any contained SP or Division Leaders that are activated (6.1.4).

Attached Formations that are besieged may only be activated this 
way if the Army is in the same besieged location - treat both hexes 
of Paris as ‘the same location’ for this purpose if both hexes are French 
controlled.

If the activated Army has any activated, Attached Formations, it must 
move using Coordinated Movement (10.2.2). Cavalry Divisions 
and Corps may be moved outside the Army’s ZOI, if desired, and 
contained SPs and Division Leaders may be dropped off (6.1.4).

Corps and Cavalry Divisions (Attached or not) that do not start in 
an activated Army’s ZOI may not be activated with the Army and 
they may not be activated or Attached along the way.

While Corps cannot be Attached to each other, multiple Corps in 
the same or adjacent hexes can be activated together, even if not 
Attached to an Army, by paying the CP and IP cost to activate each 
Corps. To activate multiple Corps not Attached to the same Army 
and not in the same or adjacent hexes, an Army must be activated and 
must use Army + Corps Combined Activation (8.9.1) to activate the 
unattached Corps (which must be within the ZOI of that Army).

IMPORTANT: Whenever more than one unit on the map activates 
for movement (or Reacts) at the same time, the controlling player 
must use Coordinated Movement (10.2.2).

6.5 ZONE OF INFLUENCE (ZOI)
All Formations and SPs have a Zone Of Influence (ZOI), which 
represents a radius of influence around the unit. The ZOI extends 
from the unit’s hex (inclusive) to a range of up to two hexes from the 
on-map hex the unit occupies (see below). Besieged Formations only 
have a ZOI into their own hex.

6.5.1 ZOI RANGE

UNIT TYPE ZOI RANGE

All Armies 2 hexes

Prussian and Bavarian
Cavalry Division 2 hexes

All Corps 1 hex

French Cavalry Division 1 hex

All SPs, Siege Guns, 
and all besieged units Own hex only

Leaders, Pontoon Bridges, 
and Supply Depots No ZOI
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A ZOI is never blocked by an enemy ZOI or a besieged Fort(ress) 
(including if occupied by enemy units), but terrain and enemy units 
block as described below.

A ZOI does not extend across the following hexsides: coastline, lake, 
major river, mountain, or non-adjacent forest (6.5.2).

A ZOI does not extend into or through an all sea hex or a non-
adjacent forest hex (6.5.2).

A ZOI extends into but not through a hex containing a non-besieged 
enemy SP, Formation or Fortification (16.).

When non-besieged units of both sides occupy the same hex, the 
side that is the Attacker (13.1) has a ZOI only into its current hex 
and the hex used to enter the combat situation. The Defender has a 
ZOI only into its current hex and the three hexes opposite the hex 
used by the Attacker, provided they were not occupied by enemy 
units at the start of the movement that triggered the combat. 

Example: Three French units use Coordinated Movement (10.2.2) to 
attack the Prussian Corps in hex 2831. Each French unit has a ZOI only 
in hex 2831 and the hex that it used to enter that hex (hexes 2931, 2830 
and 2731). For each French unit, the Prussian Corps would possess a 
ZOI into the three opposite hexes; e.g. the French 6th Corps would grant 
the Prussian Corps a ZOI into hexes 2931, 2932 and 2832. However, 
2931 was occupied by the French Imperial Guard Corps, so the Prussian 
ZOI would not extend into that hex. The net effect is that the French 
have a ZOI into the combat hex and all hexes marked ‘F’, while the 
Prussian player has a ZOI into the combat hex and all hexes marked ‘P’.

F

P
P

P
F

F

6.5.2 FOREST HEXES & HEXSIDES & ZOI

A ZOI extends through a forest hexside only if the Formation is 
adjacent to the forest hexside through which the ZOI is being traced.

A ZOI extends into a forest hex only if the Formation is adjacent 
to the forest hex into which the ZOI is being traced. A ZOI never 
extends through a forest hex, even if the Army or Prussian Cavalry is 
adjacent to the forest.

Example: The French Army has a ZOI of two hexes, but does not have a 
ZOI in the magenta X hexes as they are non-adjacent forest hexes. Likewise, 
the Army does not have a ZOI in the black X hexes as they are only reached 
by going through either a forest hex or a non-adjacent forest hexside.

6.5.3 ZOI EFFECTS

A unit may attempt Reaction (12.) when at least one enemy unit 
expends MPs in the ZOI of the unit, either by entering a new hex 
during movement or by expending MPs in place (10.3; 10.4). This 
includes entering the hex occupied by a Formation or SP. Note that 
Franc-Tireur and other SPs may always attempt to React to enemy 
units entering their own hex (with Franc-Tireur SPs having special 
Reactions ~ see 12.4.1; 17.1.3).

For an Army, the ZOI is also the distance in hexes from the Army 
where an Attached Cavalry Division or Corps can be activated for 
movement or Reaction at no additional cost; or where unattached 
Formations may be activated using Combined Activation (8.9.1).

An SP reinforcement may not be placed in an enemy ZOI unless 
placed into a friendly city and/or port, or into a hex occupied by a 
friendly Army or Corps (7.2.1).

Supply may not be traced into or through a hex in a Cavalry 
Division’s ZOI (9.4.3), unless the hex in question is occupied by a 
friendly SP, Formation, city or unbesieged Fort(ress).

Rail Movement (11.1.1) cannot enter a hex in the ZOI of an enemy 
Army or Cavalry Division, unless the hex in question is occupied by 
a friendly SP, Formation, city or unbesieged Fort(ress).
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7.  REINFORCEMENTS

7.1  RECEIVING REINFORCEMENTS
At the start of a turn, both players check their Reinforcement Charts 
to determine if they receive any new reinforcement Strength Points 
(SPs), Leaders, or Formations. When new reinforcement SPs are 
indicated, the player adds the indicated number to the appropriate 
total recorded on the General Record Track (GRT). Leaders and 
Formations are set aside until brought into play as described below 
(7.3; 7.4).

During the Action Phase, players can also expend Initiative Points 
(IPs) to obtain additional Emergency Reinforcements (7.6).

7.1.1 SPECIAL FRENCH 
REINFORCEMENT RULES

The French player receives four types of Infantry Reinforcements: 
Universal Regular and Mobile Infantry and Paris-specific Regular 
and Mobile Infantry. The latter two must appear in or near Paris 
(7.2.2) while the former may appear anywhere in France (including 
Paris). In addition, once the French Empire Falls (18.3) the French 
player receives extra Reinforcements in addition to the normal 
Reinforcements received.

French Franc-Tireur SP that arrive as Reinforcements (or via 
Emergency Reinforcements ~ 7.6) are not tracked on the GRT. 
Instead, place a single Franc-Tireur SP unit in the French player’s 
Available Units Box. It may be entered during the Action Phase as 
detailed below (7.2.1).

7.2 ENTERING REINFORCEMENTS 
INTO PLAY

Reinforcements are entered into play (i.e. placed on the map) when 
the player expends the required amount of IPs. The player who won 
the Initiative (4.2) may enter one SP of Reinforcements (any type) 
without expending IPs (7.7). The number and type of available 
SPs are indicated by the corresponding SP marker on the GRT. If 
a marker is currently in the ‘0’ box on the GRT, no SPs of that type 
are currently available.

With the exception of Paris (7.2.2), no units may be entered in a hex 
currently besieged.

Placing a Reinforcement into a hex is not considered movement and 
does not allow Reaction.

7.2.1  STRENGTH POINTS

For each SP Reinforcement brought into play, deduct one from the 
appropriate SP Reinforcement marker on the GRT.

Example: The French player brings in two Paris Mobile SPs, deducting 
two from the Paris Mobile SP marker on the GRT.

A SP Reinforcement must be placed into a hex in that player’s home 
country, a hex containing a friendly city or port, or in a hex occupied 
by a friendly Army or Corps, if the Army or Corps is located on a rail 
line and can trace a path of continuous, friendly rail hexes back to 
a Supply Source (9.4.1) in that player’s Friendly Territory (10.9.1).

OPTIONAL RULE: Town-based Reinforcements

Instead of any hex in that player’s home country, the hex must at 
least be a town or Fort(ress) ~ the other possibilities above are still 
valid (i.e. friendly city, port, etc.).

The hex must always be in Movement Supply (9.2) and may not be 
in an enemy Zone of Influence (ZOI), unless the placement hex 
above is a friendly city or port hex, or a hex occupied by a friendly 
Army or Corps. The hex may contain enemy units if those units do 
not have a ZOI into their own hex (6.5.1).

All of the above may be overridden by SP specific rules, below.

Regular and Reserve Infantry Strength Points

Regular Infantry and Reserve infantry (i.e. Mobiles and Landwehr) 
SPs must satisfy the above requirements.

If an Army or Corps is contained in the placement hex, the SP can 
be placed directly into that Army or Corps up to the SP limit of the 
Army or Corps (6.4.1).

Example: The Prussian player receives three Regular Infantry 
Reinforcements. One is placed directly into a Corps in France that is in 
an enemy ZOI. The Corps is located on a rail line having a supply line 
back to a Prussian Supply Source. A second SP is placed into a Prussian 
controlled city hex in France which is also in an enemy ZOI but that 
can trace back to a Prussian Supply Source. The final SP is placed into a 
clear hex in Prussia that is in Movement Supply and not in any enemy 
ZOI. None of the placement hexes are besieged, so all three placements 
are legal.
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Bavarian Strength Points

Prussian SPs designated as “Bavarian” represent troops 
from the Kingdom of Bavaria which maintained its 
own military force. They are treated as Regular Infantry 
SPs, except as noted below.

Bavarian SP may only enter at a hex containing one of the two 
Bavarian Corps or into the German Off-map box.

Landwehr Strength Points

The Prussian player may enter a maximum of four Landwehr SPs 
in on-map hexes per turn. If the Prussian player enters more than 
four Landwehr SPs, the excess must start directly in an Army or 
Corps (7.2), or in the German Off-map Box. Landwehr SPs entered 
directly into an Army or Corps are not limited and do not count 
against this limit.

Design Note: If the players need a mnemonic to track this, rotate 
the Landwehr SP Reinforcement marker 90 degrees clockwise for 
each SP brought into play on-map. Once the marker is returned to 
face its original direction, four SPs would have been brought in and 
no more may be placed on-map that turn.

Cavalry Strength Points 

A Cavalry SP (CSP) is never placed directly on the map. It is entered 
by flipping a reduced strength Cavalry Division back to full strength 
(i.e. two CSPs) or by entering a new Cavalry Division onto the map 
at one CSP (two CSPs may be spent to enter at full strength).

A Reinforcement CSP must be placed into a hex in that player’s 
home country or in a hex occupied by a friendly Army or Corps, 
where the Army or Corps is located on a rail line and can trace a 
path of continuous, friendly rail hexes back to a supply source in 
that player’s Friendly Territory (10.9.1).

The hex must always be in Movement Supply (9.2) and may not be 
in an enemy Zone of Influence (ZOI), unless the placement hex 
above is a hex occupied by a friendly Army or Corps.

Unlike Infantry SPs, CSPs and new Cavalry Divisions may not be 
placed at a friendly city or port hex outside that player’s Friendly 
Territory, nor may they be entered in Paris if Paris is besieged.

Franc-Tireur Strength Points

Franc-Tireur SPs are received as listed on the French Reinforcement 
Schedule or as Emergency Reinforcements (7.6). When received, 
they are placed in the French player’s Available Forces Pool, not 
tracked on the GRT like other SPs.

Franc-Tireur SPs are entered onto the map in any friendly hex in 
France that does not contain one or more Franc-Tireur SPs. The 
hex may not be besieged and may not be in a Prussian Cavalry ZOI, 
unless placed into a friendly city and/or port, or into a hex occupied 
by a friendly Army or Corps.

Franc-Tireur SPs may never be contained in an Army or Corps nor 
placed outside of France (17.1).

7.2.2  PARIS & REINFORCEMENTS

French Paris-specific Infantry SP Reinforcements must enter in either 
hex of Paris, including directly into any Army or Corps located in 
these hexes. Alternatively, these SP Reinforcements may be entered 
directly into the Army of Paris or either Paris Corps if the Army of 
Paris or the Paris Corps is within three hexes of Paris and can trace a 
valid supply line to Paris at the time of Reinforcement

These SP Reinforcements may be entered in a besieged Paris hex, as 
long as the above conditions are met.

Once placed, these SPs are treated as regular SPs for all purposes (i.e. 
they may be moved away from Paris without restriction).

Paris Besieged

Unlike Paris-specific Reinforcements, above, Universal SP 
Reinforcements may not be entered at a besieged Paris hex. In 
addition, Paris cannot receive Emergency Reinforcements (7.6) if 
both Paris hexes are currently besieged and/or Prussian controlled.

Example: The Prussian player wants to bring in a Cavalry SP 
Reinforcement, but the Bavarian Cavalry Division does not qualify 
since it is not in the Prussian player’s home country, nor in a hex with a 
Corps or Army. Likewise, the Prussian player could not bring in a new 
Cavalry Division at Toul or Neufchateau (assuming both are Prussian 
controlled), since a new Cavalry Division cannot be started in a city or 
port hex outside that player’s home country. 
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Paris Captured

When the Prussian player first captures a hex of Paris, the French 
player permanently reduces each subsequent game turn’s “Paris 
SP Reinforcements” by half (rounded up). This includes any Paris 
Republican Mobile Infantry Reinforcements, as well. Halve the 
Paris-specific Regular Infantry and Mobile Infantry separately, but 
sum up each with any Republican Infantry Reinforcements before 
halving. Any saved Paris SP Reinforcements on the GRT are not 
affected. This effect remains even if the French player retakes the lost 
Paris hex.

Example: Prussia captures the first hex of Paris on Turn 8. On Turn 
9 (also Turn+3 of the Republic), the French player would only add one 
Regular Infantry SP and one Mobile SP to the Paris-specific SP totals.

7.3 ARMIES & CORPS 
When an Army or Corps arrives as a Reinforcement, it is placed in 
the player’s Available Forces Pool. An Army or Corps only enters play 
on the map when built (6.2).

Some French Corps are listed on both the normal turn Reinforcements 
and the bonus Reinforcements once the Republic has been formed. 
The Corps becomes available on the first turn that meets either 
requirement. Ignore the later of these two turn listings.

Example: The French 18th Corps is listed as a Reinforcement on both 
turn 12 and for the second turn (turn+2) after the Fall of the French 
Empire. If the French Empire falls on turn 8, the French 18th Corps 
would become available on turn 10 (the second turn after the fall of the 
French Empire) – not on turn 12.

7.4 LEADERS
A Leader arrives as a Reinforcement when the current turn number 
equals its Turn of Availability (5.1). When a Leader arrives as a 
Reinforcement, it is placed in the player’s Available Leaders Pool.

However, French “Republic Only” Leaders prior to the Fall of the 
French Empire are ignored (7.5.1) and set aside. In addition, Army 
Rank Leaders that have an equivalent Corps Rank Leader counter 
also arriving as a Reinforcement are also set aside until made available 
(5.3.2).

Exception: The French Dewimpffen Leader arrives at the Army 
Rank level, instead. Set aside the corresponding Corps Rank Leader 
until needed (demoted Leaders ~ 5.4.3).

Example: On game turn 4, the Prussian player receives two Mecklenburg 
Leader units – one a Corps Rank Leader and one an Army Rank Leader. 
The Army Rank Leader is set aside and the Corps Rank Leader is placed 
in the Prussian Available Leaders Pool. Once the Mecklenburg Corps 
Leader is involved in a combat, the Army Rank Leader would be added 
to the Available Leaders Pool.

During the Reinforcement Phase, Division Leaders may also be 
entered onto the map via the placement rules (5.2.3) and Wounded 
Leaders (5.10) return to command. Remove the Replacement Leader 
counter at no cost in CPs or IPs and return the (no longer Wounded) 
Leader to command.

7.5 THE FRENCH REPUBLIC & 
REINFORCEMENTS

Design Note: Following the fall of the regime of Emperor Napoleon 
III, the new Republican government of France was able to call upon 
considerable resources by mobilizing the nation.

7.5.1 “REPUBLIC ONLY” LEADERS 
 PRIOR TO THE FALL OF THE 

FRENCH EMPIRE

Prior to the Fall of the French Empire (18.2), any “Republic only” 
Leader that arrives as a Reinforcement is kept aside (place them 
under the game turn marker on the turn track). Once the French 
Empire falls, these Leaders immediately become available (5.7)

7.5.2 FOLLOWING THE FALL
 OF THE FRENCH EMPIRE

Following the Fall of the French Empire, the French player receives 
additional Reinforcements as indicted on their Reinforcement Chart.

Starting with the turn following the Fall of the French Empire, and 
every turn thereafter, the French player adds the listed units for the 
appropriate turn from both Reinforcement Charts. This includes 
any Corps that are listed on either Reinforcement Chart for the 
current game turn. A Corps is only received once – ignore the listing 
if it has already arrived as a Reinforcement.

These bonus Reinforcements are subject to all the regular 
Reinforcement rules.

Example: The French Empire falls on turn 4 and the French player 
immediately removes all “Empire only” Leaders and replaces them per 
5.7. On turn 5, the French player adds the 15th and 16th Corps, and all 
SPs listed for game turn 5 and for the “turn+1” bonus Reinforcements. 
The listing for the 15th Corps on turn 6 will be ignored, as this unit 
has already arrived on turn 5. On game turn 8, the French player will 
receive all Reinforcements listed for game turn 8, including the 20th 
Corps and the bonus Mobile SPs listed on the “turn+4” entry line.

7.6 EMERGENCY REINFORCEMENTS
Design Note: During the war, both the French and Prussian militaries 
assembled regular forces out of reserve groups, such as depot troops, 
auxiliary, police, foresters, fortress garrisons and others.

Both sides may obtain additional Reinforcement SPs beyond those 
provided by the Reinforcement Charts by expending Initiative 
Points (IPs).

7.6.1 PROCEDURE

A player may spend IPs towards Emergency Reinforcement SPs 
(ERSPs) at any point during their Segment. The player designates 
the type of SP desired and the number of IPs being contributed at 
that point towards the ERSP. For Cavalry and Franc-Tireur ERSP, 
the entire IP cost must be paid at that time (7.6.3). For Regular and 
Reserve Infantry, a player may accumulate IPs until the full cost is 
achieved (7.6.4). See the PAC for the IP cost for each type of ERSP.
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7.6.2 RESTRICTIONS

Paris cannot receive Emergency Reinforcements if both Paris hexes 
are currently besieged and/or Prussian controlled.

7.6.3 EMERGENCY CAVALRY & FRENCH 
FRANC-TIREUR REINFORCEMENTS

When purchasing a Cavalry or Franc-Tireur ERSP, the entire IP 
cost must be paid at the time the SP is purchased. IPs cannot be 
accumulated in the way that Infantry formations can be raised (see 
below).

For each Franc-Tireur ERSP purchased, the French player adds one 
Franc-Tireur SP to their Available Forces Pool.

For each Cavalry ERSP purchased, the owning player increases their 
Cavalry SP marker on the GRT by one.

7.6.4 EMERGENCY REGULAR & RESERVE 
INFANTRY SPS

Immediately upon spending the IPs, the player must decide what 
type of ERSP the IPs are directed towards: Regular or Mobile 
Infantry for the French player; Prussian Regular, Bavarian, or 
Landwehr Infantry for the Prussian player.

If the full cost in IPs is spent, the player simply increases 
the appropriate Infantry SP Reinforcement marker on 
the GRT by one.

Alternatively, a player may spend only a portion of the total IP cost 
for an Infantry SP. If there is not currently an SP unit of that type 
on the GRT, the player places an ‘1 SP’ unit on the GRT in the box 
corresponding to the number of IPs spent. If there is already such 
an SP unit, simply increase the unit by the number of IPs spent 
(regardless of whether the previous IPs were spent in the current or 
prior turn). This ‘1 SP’ unit will track the number of IPs spent for 
that type of ERSP.

Example: The Prussian player previously spent two IPs on a Landwehr 
ERSP, so an ‘1 SP’ Landwehr unit is on the GRT in the ‘2’ box. During 
a subsequent turn, the Prussian player spends an additional three IPs; 
they advance the ‘1 SP’ Landwehr unit to the ‘5’ box on the GRT. Two 
more IPs will result in an additional Landwehr ERSP.

When the number of IPs spent equals the cost in IPs for the 
ERSP, deduct the IP cost from the IPs on the GRT, increase the 
corresponding Infantry SP Reinforcement marker by one, and 
record any remaining IPs on the GRT as noted above.

Once IPs are spent towards an ERSP, the player may never ‘reclaim’ 
these IPs. However, the IPs spent towards the ERSP remain on the 
GRT until the corresponding ERSP is gained.

Example (cont.): Later, the Prussian player spends an additional four 
IPs on the Landwehr ERSP. Since nine (four + five) is greater than the 
IP cost for a Landwehr ERSP (seven), the Prussian player deducts seven 
from nine (leaving two), increases the Landwehr SP Reinforcement 
marker by one, and places the ‘1 SP’ Landwehr unit on the ‘2’ box of 
the GRT (as there were two IPs remaining after deducting the seven).

7.7 INITIATIVE PLAYER FREE 
REINFORCEMENT ACTION

The player who won the initiative may freely enter one available SP 
of any type into play as described by the procedures above as the 
very first action of their Segment. There is no cost in IPs for this 
Reinforcement action, but the SP must be placed in accordance to 
the procedures described above (7.1; 7.2).

7.8  SIEGE GUNS
An eliminated Siege Gun is placed on the Turn Track to enter as 
a Reinforcement four game turns after it was eliminated. A Siege 
Gun returning as a Reinforcement enters at any in-supply, friendly 
controlled city or Fortress hex in that player’s home country during 
the Reinforcement Phase at no cost in CPs or IPs.

8.  COMMAND & 
INITIATIVE POINTS

A player uses Command Points (CPs) and Initiative Points (IPs) 
to activate their units on the map for movement and/or combat, 
to bring in Reinforcements, to change the leadership of their 
Formations, and to campaign against their opponent. However, a 
player cannot be equally effective everywhere – they must choose 
where to concentrate their actions by allocation of their Resource 
Logistics markers, from which their supply of CPs will flow.

8.1 RESOURCE LOGISTICS (RL) 
MARKERS

Design Note: Resource Logistics (RL) markers represent the focus 
of a player’s military effort, directing where their military operations 
will occur and where Command Points will be made available for 
their forces. Generally, a player will choose to place RL markers so 
that areas where they wish the most effort to occur will have the 
highest ranked markers. 

Each player determines which forces have 
access to CPs and how the CPs will be 
distributed based on how they assign their 
RL markers. RL markers are allocated as 
detailed below (8.1.1).

Each player has three RL markers: Primary, Secondary and Tertiary. 
Primary RL markers receive the most CPs, Secondary RL markers 
less, and Tertiary RL markers receive the fewest CPs.

CPs assigned to these three RL markers are used within the Command 
Zone and Range of the marker; if used for actions outside of this 
range, there are additional costs (8.3; 8.9.1).
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8.1.1 RESOURCE LOGISTICS MARKER 
ALLOCATION

During the Resources Phase, both players decide where to allocate 
their RL markers. These markers must be placed on a friendly (even 
if besieged) Army or Military Point.

A Military Point is any hex containing a friendly Infantry SP (Regular 
or Reserve), Corps or Fort(ress). Siege Guns, Supply Depots, Cavalry 
Divisions and Franc-Tireur SPs are not considered Military Points.

An RL marker placed with an Army must move with the Army, 
while an RL marker placed at a Military Point must remain in that 
hex (unless relocated at a cost in CPs and IPs during the turn).  

Process

Each player takes their three RL markers (Primary, Secondary and 
Tertiary) and conceals them from their opponent.

On the first turn of any scenario, the French player begins by placing 
a single, face-down (i.e. hidden) RL marker of their choice on any 
friendly (even if besieged) Army or Military Point. This does not have 
to be the Primary RL marker, but can be any of the three. On the 
rest of the turns, the player who lost the Initiative in the last Action 
Phase of the previous turn places the first RL marker.

Players then alternate placing remaining RL markers face-down 
until all six RL markers are placed.

After all RL markers are placed, they are all revealed and each player 
rolls to determine the amount of CPs that will begin allocated to 
each of the their RL markers, as well as the CPs allocated to their 
Discretionary CP total (8.2).

Example: The French player lost 
the Initiative in the last Action 
Phase of the previous turn, 
so begins the current turn by 
placing one of their RL markers 
on the Army of Alsace, then the 
Prussian player places one of 
their RL markers. The players 
continue to alternate, with the 
French player placing his last 
two RL markers on Paris and the 
Army of the Rhine. After all RL 
markers are placed, the players 
reveal all the markers. 

8.1.2 RESOURCE LOGISTICS MARKER 
CHARACTERISTICS

RL markers assigned to an Army are mobile and must remain with 
their respective Army throughout the turn, unless the player expends 
an action to relocate it (8.9.1). An RL marker assigned to an Army 
moves with the Army at no additional cost.

RL markers placed on Military Points (and not on an Army) do not 
move (but see 8.1.3) and must remain in their placement hex, even if 
the Military Point was an SP or Formation and that SP or Formation 
vacates the hex. Any Forces in the placement hex are not required 
to remain in the hex with the RL marker – they may freely leave the 
hex during the turn. To move an RL marker placed on a Military 
Point, the owning player must spend an action to relocate it. If a 
hex contains both an Army and a Military Point, the RL marker 
is considered assigned to the Military Point unless the controlling 
player states otherwise when placing the RL marker.

RL markers on Military Points are removed when at least one enemy 
Force (exception: not Siege Guns) occupies their hex without any 
friendly Force present. RL markers on an Army are removed if that 
Army is removed for any reason. If an RL marker is removed, any 
remaining, unused CPs (and any CPs gained later in the Action 
Phase) are lost. A removed RL marker is available for placement in 
the next Resource Phase, but it may not be replaced or relocated 
during the current game turn.
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8.1.3 RELOCATION OF RESOURCE 
LOGISTICS MARKERS

Relocating an RL marker to a new location, which must also be 
either an Army or Military Point, requires the player to perform a 
‘Relocate Resource Logistics marker” action (see Action Cost Table). 
Once the cost is paid, simply place the RL marker on the new Army 
or Military Point.

8.2  DETERMINE COMMAND POINTS
After the RL markers are revealed (and any time additional CPs 
are generated due to a tied Initiative Roll), each player rolls 2D6 
and consults the Command Point Table. Each player records the 
results on the GRT for each of the RL markers: Primary, Secondary, 
Tertiary, and Discretionary.

During the Action Phase, whenever the Initiative Rolls are tied 
additional CPs will be allocated as described above - if the turn does 
not end (8.6.2). Primary, Secondary and Tertiary RL markers that are 
not currently on the map do not receive additional CPs.

An RL marker can never have more than twenty CPs.

Example: Both players roll an ‘8’ for their Initiative Roll. Assuming the 
turn does not end, both players will roll 2D6 and add the CP values 
from the Command Point Table to their Primary, Secondary, Tertiary 
and Discretionary CP totals on the GRT.

8.3  RL MARKER COMMAND ZONES
CPs assigned to an RL marker can only be used without penalty with-
in the Command Zone of the on-map RL marker. Discretionary CPs 
are not restricted by a Command Zone (ie. they have infinite range).

8.3.1  COMMAND ZONE RANGE

All Prussian RL markers have a Command Zone range of five hexes 
while all French RL markers have a Command Zone range of four 
hexes. Command Zones ignore enemy units and terrain, and may be 
traced into and out of sieges without penalty.

8.3.2  OUTSIDE COMMAND ZONE PENALTY

If any CPs assigned to an RL marker are used to activate a unit that 
is outside the Command Zone of the corresponding RL marker, the 
CP cost is increased by one (see Action Cost Table). Exception: there 
is no CP penalty for conducting Rail Movement from an Off Map 
Box, provided the destination hex is within the Command Zone of 
the RL marker expending the CPs.

When activating an Army containing Attached units, only check 
the location of the Army for determining whether the CP cost is 
increased. When activating more than one unit via Combined 
Activation, check the location of each unit being activated.

Example: An Army and three of its Attached Corps are activated, along 
with one Cavalry Division that is not Attached to it, the latter activated 
by Combined Activation. The Corps and Cavalry Division are in the 
ZOI of the Army, but outside the Command Zone of the RL marker used 
to activate the Army (though the Army itself is in the Command Zone 
range). The Army and all three Attached Corps activate with no penalty, 

but the Cavalry Division added via Combined Activation must pay one 
extra CP in penalty.

8.3.3  BESIEGED UNITS & COMMAND ZONES

Besieged units may only be activated at the same time as other 
units in the same besieged location (treat both hexes of Paris as a 
single besieged location if both are French controlled). A RL marker 
in a besieged location may be used to activate units outside of the 
besieged location without penalty for being besieged.

8.4 DISCRETIONARY 
 COMMAND POINTS
Players also have Discretionary CPs not represented by an on-map 
RL marker. Discretionary CPs do not have a Command Zone range 
restriction and can be used for actions anywhere on the map without 
penalty.

Discretionary CPs may also be used to augment expenditures of CPs 
from an RL marker. Furthermore, units within the Command Zone 
range of an RL marker need not expend CPs from that RL marker, 
but can instead choose to expend Discretionary CPs or a mix thereof.

Example (cont): If the player had used Discretionary CPs to activate 
the Army, the Cavalry Division would not be required to pay the extra 
CP penalty.

8.5 ACTION PHASE & 
 SEGMENT SEQUENCE
The Action Phase is divided into one or more Segments. For each 
Segment, the players determine who has the Initiative and the 
number of Initiative Points (IPs) that each player will alternate 
spending; the Initiative Player going first and the Non-Initiative 
Player going second.

Both players may expend IPs and CPs based on the costs associated 
with any actions they desire to perform, as well as deciding upon the 
entry of available Reinforcements (see Action Cost Table).

Each action is a separate activation, but not all activations are 
movement. A unit may be activated more than once in a Segment, 
but each unit may only move once per Segment. When a Segment 
ends, another follows it until the end of the Action Phase is triggered.

Example: The Action Phase begins and the French player wins the 
Initiative. During the first Segment, he is the Initiative Player and moves 
five SPs out of Paris, using some of his available IPs and CPs. If he wants 
to move those five SPs again he must wait until the second Segment.

8.5.1  DETERMINE INITIATIVE

At the start of each Segment, both players roll three dice (3D6), 
summing them. The player with the higher dice total has won the 
Initiative for the Segment and is the Initiative Player. The other 
player is termed the Non-Initiative Player.

When both players rolls the same total, either the Action Phase will 
end or Players will receive additional Command Points (8.6); if this 
occurs often enough, Victory Points may be added or subtracted 
depending on the Status of the French Empire (8.6.3).
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8.5.2 RECORD AVAILABLE INITIATIVE 
POINTS

Subtract the Non-Initiative Player’s die roll sum from the Initiative 
Player’s die roll sum: this difference equals the number of IPs each 
player will have to spend during the current Segment.

Example: The French player rolls fifteen while the Prussian player rolls 
eight. Fifteen minus eight is seven, which is the number of IPs each 
player will have during the current Segment.

Place the Initiative Point Marker on the GRT box 
number corresponding to the number of IPs available, 
with the Initiative Player’s side face-up. Also, place the 
Spent Initiative Points marker in the same box. As IPs 
are spent, decrease the Spent Initiative Points marker 
until it reaches the 0 Box of the GRT, at which point 
the active player has no more IPs available. The Non-
Initiative Player will receive the same umber of IPs 
during their portion of the Segment (8.6.3) - tracked 
the same way as above.

8.5.3 INITIATIVE PLAYER OPTIONALLY 
ENTERS FREE REINFORCEMENT SP

First, the Initiative Player may enter one available SP of any type 
into play by using the ‘Enter one or more SPs’ action (see Action 
Cost Table). This costs no IPs and must follow all Reinforcement 
rules (7.7).

8.5.4 INITIATIVE PLAYER CONDUCTS 
ACTIONS

Next, the Initiative Player conducts actions in the order listed below.

1. First, the player selects a single action from the Action Cost 
Table and expends the required number of CPs and IPs listed 
in the Table. Some actions allow for the inclusion of additional 
actions to be conducted at the same time as the initially selected 
action - this includes activation and movement of multiple 
units (8.9.1; 8.10), as well as multiple Leader-related actions 
being performed at the same time (8.9.1). If the player wishes 
to perform any allowed related actions, they designate and 
expend CPs and/or IPs for them at this time.

2. Spent CPs and IPs are recorded by decreasing the respective 
marker(s) by the amount spent.

3. The player then implements the selected action (see action-
specific rules).

4. If the player’s Segment has not ended, the player selects another 
action - following the same procedure above in steps 1 - 3.

The Initiative Player must spend a minimum of one CP and/or enter 
at least one SP, if they have at least one CP and/or SP available, not 
counting the free Reinforcement SP (8.5.3). If they fail to do this, 
the opposing player deducts one CP from any one of the Initiative 
Player’s CP Tracker markers. If all are at zero CPs, the opposing 
player deducts one SP from any one of the Initiative Player’s SP 
Tracker markers.

The Initiative Player’s half of the Segment ends when they have 
expended the required amount of IPs or they have expended all CPs 
and entered all available SPs. IPs may not be saved and must be 
spent (however, see Emergency SP Reinforcements ~ 7.6). A player may 
never expend more CPs or IPs than they have available (i.e. none of 
the markers may go negative).

8.5.5 NON-INITIATIVE PLAYER 
CONDUCTS ACTIONS

After the Initiative Player has finished expending all the required 
IPs, the Non-Initiative Player will expend the same amount of IPs by 
carrying out actions in the same manner as above.

8.5.6  END OF SEGMENT

When the Non-Initiative Player has finished expending all the 
require IPs or they have expended all CPs and entered all available 
SPs, check to see if the Action Phase has ended (8.5.7). If the Action 
Phase does not end, both players again roll to determine Initiative 
(8.5.1). This process continues until the Action Phase ends.

Example: Both players roll for Initiative. The French Player rolls a ten 
and the Prussian player rolls a sixteen. The Prussian player has won 
Initiative and will go first in this Segment. The Prussian player may enter 
one SP as a free Reinforcement before any other actions and then has six 
IPs to use. When the Prussian player has finished, the French player then 
has six IPs to expend during their half of the Segment. After the French 
player expends their six IPs, both players again roll for Initiative if they 
do not meet the End of Action Phase requirements.

8.5.7  END OF THE ACTION PHASE

When both players have finished a Segment and at least one side 
still has CPs unspent and/or SPs available as Reinforcements, then 
a new Segment begins with the players again rolling to determine 
Initiative (8.5.1).

If both players have spent all their available CPs and have no SP 
Reinforcements available, then the Action Phase ends. Formations, 
Leaders and Siege Guns are ignored for this purpose - only SPs on 
the GRT are considered.

The Action Phase also ends if both players tie on the Initiative Roll 
enough times, which will end the turn via the Command Table Use 
(8.6).

IMPORTANT EXCEPTIONS: The Action Phase cannot end due 
to the Command Table Use until a minimum of two Segments has 
occurred (8.7).

In addition, the Prussian player may avoid the end of the Action 
Phase in certain circumstances by using the Prussian General Staff 
Intervention (8.8).

If neither exception applies, both players remove their Resource 
Logistics markers from the map and set all of their Command Point 
Tracker, Rail Movement and Sea Transport markers to zero. Play 
then proceeds to the Siege Resolution Phase (16.2.4).
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8.6  COMMAND TABLE USE
At the start of each Action Phase, set the Command Table Use 
marker in the left-most box on the track (the ‘--’ box space). The 
Command Table Use track records the number of times that players 
tie when rolling Initiative during the Action Phase.

Once two Segments have occurred (8.7), players begin tracking the 
number of times they tie when determining Initiative at the start of 
a Segment (8.5.1). The first time a tie occurs after the two Segment 
minimum, advance the Command Table Use marker to the second 
box on the track – the Action Phase cannot end (see Action Phase 
Continues ~8.6.1, below). The second time a tie occurs, if the tied 
result was an eleven, the Action Phase may end (8.6.2; 8.8); if it does 
not, then advance the Command Table Use marker to the next box on 
the track. The Action Phase may now end on a five, eleven or sixteen 
as the tied result, as listed in the center Command Table Use box.

Players continue to advance the marker one box to the right for 
each tied Initiative Roll that does not end the Action Phase. When 
the marker is in the rightmost box, the next tied Initiative Roll will 
automatically end the Action Phase (8.5.7) unless an exception applies.

8.6.1  ACTION PHASE CONTINUES

If the number does not appear in the current Command Table Use 
box, then both players roll again on the Command Point Table 
(without reassigning Resource Logistics markers) to receive new 
Command Points (8.2). These are added to the current totals of 
their existing Command Point Tracker markers on the GRT, up to a 
maximum of twenty CPs per marker. RL markers not currently on 
the map do not gain CPs this way.

Players then roll again to determine Initiative (8.5.1) and continue 
with a new Segment.

8.6.2  ACTION PHASE ENDS

If the tied number is listed in the box containing the Command 
Table Use marker, then the Action Phase ends (8.5.7) unless an 
exception applies (8.7; 8.8).

8.6.3  VICTORY POINT ADJUSTMENTS

During a turn, Victory Points (VPs) 
are awarded as a ‘VP penalty’ for each 
use of the Command Table starting 
with when the Command Table Use 
marker first enters the second to last 
box on the Command Table Use track 
(labeled as “VP Penalty Applies”).

A VP penalty also applies when the marker enters the last box and 
each time a tie occurs while in the last box (see 8.8).

If the French Empire has not yet fallen, subtract one VP each time 
a VP penalty applies.

If the French Empire has fallen, add one VP each time a VP penalty 
applies.

8.7  TWO SEGMENT MINIMUM
Each Action Phase must have a minimum of two Segments, except 
when both players have expended all their available CPs and have no 
SP Reinforcements available to enter.

Ignore all ties on Initiative rolls until either a minimum of two 
Segments have occurred or both players have expended all their 
available CPs and have no SP Reinforcements available to enter. 
Instead, simply roll for additional CPs and reroll for Initiative - do 
not advance the Command Table Use marker.

Example: The players start the Action Phase by both rolling nine, then 
both rolling eleven. They do not advance the Command Table Use 
marker on either roll and, instead, immediately roll for additional CPs 
and determine Initiative again.

Design Note: If you feel you need a mnemonic to remember whether 
two Segments have occurred, the Command Table Use marker can 
be rotated after the first Segment has been performed, then rotated 
back when the second Segment has occurred.

8.8 PRUSSIAN GENERAL STAFF 
INTERVENTION

Design Note: Helmut von Moltke, the chief of the Prussian General 
Staff, is often credited with creating the modern method of moving 
armies in the field, and was primarily responsible for the planning 
and the conduct of the war against France. Because of this advanced 
planning, the Prussian forces were able to overwhelm the French at 
the start of the campaign.

When the Action Phase is scheduled to end due to the current 
Command Table Use box containing the same number rolled by the 
players, the Prussian player may choose to use one of their Prussian 
Staff Intervention points to nullify this turn ending situation. 

The Prussian player deducts one from their available 
points on the GRT and flips the marker over to indicate 
that they may not use this ability again until next turn.

When using General Staff Intervention, the players roll again for 
CPs and continue the Action Phase as normal. The players will 
advance the Command Table Use marker one box to the right 
(unless it is already in the rightmost box) as if the number rolled was 
not a number listed in the current Command Table Use box. If the 
Command Table Use marker is already in the rightmost box, a VP 
penalty applies by using the General Staff Intervention.

Each scenario will indicate the maximum number of times that the 
Prussian player may use the Prussian General Staff Intervention ability.

Example: Scenario 2 begins with the von Moltke unit in the three box 
of the GRT, meaning the Prussian player may use the Prussian General 
Staff Intervention ability three times during the course of the scenario.
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8.9  COMMAND POINT USE
Command Points (CPs) and Initiative Points (IPs) are expended 
during the Action Phase, allowing each player to carry out actions. 
The CPs will usually be spent from a Resource Logistics (RL) marker 
with sufficient CPs that is within Command Zone Range (8.3) and/
or Discretionary CPs, but the player may use any RL marker – even 
one that is Out of Range (8.3.2). Discretionary CPs can be used 
anywhere on the map without penalty; the action does not have to 
be within a Command Zone Range of an RL marker.

Unless using a Combined Activation (8.10), the player must choose 
a single RL marker with sufficient CPs for the desire action; a 
Combined Activation can use two or more RL markers.

Exception: Discretionary CPs can always be used to augment the 
expenditure from any RL marker(s) during any action, whether 
Combined Activation is being used or not; nor does the RL marker 
need to be fully depleted of CPs before using Discretionary CPs to 
augment the expenditure. However, if any CPs are spent from an RL 
marker out of Command Zone Range of that RL marker, the Out of 
Range penalty applies.

In the case of Combined Activation, the additional CP cost may be 
taken from multiple RL markers and/or Discretionary CPs, but any 
penalties for being out of the Command Zones of the RL marker 
spending the CPs must be taken into account in the cost.

Example: The Prussian player activates the 2nd Army and its Attached 
units for two CPs and two IPs, expending these CPs from the Tertiary 
Command marker (bringing it to three remaining CPs). They also desire 
to activate the 1st Army, more than five hexes away from the Tertiary 
Command marker. The 1st Army has the Primary Command marker 
associated with it, but it only has one CP (it costs an additional two 
CPs and two IPs for the 
Combined Activation). 
The Prussian player could 
spend the one CP from 
the Primary Command 
marker, along with one 
Discretionary CP, to allow 
the 1st Army to also activate. 
However, the Prussian 
player does not want to use 
their Discretionary CPs, 
so they choose to spend 
one CP from the Primary 
Command marker and 
one CP from the Tertiary 
Command marker. Since 
the 1st Army is outside of 
the Command Zone of 
the Tertiary Command 
marker, the Prussian player 
must expend another 
CP from the Tertiary 
Command marker, leaving 
it with one (the Primary 
Command marker is left 
with zero).

8.9.1  ACTIONS

Actions allow the players to command their forces for movement, 
based on the type and number of units being moved, as well as 
managing their Forces, bringing in Reinforcements, building and 
destroying depots and rail heads, as well as other miscellaneous 
activities. All of the action choices are listed in the Action Cost Table 
and are briefly described below. Note that many, but not all, of these 
actions may be combined in a single activation.

IMPORTANT: If more than one unit is activated for movement at 
the same time, Coordinated Movement (10.2.2) must be used.

Any activation and movement of a unit, via regular Movement (10.), 
Rail Movement (11.1) or Sea Transport (11.2), counts as the one 
movement that a unit can conduct during a single Segment (10.2).

Movement Actions

•	 Activate and Move Only Leaders 
 (CP: 1 per Leader; IP: 1 per Leader)

Movement of one or more lone Leaders not commanding a 
Formation or SPs. Cannot be combined with any other action. 
Division Leader(s) in the same hex as an activated Army may be 
activated for free without paying the above cost (6.1.4).

•	 Activate and Move SPs without Leaders 
 (CP: 1 per 2 SP; IP: 1 per 2 SP)

Activation and movement of a single hex of one or more lone 
Infantry or Franc-Tireur SPs, without a Leader. Restrictions and 
additional costs may apply in Enemy Territory (see below). The 
cost is per two SPs, or fraction thereof. Cannot be combined 
with any other action.

Example: Activating three SPs without a Leader would require 
two CP and two IP.

•	 Activate and Move one or more Siege Guns 
 (CP: 1 per unit; IP: 1 per unit)

Movement of up to two Siege Gun units. Cannot be combined 
with any other action.

•	 Activate	 and	Move	Division	 Leaders	 with	 up	 to	 three	 SPs	
(CP: 1 per Leader; IP: 1 per Leader)
Movement of up to three Infantry SPs stacked with a Division 
Leader. SPs may be dropped off during movement, but not 
picked up. Multiple Division Leaders may be activated if all in 
the same hex and this action may only be combined with the 
activation an Army (if the Division Leader is in the ZOI of the 
Army ~ 6.1.4).

•	 Activate	and	Move	Only	Cavalry	Divisions	
 (CP: 1 per Division; IP: 1 per Division)

Movement of one or more Cavalry Divisions. Multiple Cavalry 
Divisions may be activated if all are in the same hex. This action 
cannot be combined with any other activations (see Combined 
Activations when adding a Cavalry Division to the activation of 
an Army or Corps).
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•	 Activate	and	Move	Only	Corps	
 (CP: 1 per Corps; IP: 1 per Corps)

Movement of one or more Corps separate from any Armies. If 
activating more than one, all must be in the same or adjacent 
hex. This action cannot be combined with any other activations 
except with a Combined Activation of a Cavalry Division 
(see also Combined Activations when adding a Corps to the 
activation of an Army).

•	 Activate	and	Move	an	Army	with	no	Attachments	
 (CP 1; IP: 2)

Movement of a single Army with all its contained SPs and/or 
Division Leaders, but no Attached Corps or Cavalry Divisions. 
An Army with Attached Cavalry Divisions and/or Corps can 
be activated this way, but none of its Attached units can move. 
An Army activated this way may not activate an in-hex Division 
Leader; however, this action can be combined with actions 
adding additional Armies, Cavalry Divisions and Corps using 
Combined Activation (see below).

•	 Activate	and	Move	an	Army	with	Attachments	
(CP: 3 (French) or 2 (Prussian); IP: 2)
Move a single Army and all its Attached Cavalry Divisions 
and Corps that are in the Army’s Zone of Influence (ZOI), as 
well as any contained SPs and/or Division Leaders. Can only 
be combined with actions adding additional Armies, Cavalry 
Divisions and Corps using Combined Activation (see below). 
May be combined with the activation of a Division Leader 
with up to three SPs, if the Division Leader and SPs are stacked 
together and in the ZOI of the Army (6.1.4). Besieged units 
may only be activated if in same location as the Army that is 
activated (6.4.4).

•	 Army	+	Army	Combined	Activation	
 (CP: 3 (French) or 2 (Prussian); IP: 3 (French) – 2 (Prussian))

When activating more than one Army at the same time, each 
additional Army that is activated pays the above cost instead 
of the cost of moving a single Army. The cost includes all of 
the additional Army’s Attached Cavalry Divisions and Corps in 
that Army’s ZOI, as well as any contained SPs and/or Division 
Leaders. This action may be combined with the Army + Cavalry 
Divisions/Corps Combined Activation or Activate and Move 
Division Leaders with SPs to activate Armies, Cavalry Divisions, 
Corps and Division Leaders with SPs together.

•	 Army	+	Cavalry	Division	Combined	Activation	
 (CP: 1; IP: 3 (French) or 2 (Prussian))

When activating one or more Cavalry Divisions at the same time 
as an Army, each additional Cavalry Division that is activated 
pays the above cost instead of the cost of moving a Cavalry 
Division alone. These Cavalry Divisions can be unattached or 
Attached (to the same or a different Army), but must be in the 
ZOI of at least one activated Army.

•	 Army	+	Corps	Combined	Activation	
(CP: 1; IP: 3 (French) or 2 (Prussian))
When activating one or more Corps at the same time as an Army, 
each additional Corps that is activated pays the above cost instead 
of the cost of moving a Corps separate from Armies. These Corps 
can be unattached or Attached (to the same or a different Army), 
but must be in the ZOI of at least one activated Army.

Design Note: If the Cavalry Division or Corps are Attached to 
the activated Army and in that Army’s ZOI, they can activate 
for free without paying the above costs by using the Activate 
and Move an Army with Attachments action. If unattached, this 
is the only way to allow such a Formation to move with an 
activated Army. If outside of the ZOI of any activated Army, the 
Formation must be activated (and moved) separately.

•	 Corps	+	Cavalry	Divisions	Combined	Activation	
(CP: 1; IP: 2 (French) or 1 (Prussian))
When activating one or more Cavalry Divisions at the same 
time as a Corps, each additional Cavalry Division that is 
activated pays the above cost instead of the cost of moving a 
Cavalry Division alone. The activated Cavalry Division(s) must 
be in the same or adjacent hex with the activated Corps.

Leader Appointment &Removal Actions (all per Leader)

•	 Appoint	Leader	to	command	
(CP: 1; IP: 1)
Randomly select a single Leader to assume command of a Corps 
or Army (5.3.3). Cannot be combined with any other action 
except those related to Leader appointment or removal.

•	 Remove	Replacement	Leader	from	command	
 (CP: 1 (Corps) or 2 (Army); IP: 1)

Cost for removing a Replacement Army or Corps Leader from 
command (5.4; 5.8). This action may not be performed if the 
player cannot also immediately conduct an ‘Appoint Leader to 
command’ action to appoint a new Army or Corps Leader. 
Cannot be combined with any other action except those 
related to Leader appointment or removal. Place the removed 
Replacement Leader in the controlling player’s Available Leaders 
Pool.

•	 Remove	Corps	Leader	from	command	to	available	status	
(CP: 1; IP: 1; VP: 1)
This action removes a Corps Leader from command and places 
him in the controlling player’s Available Leaders Pool (5.4.2). 
This action may not be performed if the player cannot also 
immediately conduct an ‘Appoint Leader to command’ action 
to appoint a new Corps Leader. If performed by the Prussian 
player, subtract one VP. If performed by the French player, add 
one VP. Cannot be combined with any other action except 
those related to Leader appointment or removal.

•	 Remove	Corps	Leader	from	game	
(CP: 2: IP: 2; VP: 3)
This action removes a Corps Leader from command and 
permanently eliminates him from the game (5.4; 5.4.2). 
This action may not be performed if the player cannot also 
immediately conduct an ‘Appoint Leader to command’ action 
to appoint a new Corps Leader. If performed by the Prussian 
player, subtract three VPs. If performed by the French player, 
add three VPs. Cannot be combined with any other action 
except those related to Leader appointment or removal.

•	 Remove	Army	Leader	from	command	to	available	status
(CP: 2; IP: 1; VP: 2)
This action removes an Army Leader from command and places 
him in the controlling player’s Available Leaders Pool (5.4.3). 
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This action may not be performed if the player cannot also 
immediately conduct an ‘Appoint Leader to command’ action 
to appoint a new Army Leader. If performed by the Prussian 
player, subtract two VPs. If performed by the French player, 
add two VPs. Cannot be combined with any other action except 
those related to Leader appointment or removal.

•	 Remove	and	Demote	Army	Leader	to	Corps	command
(CP: 3; IP: 2; VP: 3)
This action removes a Army Leader from command, replaces 
him with his Corps Leader equivalent counter (5.4), and places 
that Corps Leader counter in the controlling player’s Available 
Leaders Pool (5.4.3). This action may not be performed if the 
player cannot also immediately conduct an ‘Appoint Leader to 
command’ action to appoint a new Army Leader. If performed 
by the Prussian player, subtract three VPs. If performed by the 
French player, add three VPs. Cannot be combined with any 
other action except those related to Leader appointment or 
removal.

•	 Remove	Army	Leader	from	game	
(CP: 4; IP: 2; VP: 5)
This action removes an Army Leader from command and 
permanently eliminates him from the game (5.4; 5.4.3). 
This action may not be performed if the player cannot also 
immediately conduct an ‘Appoint Leader to command’ action 
to appoint a new Army Leader. If performed by the Prussian 
player, subtract five VPs. If performed by the French player, add 
five VPs. Cannot be combined with any other action except 
those related to Leader appointment or removal.

Reinforcement Entry and Logistics Actions

•	 Relocate	Resource	Logistics	marker	
(CP: 2; IP: 1)
Change the location for an RL marker to another Army or 
Military Point (8.1.1). Cannot be combined with any other 
action.

•	 Army	Reattachment	
(1 CP and 1 IP per Army having new units Attached thereto)
This action allows a player to Attach one or more Corps or 
Cavalry Divisions to an Army, if those Formations are in the 
ZOI of that Army (6.4.2). Cannot be combined with any other 
action.

•	 Enter	one	or	more	SPs	
(CP: -; IP: 1 per SP)
This action allows a player to enter one or more available SPs 
of any type into play on the map. The SPs must be placed in 
accordance to the Reinforcement Rules (7.2.1). Franc-Tireur 
SPs come from the player’s Available Forces Pool, while all other 
SPs come from the SP Reinforcement markers on the GRT. 
Cannot be combined with any other action.

•	 Create	New	Army	
(CP: 2 per Army; IP: 2 per Army)
This action allows a player to create and enter one or more new 
Armies into play (6.2). Cannot be combined with any other 
action.

•	 Create	New	Corps	
 (CP: 1 per Corps; IP: 1 per Corps)

This action allows a player to create and enter one or more new 
Corps into play (6.2). Cannot be combined with any other action.

•	 Create	Emergency	SP	Reinforcement	
(CP: -; IP: 7 - 10)
Cost to create one SP of Emergency Reinforcement (see 7.6 
for details). The cost depends on the type of SP. The cost for 
a Cavalry and Franc Tireur SP has to be expended all at one 
time rather than cumulatively, like can be done for Regular 
Infantry, Mobile and Landwehr SPs. Cannot be combined with 
any other action. 

Other Actions

•	 Remove	Demoralization	
(CP: see below; IP: 1)
Removes Demoralization (13.14.5) from the selected unit. The 
CP cost is equal to the action cost of activating and moving 
the same sized unit. Combined Activation costs (see example 
below) may be used and a player may activate an Army with 
Attachments to remove Demoralization from the Army and all 
of its Attached Formations. The unit activated remains in its 
current hex and removes its Demoralization marker. This does 
not count as movement nor provoke Reaction (12.).

Example: A Demoralized hex contains two Prussian Corps and a 
Cavalry Division, none Attached to the same Army. The Prussian 
player chooses to Remove Demoralization by activating the two 
Corps via an ‘Activate and Move Only Corps’ action for one CP 
per Corps and then adds the Cavalry Division via a ‘Corps + 
Cavalry Division Combined Activation’ for a third CP. The IP cost 
is only one. None of the units are activated for movement - only for 
removing Demoralization.

•	 Build	Pontoon	Bridges	
(CP: 1 per marker; IP: 1 per marker)
This action allows a player to place one or more Pontoon Bridge 
markers on the map (11.3.1). Cannot be combined with any 
other action. This does not count as movement nor provoke 
Reaction (12.).

•	 Build	Depot	
(CP: 1 per Depot; IP: 2 per Depot)
This action allows a player to place one or more Supply Depot 
markers on the map (9.5.2). Cannot be combined with any 
other action. This does not count as movement nor provoke 
Reaction (12.).

•	 Destroy	Depot	
(CP: 1 per Depot; IP: 1 per Depot)
This action allows a player to remove one or more friendly Supply 
Depot markers from the map (9.5.3). Cannot be combined 
with any other action. This does not count as movement nor 
provoke Reaction (12.).

•	 Build	Field	Fortification	
(CP: 2 per marker; IP: 2 per marker)
This action allows a player to place one or more Field Fortification 
markers on the map (16.1.1). Cannot be combined with any 
other action. This does not count as movement nor provoke 
Reaction (12.).
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Action Penalties (Required Additional Costs)

•	 Activation	outside	of	a	Resource	Logistics	marker	
 Command Zone 

(CP:	+1;	IP:	-)
Additional cost to activate a unit using an RL marker’s CPs, if 
the unit to be activated is currently outside the Command Zone 
range of the RL marker spending the CPs (8.3).

•	 Moving	Infantry	SPs	without	a	Leader	while	in	
Enemy Territory 
(CP:	+1	per	2	SP;	IP:	-)
Additional cost to activate lone Infantry SPs when in Enemy 
Territory (10.9.2) and not moving along a path of contiguous rail 
hexes and/or entering an enemy occupied hex (including besieged 
enemies). This penalty is applied the instant it happens during 
the movement of the SPs and if insufficient CPs are available 
(including from Discretionary CPs and/or RL markers outside 
of the Command Zone range of the SPs), the player must return 
the SPs to their previous hex and end their movement for the 
Segment. The penalty is applied only once per group of moving 
SPs and sufficient CPs must be available for the entire group of SPs 
being moved; if insufficient CPs available, none are spent and the 
movement is not allowed. This does not apply to Franc-Tireur SPs.

•	 Activating	a	‘*’	Leader	for	movement	with	Forces	
(CP:	-	;	IP:	+1)
Additional costs to activate a Force commanded by a ‘*’ Leader 
(5.1.7) for any action that involves movement of Forces under 
his command (not the Leader moving alone or if removing 
Demoralization).

•	 Activating	a	Besieged	Force	
(CP:	+1	;	IP:	+1)
Additional cost to activate a Force currently besieged. Cannot 
be combined with any other action; besieged Forces may not be 
part of a Combined Activation.

8.10  COMBINED ACTIVATION
Design Note: During the Franco-Prussian war and the earlier 
Austro-Prussian war, one of the emerging military advances was the 
ability to better coordinate the movement and action of multiple 
forces. Several armies moving together surrounded and defeated the 
Austrians at Koniggratz in 1866 and the French at Sedan in 1870.

A Combined Activation allows multiple Armies or other Forces to be 
activated at the same time in the same way that Corps Attached to 
an Army (and in the ZOI of that Army) may move when the Army 
is activated.

A besieged Force may not use Combined Activation.

Since Combined Activation necessarily means more than one unit is 
being activated at the same time, all Combined Activations must use 
Coordinated Movement (10.2.2).

A Combined Activation always begins with the activation of either 
an Army or a Corps, paying the appropriate CP and IP cost for 
moving a lone unit of that type. The controlling player may then add 
additional Formations and/or Division Leaders leading SPs to the 
activated Formation by paying additional CP and IP costs.

Example: The French player begins a Combined Activation by 
designating an Army with no Attached units, paying one CP and two IP.

When the initial activation is an Army with Attached Formations, 
these Attached Formations do not require Combined Activation as 
they may be included at no additional cost if they are within the ZOI 
of the initial activated Army (8.9.1).

If an Army is the initial activation, the controlling player may add 
additional Armies (paying the Army + Army Combined Activation 
cost per additional Army), Cavalry Divisions (Army + Cavalry 
Division), Corps (Army + Corps) or Division Leaders leading SPs 
(paying one CP and one IP per Division Leader ~ but see below). 
Additional Armies may be anywhere on the map, while Cavalry 
Divisions, Corps and Division Leaders leading SPs must be in the 
ZOI of the activated Army (though Division Leaders without SPs in 
the same hex as the Army may be activated for free ~ 6.1.4).

If a Corps is activated, the controlling player may activate additional 
Corps at a cost of one CP and one IP, provided these additional Corps 
are in the same or adjacent hex to the initial activated Corps. The 
controlling player may also activate one or more Cavalry Divisions 
by paying the Corps + Cavalry Divisions Combined Activation cost 
for each Cavalry Division activated. All Cavalry Divisions must have 
begun the activation in the same or adjacent hex as the Corps.

When multiple Forces are activated simultaneously the additional 
CP cost may be taken from any eligible RL marker, keeping in mind 
applicable penalties for activation outside any Command Zones 
(8.3.2). Penalties are determined on a unit-by-unit basis for each 
activated unit (remember, not all CPs need come from the same RL 
marker). The additional CPs can also be paid from Discretionary 
CPs without suffering penalties for distance.

Example (cont): The French player has activated an Army, and decides 
to add a second Army, two Corps, a Cavalry Division and a Division 
Leader with two SPs. In addition, the second Army has three Corps and 
a Cavalry Division Attached to it and in its ZOI that activate at no 
additional cost. The French player must pay an additional three CP and 
three IP for the second Army, two CP and six IP for the additional two 
Corps, one CP and three IP for the additional Cavalry Division and one 
CP and one IP for the Division Leader. The total activation would cost 
the French player eight CP and fifteen IP.

Example 2: A single Army containing four SPs and a Division Leader 
activates. Since the SPs and the Division Leader are not on the map (they 
are on the Army Card), Combined Activation and, hence, Coordinated 
Movement are not needed.
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9.  SUPPLY

9.1  SUPPLY EFFECTS
All units must be in supply to operate at full effectiveness. Franc-
Tireur SPs are always in supply; other units check when activated 
and before combat.

9.2  MOVEMENT SUPPLY

9.2.1  ACTIVE PLAYER SUPPLY

When activating a unit for movement (8.9.1), the controlling player 
must determine if it is in Movement Supply by tracing a supply path 
(9.4) for the unit. At certain times, a hex may also need to be in 
Movement Supply (9.2.3). A hex is considered in Movement Supply 
if a theoretical unit placed in that hex at that instant would be 
considered in supply; if not, the hex is considered out of Movement 
Supply (9.2.3).

A unit determined to be in Movement Supply at the start of its 
activation remains in Movement Supply for the duration of the 
action, but must check supply again before any combat (13.).

A unit not in Movement Supply remains out of Supply until the end 
of their activation and may never be considered in Combat Supply 
during that activation (i.e. an attacking unit must be in Movement 
Supply to be in Combat Supply).

9.2.2  NON-ACTIVE PLAYER SUPPLY

The non-moving player never checks for Movement Supply, even if 
conducting Reaction movement (12.). The non-moving player only 
checks to determine if their units are in Combat Supply at the start 
of any combats.

9.2.3  OUT OF MOVEMENT SUPPLY EFFECTS

Units that are out of Movement Supply may not have Combat 
Supply and if activated for movement have one fewer movement 
point (MP) during that activation (10.2.5).

In addition, units must be in Movement Supply in order to recover 
from Demoralization (13.14.5) or to build a Pontoon Bridge 
(11.3.1) or Field Fortification (16.1.1).

Finally, newly built Armies and Corps (6.2), Supply Depots (9.5.2), 
and Reinforcements (7.2.1) must be placed in a hex that is in 
Movement Supply at the time of placement.

9.3  COMBAT SUPPLY
Immediately upon declaration of a combat, both the attacker and 
defender must check to see if their units are in Combat Supply.

9.3.1  OUT OF COMBAT SUPPLY EFFECTS

Units that are out of Combat Supply are automatically Demoralized 
at the end of the combat regardless of the actual result of the combat 
(13.14.1). Multiple levels of Demoralization may result in this way. 
There are no other effects of being out of Combat Supply.

9.4  SUPPLY PATHS
When determining if a unit is in 
Movement Supply or Combat 
Supply, a supply path is traced from 
the unit to a friendly Supply Source.

9.4.1  SUPPLY SOURCES

There are four sources of supply:

•	 A friendly Supply Source hex (see Terrain Key).

•	 Any friendly Fortress.

•	 Four or more friendly cities connected by rail lines. To be 
connected, all the cities must be able to trace to each other 
along consecutive, non-prohibited (9.4.3), friendly controlled 
rail line hexes (only).

•	 A friendly Supply Depot (the Supply Depot is expended if 
providing Combat Supply, but not for Movement Supply 
~9.5). 

9.4.2  TRACING A SUPPLY PATH

There are three types of supply paths: a Unit Supply Path (9.4.4), a 
Railway Supply Path (9.4.5), and a Supply Depot Path (9.4.6). All 
supply paths must begin with a Unit Path and may only include a 
single Railway Supply Path (but are not required to). A single Supply 
Depot Path may be used after the Unit Supply Path portion and 
must be before the Railway Supply Path (if one is used).

A unit is in supply if it can trace a valid supply path ending at a 
friendly Supply Source. The number of hexes for each part of a 
supply path varies depending on the unit and the type of supply 
path being traced.

A valid supply path for Movement Supply is any of the following:

•	 A Unit Supply Path directly to a Supply Source (remember, 
Supply Depots are Supply Sources for Movement Supply).

•	 A Unit Supply Path to a rail line hex that then traces a valid 
Railway Supply Path to a Supply Source.

The above are also valid for Combat Supply - if the Supply Source is 
a Supply Depot that is expended or any of the other types of Supply 
Sources. In addition, if tracing Combat Supply without expending a 
Supply Depot, the following are also valid supply paths:

•	 A Unit Supply Path to one or more Depots that then trace a 
valid Supply Depot Path directly to a Supply Source.

•	 A Unit Supply Path to one or more Depots that then trace a 
valid Supply Depot Path to a rail line hex, which then traces a 
valid Railway Supply Path to a Supply Source.

9.4.3  SUPPLY PATH PROHIBITIONS

A supply path may not be traced into/through the following hexes 
or hexsides:

•	 A hex containing a non-besieged enemy SP or Formation 
(Siege Guns and/or Leaders alone have no effect on a supply 
path trace).
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•	 A hex in an enemy Cavalry Zone of Influence (ZOI)1.

•	 A hex that the unit tracing supply would be prohibited from 
entering (or a hexside the unit would be prohibited from 
crossing) if following the supply path.

•	 A hex containing an enemy-controlled (10.10) city or non-
besieged, enemy-controlled Fort(ress).

1: A friendly SP, Formation, city or non-besieged Fort(ress) negates 
the Cavalry ZOI for this purpose.

A supply path can be traced through the ZOI of an Army or Corps, 
but not into hexes occupied by those units.

Supply of Defending Units

When determining Combat Supply for the defending units they 
cannot trace their supply path into the hex from which the attacker 
entered the defender’s hex, nor any hex adjacent to that hex if the 
attacker had a ZOI in that adjacent hex immediately prior to entering 
the defender’s hex. An SP, Formation or non-besieged Fort(ress) 
friendly to the defending unit negates this effect and allows the 
defender to trace supply through such an adjacent hex (see example).

Example: The French 2nd Corps is being attacked by the Prussian 1st 
Army and III Corps. Since the major river blocks the ZOI of the Army, 
the French Corps could trace supply through either hex 3118 or 3017, 
then to the rail in hex 2917. The magenta shaded hexes indicate hexes that 
are adjacent to the attacking units where the attacker also had a ZOI – it 
is the adjacency that prohibits the tracing of the supply. Note that if the III 
Corps did not enter the combat (or if a French SP was in hex 2918), the 
French 2nd Corps could also trace supply to this hex (hex 2918).

ZOI

ZOI

9.4.4  UNIT SUPPLY PATH

A Unit Supply Path is always the initial portion of a supply path 
and may only be traced a limited number of hexes. When counting 
hexes, do not count the hex occupied by the unit(s) tracing supply, 
but do count all other hexes entered.

The distance a Unit Supply Path may be traced depends on the 
Nationality of the unit and the political status of the French 
government. The different Supply Path distances are listed on the PAC.

9.4.5  RAILWAY SUPPLY PATH

A valid Railway Supply Path extends from the initial rail line hex 
to either a friendly Supply Source or (for Combat Supply without 
expending a Supply Depot) to a Supply Depot on a rail line hex. In 
either case, the Railway Supply Path may pass through an unlimited 
number of consecutive, non-prohibited (9.4.3), friendly controlled 
rail line hexes (11.1.2). Only a single Railway Supply Path portion 
may be traced by a unit when determining its supply status.

IMPORTANT: A hex containing an enemy Fort(ress) is not friendly 
controlled – even if the Fort(ress) is besieged; no Railway Supply 
Path may be traced through such a hex (exception: Optional Rule 
Rail Bypass ~9.6).

Example: A unit may trace a Unit Supply Path to a rail line hex, then 
use a Railway Supply Path to a Depot on that rail. However, the unit 
may not trace a Railway Supply Path to a Depot, then from that Depot 
trace a second Railway Supply Path or trace a Depot Supply Path (as 
Depot Supply Paths must always be traced prior to any Railway Supply 
Path).

9.4.6  SUPPLY DEPOT PATH

A Supply Depot Path is only required when choosing to provide 
Combat Supply without expending the Supply Depot.

A valid Supply Depot Path includes one or more portions, each 
portion being up to three hexes in length, beginning from the hex the 
Supply Depot occupies (exclusive). It may not enter prohibited hexes 
(9.4.3) and must end at one of: a friendly Supply Source; another 
Supply Depot; or a friendly rail line hex. If ending at another Supply 
Depot, that Depot must also trace a portion, as above. If ending at 
a friendly rail line hex, that rail line hex must be the start of the first 
and only Railway Supply Path being traced by that unit.

Example: The Prussian 3rd Army cannot trace directly to the nearest 
Prussian friendly rail line hex (hex 2630), as it is greater than four hexes 
away. However, it can trace to the Supply Depot in hex 2635 (using a 
Unit Supply Path), then to the Supply Depot in hex 2538 (first portion 
of a Supply Depot Path), and next to the rail line hex in 2630 (second 
portion of Supply Depot Path). From the rail line hex, the unit traces a 
Railway Supply Path back to a Prussian Supply Source.
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9.5  SUPPLY DEPOTS
Supply Depots represent a concentration of resources and supplies. 
They function as part of a supply path, a source of Movement Supply, 
and/or a source of one-time Combat Supply. In addition, if playing 
with the optional rule below, a single Prussian Supply Depot can be 
used by the Prussian player to bypass a besieged Fort(ress) hex (9.6).

A Supply Depot has no effect on enemy movement or supply path 
tracing.

Once placed, a Supply Depot may never move.

9.5.1  SUPPLY DEPOTS FOR SUPPLY

Supply Depots function as a Supply Source for Movement Supply. 
They may also function this way for Combat Supply, but are then 
eliminated at the conclusion of that combat. Using a Supply Depot 
for Movement Supply does not result in that Depot being eliminated.

Supply Depots are also able to function as a supply conduit allowing 
a Supply Path to be extended by three or more hexes (9.4.6). When 
used this way (even for Combat Supply), the Supply Depot is not 
eliminated.

9.5.2  SUPPLY DEPOT PLACEMENT

Supply Depots can only be built in a friendly controlled, non-
besieged hex that is in Movement Supply that contains (at the time 
of placement) either a friendly controlled town, city, or Fortress, or 
at least one friendly Infantry SP (which may be in a Formation).

Only a single Supply Depot may occupy a hex at one time.

9.5.3  SUPPLY DEPOT REMOVAL & CAPTURE

The controlling player may eliminate a Supply Depot during 
a Segment at a cost of one IP and one CP. A Supply Depot in a 
hex entered by an enemy SP or Formation is captured if the hex is 
unoccupied or if combat in the hex results in an Overrun (13.5). 
Enemy Leaders and/or Siege Guns by themselves do not prevent 
capture of a Supply Depot.

A captured enemy Supply Depot is immediately replaced by a 
friendly Supply Depot, if one is available. Return the enemy Supply 
Depot counter to the controlling player.

9.5.4  SUPPLY DEPOTS & SIEGES

A Supply Depot in a friendly Fort(ress) hex is always considered to 
be inside the Fort(ress), but does not count against the SP Capacity 
of the Fort(ress) (16.1).

9.6 OPTIONAL RULE: 
 SUPPLY DEPOT AS A PRUSSIAN 

RAIL BYPASS
Design Note: The Prussian efforts to extend their supply lines 
included building short stretches of rail track to bypass stubborn 
French forces holding out in forts and fortresses along the rail lines 
between Prussia and the Prussian forces besieging Paris.

9.6.1 PRUSSIAN RAIL BYPASS PLACEMENT

By declaring a Rail Bypass, the Prussian player can designate a single 
Supply Depot to function as a rail hex when initially placing the 
Depot, provided the hex is currently a besieged French controlled 
Fort(ress). The Prussian player can only create one such hex during 
the entire game.

A Depot functioning as a Rail Bypass does not prohibit another 
(non-Bypass) Depot from being placed in the hex. To designate the 
Bypass, place the Depot face-down to the Prussian player.

9.6.2 PRUSSIAN RAIL BYPASS SUPPLY LINE

Once placed, the Rail Bypass Depot allows the Prussian player to 
trace a Railway Supply Path through the hex (for supply purposes 
only) as if the Prussian player controlled the hex.   

The Supply Depot is not used up, but it loses all other capabilities, i.e. 
it cannot be used as a Supply Source or part of a Supply Depot Path.

9.6.3 PRUSSIAN RAIL SUPPLY BYPASS 
REMOVAL

The Rail Bypass Depot is removed by the Prussian player at any 
time, when the Fort(ress) is captured by the Prussians, or when no 
Prussian units occupy the hex. It cannot be rebuilt once removed.

9.7 COMBINING SUPPLY PATHS
A supply path for a unit may contain at most one Unit Supply Path 
(which must be the first portion of the supply path), one Supply Depot 
Path (which must be before any Railway Supply Path, if present), and 
one Railway Supply Path. No other combinations are allowed.

9.8 SIEGE GUN SUPPLY
In order for a Siege Gun to be in supply it must be on a rail line 
hex and capable of tracing  a Railway Supply Path back to a Supply 
Source.

However, to use its modifier when resolving a siege (16.2.4), each 
individual Siege Gun must trace a separate valid supply path directly 
to a supply source hex using only a railway supply path. Other 
Supply Sources or supply path types do not allow a Siege gun to apply 
its modifier to Siege resolution. To qualify as a separate supply path, 
no single rail line hex may be utilized by more than one Siege Gun.

Example: If the Prussian player wants to use both Siege Guns when 
besieging a Paris hex, each Siege Gun needs to be able to trace an entirely 
separate path of rail line hexes from its current hex back to a Prussian 
Supply Source hex.
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10.  MOVEMENT & 
CONTROL

10.1  IN GENERAL
A player expends actions to move their forces during their portion 
of a Segment. Activating a unit to move costs Command Points 
(CPs) and Initiative Points (IPs), as summarized in the Action Cost 
Table. Movement can be of individual units or of multiple units as 
Coordinated Movement (10.2.2). CP and IP costs are tracked on the 
General Records Track (GRT) by the appropriate counters.

Combat is part of movement and results when a player moves at least 
one unit into a hex occupied by at least one unit of the opponent.

As a unit moves on the map, the opponent can exercise Reaction 
(12.) to React to a player’s moves, potentially also causing combat by 
moving into enemy occupied hexes.

10.2  MOVEMENT PROCEDURE 
Units move when a player expends the required CPs and IPs to 
activate the unit. Units move hex to adjacent hex, paying the cost in 
Movement Points (MPs) as listed on the Terrain Effects Chart 
(TEC). The MP cost to enter a hex equals the cost of the hex and any 
additional costs associated with the hexside being crossed. Note that 
Reaction results in units moving hexes, but does not cost MPs (12.).

Example: The MP cost for the French 
Imperial Guard Cavalry Division to 
enter hex 2536 is one for the clear 
terrain hex, plus one MP for crossing 
the minor river, plus an additional 
one MP for crossing a forest hexside – 
for a total of three MPs.

All movement of activated units 
is completed before the activation 
and movement of any other units.

Units can move in any direction or combination of directions as long 
as they do not exceed their Movement Points (10.2.1) or enter/cross 
prohibited terrain. Movement is never mandatory and a unit may 
always spend less than its total available MPs.

Each unit can only move once per Segment, although a unit can be 
activated any number of times during that Segment as long as only 
one activation is used to move. Each unit can move multiple times 
during an Action Phase, provided that each movement is conducted 
in a separate Segment.

Moving using Rail Movement (11.1) or Sea Transport (11.2) counts 
as the unit’s one move during a Segment, but activation to solely 
remove Demoralization (8.9.1) does not.

Design Note: Remember that each Action Phase is divided into 
a number of Segments. If players are finding it hard to remember 
which units have moved during a Segment the units that move may 
be rotated as a mnemonic (rotating them back after all units have 
finished moving during that Segment).

Normally all units move individually once activated, but some 
activations (e.g. Combined Activation, activation of an Army with 
its Attached Formations, etc.) result in multiple units being activated 
at the same time. These units must be moved using Coordinated 
Movement (10.2.2). 

10.2.1  MOVEMENT POINTS

Leaders moving alone have twelve MPs and all Forces, except 
Cavalry Divisions and Franc-Tireur SPs, have four MPs. Franc-
Tireur SPs have two MPs and Cavalry Divisions have five. MPs may 
never be increased, accumulated, or saved for later use (however, see 
Expending Movement Points in Place ~ 10.3). MPs may be reduced 
due to Demoralization, being Out of Supply, or Congestion (10.2.3).

UNIT TYPE MPs

Franc-Tireur SPs 2

Cavalry Divisions 5

Leaders (if alone) 12

All other Forces 4

10.2.2  COORDINATED MOVEMENT

During Movement Activation

When multiple units are activated at the same time, they must 
use Coordinated Movement to allow the opposing player the 
opportunity to React to the movement of any of the units.

Units using Coordinated Movement are moved one MP at a time, 
proportionally to each other; i.e. a unit may not be moved a second 
MP before all other units using Coordinated Movement have been 
moved their first MP. This may result in some units sitting in their 
current hex ‘waiting’ for other units to catch up (see example). This 
is not the same as pausing (10.3) and in this situation move the units 
to the hexside they are declared to be crossing - they may not change 
their move, even if Reaction and/or combat occurs prior to them 
entering their declared hex. They are still considered in their current 
hex until they move and do not allow the opposing side to React. 
Units using Coordinated Movement may be declared as being done 
moving - they remain in their current hex, expend no additional 
MPs, and generate no additional Reaction.

Example: Since Attached units move using the Coordinated Movement 
rules, all activated units expend MPs together. In this example, assume 
Toul (2633) is Prussian controlled but initially unoccupied. 1st Army 
expends one MP to enter hex 2634 while the V Corps and the IV Cavalry 
Div. expend one MP to enter 2434. The III Corps does not move yet, as 
it needs two MPs to cross the river into hex 2735. As 1st Army moves its 
second MP, the III Corps enters hex 2735 and the IV Cavalry Div. enters 
hex 2534. The Army drops off a Landwehr SP in Toul and then moves 
to its destination hex on its 3rd MP, as does the III Corps. At the same 
time, the IV Cavalry Div. enters Toul on its third MP. The V Corps does 
not move yet, as it must expend three MPs to enter hex 2433, which it 
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does next. The IV Cavalry Div. remains in Toul while this occurs, since 
it must spend two MPs to enter the forest in hex 2733, doing so on the 
fifth MP of the Coordinated Movement.

3 MP

3 MP5 MP

4 MP 1

2

2

3

1

12

Example 2: The Prussian player activates the 1st and 4th Armies using 
Combined Activation. He wants to move the 1st Army into the forest 
hex next to the Army of the Alsace, which costs 2 MPs, while advancing 
the 4th Army to attack from hex 2933. However, the 4th Army is only 
entering clear hexes so the first Prussian movement will be the 4th Army 
to hex 2934 (allowing the Army of the Alsace a chance to react, which it 
fails). The 1st Army does not move yet and expends no MPs. The Prussian 
player then moves both Armies their 2nd MPs, moving the 1st Army to the 
forest hex and the 4th Army to hex 2933. After both Armies have moved, 
the Army of Alsace again can attempt to React (to either Army). It fails 
and both Prussian Armies simultaneously attack the French Army on 
their 3rd MP.

1 MP2 MP

3 MP

2 MP

3 MP

Design Note: One way to think about Coordinated Movement is 
that the movement of the units is broken into five sub-steps, with 
each sub-step being the expenditure of one MP (the fifth sub-step 
only being used by Cavalry Divisions). Some units won’t move in 
a sub-step if they have to expend more than one MP to enter a 
hex. So in the example above, the 4th Army moves in the first sub-
step, the second sub-step and the third sub-step; while the 1st Army 
only moves in the second sub-step and the third sub-step. Reaction 
attempts occur after each sub-step where at least one unit actually 
moved. One way to track this is to rotate units one hexside for each 
MP expended (since some will be at different MP expenditures than 
others).

During Reaction, Retreat and Advance after Combat

Coordinated Movement must be utilized during Reaction (12.4.2), 
Retreats (13.16.1), or Advance After Combat (13.16.4) if multiple 
stacks are moving simultaneously. Since MPs are not expended in 
these movements, the Coordinate Movement is on a per-hex basis 
(i.e. all units move one hex, then all units move a second hex, etc.).

OPTIONAL RULE: Simplified Coordinated Movement: 
Instead of having all units move based on their own individual 
MP costs, units move hex by hex expending the greatest MP cost 
among all the units moving. This simplifies the process by effectively 
‘enforcing’ mandated pauses for all units expending less MPs than the 
unit entering the highest MP cost hex (including any hexside terrain 
costs). Reaction is only allowed based on the hex being entered (i.e. 
the ‘enforced pauses’ do not allow the triggering of Reaction). Units 
can stop moving at any time, but once they stop they may not move 
again during this Segment.

Example: Five units are moving, with some needing one MP, some two 
MPs and some three MPs to enter the adjacent hex. With the normal rules, 
the player could choose to pause or, instead, keep track of the number of 
MPs spent by each unit as they move hex by hex. With this rule, all units 
are moved to the adjacent hex and ALL units pay three MPs for this 
movement. Reaction occurs based on the new hexes entered by the five 
units. If three of the units are able to enter another adjacent clear hex for 
one MP, but two units would need two MPs, the player can stop moving 
the two units to allow the three units to enter the adjacent clear hex. The 
two units that stopped moving may not move further this Segment.

10.2.3 STACKING & MOVEMENT - 
CONGESTION

While there is no limit to the number of friendly units that may 
occupy a hex, having too many friendly Armies and Corps in the 
same hex results in MP penalties due to Congestion (see Congestion 
Table on PAC). Enemy units, Leaders, SPs not in an Army or Corps, 
and Cavalry Divisions have no effect on the cost to enter a hex 
(exception: Franc-Tireur SPs ~ 10.2.10).

When a moving unit enters a hex, if the number of friendly Armies 
and/or Corps in the hex including the moving unit equals three or 
more, the moving unit pays a one or two MP penalty to enter the 
hex. If the moving unit does not have enough MPs, it may not enter 
the hex. A rail hex allows one additional friendly Army or Corps to 
be in the hex without causing Congestion. If multiple units attempt 
to enter a hex at the same time, the penalty applies to all of the units 
and is determined as if all of them were in the hex.
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Example: A single Corps is in a non-rail hex next to two Armies 
activated by Combined Activation. Both Armies want to move into the 
hex with the single Corps. Since both Armies entering the hex at the same 
time would result in three Armies and/or Corps in the hex, both Armies 
must pay the +1 MP penalty.

10.2.4 MOVEMENT WHILE DEMORALIZED

A unit that is Demoralized (13.14) has its MPs reduced by one and 
cannot enter a ZOI of a non-Demoralized enemy Army that it did 
not begin its activation or Reaction already in.

10.2.5 MOVEMENT WHILE NOT IN 
MOVEMENT SUPPLY

A unit that begins its activation not in Movement Supply has its 
MPs reduced by one.  

10.2.6 MOVEMENT & TERRAIN

A unit expends one MP for a clear hex and two MP for a forest or 
swamp hex (see TEC). Crossing a non-clear hexside adds to the cost 
to enter a hex, as does entering a hex with a Franc-Tireur SP (Prussian 
units only). 

Note that a forest hex is not 
considered to also have forest 
hexsides around it, unless 
explicitly illustrated on the 
map.

Example: Hex 3537 is a forest 
hex which also has a forest 
hexside (to 3536).

A unit may only enter a hex containing an enemy Fort(ress) if the 
Fort(ress) is currently besieged or if they (or the stack they are moving 
with) is capable of besieging the Fort(ress) (16.2.1). A moving unit 
or units may freely leave an unoccupied, enemy Fort(ress) hex or 
a Fort(ress) hex where all enemy units have chosen to enter the 
Fort(ress), without besieging it. However, non-besieged units always 
have the option of remaining outside the Fort(ress) whenever new 
units enter the hex (16.2.1).

Design Note: What this means is that if you enter a hex with an 
enemy Fort(ress) and enemy units, and those units retreat into the 
Fort(ress), they are not stuck in the Fort(ress) unless you leave at 
least one SP behind to besiege them. If your entire moving stack 
leaves the hex and another stack enters, the enemy units again get the 
choice to stay outside the Fort(ress) and force a combat.

A unit may only cross a major river by following the path of 
consecutive rail hexes (see TEC) or at the hexside indicated by a 
Pontoon Bridge (11.3). A unit may never cross a major river directly 
into a hex containing a non-besieged enemy Fort(ress).

A hex without a hex number is out of play and may not be entered 
by any unit; e.g. units entering the map via the South enter at hex 
row 10xx.

Examples: None of the hexes marked with an X are in play, as none 
have hex numbers.

10.2.7 MINIMUM MOVE

A unit may always move a single hex by expending its entire MP 
allowance at the beginning of its move, provided the hex being 
entered or hexside being crossed is not prohibited.

10.2.8 LEADERS & SIEGE GUNS

A unit may always enter a hex containing only enemy Leaders and/
or Siege Guns at no additional MP cost. This eliminates the Leader 
and/or Siege guns provided the hex does not contain a Fort(ress) 
friendly to them; in which case, the Leaders and/or Siege Guns are 
automatically considered inside the Fort(ress).

10.2.9 CAVALRY DIVISION INTERDICTION

When entering a hex containing an enemy Cavalry Division, if 
the Cavalry Division successfully Reacts to that movement, the 
Cavalry Division may attempt to Interdict the moving unit (14.6). 
If successful, the moving unit loses one MP immediately (ignore if 
no MP is available to lose).

10.2.10  FRANC-TIREUR SPS

Prussian units, except Prussian Cavalry Divisions, must pay one 
additional MP to enter a hex containing one or more Franc-Tireur 
SPs (17.1.1).

10.3 EXPENDING MOVEMENT 
POINTS IN PLACE

A Force may voluntarily choose to pause and expend MPs in place 
without moving. This is done to allow other Forces that are moving 
using Coordinated Movement to catch up with the pausing unit to 
coordinate movement into a combat hex, for example.

A pause counts as movement for the purpose of enabling Enemy 
Reaction attempts.
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IMPORTANT: Units that are required to expend more than one 
MP to enter an adjacent hex (e.g. entering a forest hex) are not 
considered pausing while waiting to enter the hex. No Reaction is 
triggered in this case until the unit actually expends the MPs to enter 
the adjacent hex.

Example: Two Forces are utilizing Coordinated Movement and wish 
to move into an adjacent hex where the cost of entry is one MP for one 
Force and two MPs for the other (which must cross a minor river). The 
controlling player may choose to have the Force that needs to expend only 
one MP enter first and then pause for one MP to allow the second Force 
to catch up (since the second Force must expend two MPs to enter the 
hex). Alternatively, the Force that needs to expend only one MP could 
pause in its current hex for one MP, and then move forward – entering 
the hex at the same time as the Force needing to expend two MPs.

10.4 MOVEMENT & REACTION
Each time a unit or units enters a new hex or expends MPs in place 
(10.3), the opposing player may attempt to React (12.) to that 
movement expenditure. Movement is temporarily halted and the 
opposing player determines if his Reaction attempt was successful. If 
unsuccessful, the movement continues (and may trigger additional 
Reaction attempts).

If Reaction is successful, the movement of the unit(s) that triggered 
Reaction is temporarily halted while the opposing player conducts 
his Reaction. Once the Reaction is complete, the moving units 
continue their movement (unless the Reaction results in combat, in 
which case combat is resolved first).

10.5 END OF MOVEMENT
The movement of a unit ends in one of three ways: combat; 
voluntarily ending the movement by the controlling player, or 
expending all available MPs. If ended due to combat, the unit may 
have the option to continue moving if it is the Victor in the combat 
(13.17.4).

10.6 OFF MAP BOXES
There are two Off Map Boxes always in use, one representing 
Prussian and German territory off the East edge of the map and the 
other representing French territory off the South edge of the map. 
The Paris Stacking Box, which can be used to hold units in hexes 
2722 and 2822 when the respective hex is besieged, is not a separate 
area from hexes 2722 and 2822.

Movement into an Off Map Box costs one MP but immediately 
ends the unit’s movement for that activation. Units may also use Rail 
Movement to enter or leave an Off Map Box, but may not do both 
in the same game turn (i.e. may not rail through the Off Map Box). 
Leaving an Off Map Box costs the MP cost of the hex being entered. 
Units may not use Reaction to enter an Off Map Box.

OPTIONAL RULE: The Invasion Box is only used by units when 
playing with the French Naval Invasion Optional Rule (10.6.3; PB 
28.2.1).

10.6.1 GERMAN OFF MAP BOX

Only Prussian units may enter the German Off Map Box. Entering 
and leaving is done via normal movement only along the West map 
edge from hex 1949 to hex 4150. The Prussian player may also move 
units to or from the German Off Map Box via Rail Movement (11.1) 
along any rail hex within the above West map edge.

10.6.2 FRENCH OFF MAP BOX

Only French units can enter the French Off Map Box. Entering and 
leaving is done via normal movement only along the South map 
edge from hex 1011 to hex 1035. The French player may also move 
units to or from the French Off Map Box via Rail Movement along 
any rail hex within the above South map edge or via Sea Movement 
(11.2) to or from any friendly controlled port hex in France.

10.6.3 OPTIONAL RULE: INVASION BOX

The Invasion Box is only active if using the French Naval Invasion 
Option (PB 28.2.1). If active, French units can enter or leave the 
Invasion Box via Sea Movement to or from the French Off Map Box 
or any friendly controlled port hex in France.

Prussian units can enter the Invasion Box via Rail Movement to or 
from the German Off Map Box. Prussian units may only rail to the 
Invasion Box if they began their activation in the German Off Map 
Box.

10.7 LEADER MOVEMENT

10.7.1 LEADERS COMMANDING A 
FORMATION

When a Formation is activated, the Leader is also activated 
automatically. A Leader commanding a Formation may never leave 
the Formation via movement.

10.7.2 LEADERS MOVING ALONE

Napoleon III, King Wilhelm I or a Division Leader moving alone has 
12 MPs. These Leaders may also use Rail Movement (11.1) or Sea 
Movement (11.2) without using any of the capacity for those two 
movement types. Napoleon III, King Wilhelm I and Division Leaders 
are the only Leader units that can ever be placed directly on the map 
- all other Leaders only exist in command of a Formation or in the 
Available Leaders Pool. Note that a hex containing one or more of these 
Leaders without any other friendly SP or Formation has no impact on 
the enemy - they do not affect control, supply tracing, Reinforcement 
placement or any form of movement, Retreat or Reaction. If entered 
by at least one enemy SP, all Leaders are considered eliminated unless 
in a hex with a friendly Fort(ress) (10.2.8).

10.8 FORCE MOVEMENT

10.8.1 STRENGTH POINT MOVEMENT

Infantry SPs on the map and outside of a Formation are activated 
for movement either with or without a Leader. Franc-Tireur SPs 
are always activated for movement without a Leader. SPs without 
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a Leader must all begin in the same hex, but individual SPs can be 
dropped off as the SPs move. Any SP that is dropped off may not 
move further that Segment, even if dropped off in the starting hex.

SPs in a Formation are activated when the Formation is activated and 
may be dropped off by the Formation, moving no further (exception: 
SPs dropped off with a Division Leader may move ~6.1.4).

An SP that moves into a hex with one or more Formations, 
including via Rail Movement (11.1) or Sea Movement (11.2), may 
be placed into a Formation in that hex as a contained SP (6.1.4). 
Any Formation that ‘picks up’ an SP this way may not move during 
the current Segment.

10.8.2 DIVISION LEADER MOVEMENT

The Activate and Move Division Leaders and SPs action (8.9.1) allows 
one or more Division Leaders and up to three Infantry SPs per 
Division Leader (in the same hex as the Division Leader) to move 
together. A Division Leader may also be activated with an Army 
(6.1.4).

A Division Leader moving with SPs has four MPs and may not move 
independently if activated with the SPs. SPs may be dropped off 
during movement, but the Division Leader may not drop off the last 
SP (it must remain with at least one SP throughout its activation). 
The dropped off SPs may not move, even if dropped off in the 
starting hex (see exception 2 in 6.1.4).

Design Note: What this means is that you can’t activate four SPs 
in a hex and send two off in one direction and two off in another 
direction using Coordinated Movement. You would have to activate 
two of the SPs first, move them off in one direction, then (as a 
separate activation) activate the other two SPs and move them in 
the other direction. This may matter if enemies are nearby to React.

10.8.3 CAVALRY DIVISION MOVEMENT

A Cavalry Division can be activated for movement individually, 
activated with a Corps or Army as a Combined Activation, or 
activated when the Army it is Attached to is activated (8.9.1).

If activated by the Activate and Move Army With Attachments action 
or as a Combined Activation with an Army, it must begin the 
activation in the Zone of Influence (ZOI) of that Army.

If activated as a Combined Activation with a Corps, it must begin 
the activation in the same or an adjacent hex of the Corps.

If activating more than one Cavalry Division, they must all begin the 
activation in the same hex.

10.8.4 CORPS MOVEMENT

A Corps can be activated for movement individually, activated with 
an Army as a Combined Activation, or activated when the Army it is 
Attached to is activated (8.9.1).

If activated by the Activate and Move Army With Attachments action 
or as a Combined Activation with an Army, it must begin the 
activation in the ZOI of that Army.

If activating more than one Corps without an Army, they must all 
begin the activation in the same or an adjacent hex of the initial 
activated Corps.

Paris Garrison Corps

The two French Paris Corps may not move further than three hexes 
from Paris. Count from either Paris hex, but do not include the Paris 
hex as part of the three hex range.

If a Paris Corps ever finds itself more than three hexes from Paris, 
eliminate the Corps (6.3) and all contained SPs. Half of the 
eliminated SPs (rounded down) are added to the Paris Mobile 
Reinforcements.

10.8.5 ARMY MOVEMENT

An Army can be activated for movement individually or activated 
with one or more additional Armies as a Combined Activation.

10.8.6 SIEGE GUN MOVEMENT

A Siege Gun must be moved independently of all other units. The 
only exception is that both Siege Guns can be activated and moved 
together if they are stacked in the same hex. Siege Guns have four 
MPs when activated for movement. Siege Guns do not suffer the SP 
Moving Alone in Enemy Territory penalty even though they are never 
led by a Leader.

Siege Guns may never Retreat (13.16.3) and are eliminated if forced 
to Retreat.

10.9 MOVEMENT IN FRIENDLY, 
ENEMY & NEUTRAL TERRITORY

10.9.1 FRIENDLY TERRITORY

Friendly Territory is composed of all hexes inside a player’s home 
country (Prussia for the Prussian player; France for the French 
player) and that of any active allies. As such, all hexes inside Baden, 
Bavaria, Prussia and Wurttemberg are Friendly Territory to the 
Prussian player’s units. Note that Bavaria has control of two separate 
areas – one near the East map edge and one bordering France near 
the Fort hex of Bitche (hex 2939).

There are no restrictions on the movement of units in Friendly 
Territory to those units.

IMPORTANT: Friendly control (10.10) is distinct from Friendly 
Territory.

10.9.2 ENEMY TERRITORY

Enemy Territory is composed of all of the hexes inside the opponent’s 
country and their active allies (i.e. your opponent’s Friendly Territory 
is your Enemy Territory).

There are no restrictions on Formations moving in Enemy Territory, 
but Infantry SPs moving alone are restricted on the hexes they may 
enter without penalty (8.9.1).
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10.9.3 NEUTRAL TERRITORY

Hexes that are neither in Enemy nor Friendly Territory are neutral 
(i.e. Belgium, Holland, Luxembourg, and Switzerland) and may not 
be entered by any unit.

Belgium is represented by the orange shaded hexes on the map, 
Holland by the three olive-green shaded hexes, Luxembourg by the 
light red shaded hexes and Switzerland by the gray shaded hexes.

10.10  CONTROL & OCCUPATION
Control is only important for Reinforcements (7.2), the tracing of 
supply (9.4), and movement along rail lines (8.9.1). Leaders, Supply 
Depots and Siege Guns never impact control in any manner and are 
ignored for all purposes for hex control. An enemy Fort(ress) hex is 
never controlled until the Fort(ress) is successfully besieged (16.2.2). 
Armies can potentially control hexes in their ZOI, while other 
Formations and SPs only control the hex they occupy (exceptions: 
Franc-Tireur never control any hexes and Cavalry Divisions never 
control Fort(ress) hexes).

The following hexes are considered friendly controlled to a player:

•	 All hexes in their Friendly Territory not occupied by an enemy 
Formation or SP1.

•	 All hexes in Enemy Territory that are occupied by at least one 
friendly Formation or SP1.

•	 All hexes in Enemy Territory in an uncontested ZOI (10.10.2) 
of at least one friendly Army.

•	 All rail lines that are part of a friendly rail net (11.1.2).

1 : Cavalry Divisions and Franc-Tireur SPs can never control a 
Fort(ress) hex (10.10.3).

In most cases, control is transitory and reverts back to the original 
owning player as soon as the unit (or uncontested ZOI) leaves the 
hex. The sole exception is rail lines.

All rail lines begin the game controlled by the player that owns 
the hex and remain controlled by that player until occupied by 
an enemy Army, Corps or Infantry SP (not a Franc-Tireur SP or a 
Cavalry Division) if the rail line can be added to that side’s rail net 
at that time.

To be added to the Prussian rail net, the hex must meet three 
requirements:

•	 Be adjacent to a Prussian Railhead marker;
•	 Be connected along the rail line to the hex with the Railhead 

marker via a single rail hexside; and
•	 The hex in question must be able to trace a path of continuous, 

friendly rail hexes back to a Prussian supply source - ignore 
any Franc-Tireur SPs, French Cavalry Divisions or besieged 
enemy Fort(ress) along this path.

If all three conditions are met, advance the Railhead marker to that 
hex to indicate it is part of the Prussian rail net.

Example: The Prussians control the rail line leading up to Toul. If a 
Prussian Corps enters hex 2533, the rail line would not be added to 

the Prussian rail net as it is not connected to the Railhead marker via a 
single rail hexside (even though it is adjacent to the Railhead marker). 
However, a Corps entering hex 2632 would add that hex to the Prussian 
rail net, moving the Railhead marker from Toul to hex 2632.

To be added to the French rail net, the hex must meet three 
requirements:

•	 Be a Prussian controlled rail line (usually will contain a 
Prussian Railhead marker);

•	 Be connected along a single rail hexside to a French controlled 
rail line hex; and

•	 The hex in question must be able to trace a path of continuous, 
friendly rail hexes back to a French supply source - ignore any 
Prussian Cavalry Divisions or besieged enemy Fort(ress) along 
this path.

If all three conditions are met, the rail hex is added to the French rail 
net. Either place a Prussian Railhead marker in the adjacent Prussian 
controlled rail line hex or move the existing Railhead marker to the 
next adjacent hex that is still part of the Prussian rail net.

Example (cont): If the French retook Toul, the hex of Toul would be 
added back to the French rail net by sliding the Prussian Railhead 
marker to hex 2634.

Friendly rail lines may extend into and out of a hex containing 
an enemy Fort(ress) only if that Fort(ress) is currently besieged. 
However, note that the besieged Fort(ress) prohibits supply tracing 
(9.4.5) and Rail Movement (11.1.2) through that hex, even though 
additional rail hexes can still be added to the rail net.

Design Note: What this means is that an enemy Fort(ress) hex does 
not stop you from taking control of new rail line hexes; but until you 
capture the Fort(ress), you will not be able to use any of those rail 
hexes on the ‘wrong side of ’ the enemy Fort(ress).

Players may check rail line control at any time and multiple rail 
line hexes may be simultaneously added to their rail net (this may 
happen if a rail junction changes sides). Any type of movement of 
the unit, including Reaction, Retreat or Advance after Combat can 
change control and/or convert rail line hexes.
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OPTIONAL RULE: Individual Rail Line Hex Control

You do not need to check to see if a rail line can be added to the net 
when changing control – an Infantry SP or Formation always gains 
control of the rail line hex. For rail line hexes that are not able to be 
connected to the rail net, use a control marker of the appropriate side 
to indicate that the rail line in that hex is controlled by the player.

Design Note: The above optional rule insures that the Prussian 
player keeps French forces from running amok in their backfield, 
but requires more bookkeeping by both players. If players feel that 
additional Control Markers are necessary they can make their own or 
use the backs of any Leaders that have been permanently eliminated.

10.10.1  INITIAL CONTROL

At the start of each scenario a player controls all hexes in their own 
Friendly Territory (10.9.1), except for any hexes explicitly stated as 
starting controlled by the opposing player. In addition, the scenario 
may state that the player controls certain hexes in Enemy Territory 
(10.9.2).

Note that several scenarios list Saarbrucken as once controlled by 
France, but no longer controlled. This is because the temporary 
control of Saarbrucken results in a permanent VP loss to the Prussian 
player.

10.10.2 UNCONTESTED ZONES OF 
INFLUENCE

A ZOI is uncontested if the hex in question does not contain an 
enemy Force and is not within the ZOI of an enemy Army or Cavalry 
Division. A hex in the uncontested ZOI of an Army is controlled by 
that Army.

IMPORTANT: Rail line control requires physical occupation of the 
hex - not just an uncontested ZOI!

10.10.3 CAVALRY DIVISIONS & 
 FRANC-TIREUR SPS

Cavalry Divisions can control any hex except a Fort(ress) and cannot 
cause rail lines to be added to that player’s rail net. However, a 
Cavalry Division’s ZOI can potentially stop hex control (10.10.2) 
and enemy rail movement (11.1.1). Franc-Tireur SPs never control 
any hexes, but do prevent supply tracing and enemy rail movement 
through their hex. They do not impact adding to the Prussian rail 
net (10.10; 11.1.2).

If a besieged Fort(ress) is ever left with only enemy Cavalry Divisions 
and/or Franc-Tireur SPs as the besieging Force, the siege ends 
immediately and any Cavalry Divisions must conduct a Cavalry 
Retreat Reaction (14.7). Any Franc-Tireur SPs must Retreat to an 
adjacent hex.

11.  RAIL MOVEMENT, 
SEA TRANSPORT &

 PONTOON BRIDGES

11.1  RAIL MOVEMENT
Design Note: Railways played a key part in the Franco-Prussian War. 
In 1870, Prussia had the fourth densest railway network in the world 
and France the fifth. While the French did not prepare adequately 
for their mobilization period, the use of the railways by the Prussian 
forces was a model of efficiency and brought the Prussian forces to 
the French border in record time.

11.1.1  RAIL MOVEMENT PROCEDURES

All units except Franc-Tireur SPs may use Rail Movement. A unit 
activated for movement that begins its activation in a friendly 
controlled rail line hex (11.1.4) can move using Rail Movement 
along that rail net. After conducting Rail Movement, the unit’s 
activation ends – regular movement or Sea Transport may not be 
combined with Rail Movement (before or after) and using Rail 
Movement counts as the one activation for movement during a 
Segment for that unit (10.2).

The unit may move an unlimited number of hexes, provided each 
hex is along the path of a continuous, friendly controlled rail net 
(11.1.2), including into (but not through) a besieged enemy Fort(ress) 
hex. The unit using Rail Movement is prohibited from entering any 
hex containing an enemy Formation or SP or within the Zone of 
Influence (ZOI) of an enemy Cavalry Division (exception: a friendly 
SP, Formation, city or unbesieged Fort(ress) negates a ZOI in a hex 
for this purpose). The unit may move through a hex containing only 
Leaders and/or Siege Guns, eliminating them if the unit ends its rail 
move in their hex (exception: a Fort(ress) hex – see 10.2.8).

Rail Movement may be used to move to or from an Off Map Box 
(10.6), but not both during the same game turn.

Example: A unit may not use Rail Movement to go from the map to the 
Invasion Box in one game turn.

IMPORTANT: A hex containing an enemy Fort(ress) is not friendly 
controlled – even if the Fort(ress) is besieged; Rail Movement may 
be conducted into such a hex by the side besieging the Fort(ress), 
but not through it, even if using the Rail Bypass optional rule (9.6).

11.1.2  RAIL NETS & RAIL HEX CONTROL

Design Note: In layman’s terms, a player’s rail net is all connected 
rail line hexes friendly to that player. A unit on one hex of that rail 
net can rail to any other hex on that rail net, as long as it does not go 
through a prohibited hex. While unlikely, a player may have more 
than one rail net if a section of their Friendly Territory is cut off by 
enemy units.

A friendly rail net consists of all friendly rail line hexes that are 
connected together along a path of consecutive, adjacent rail 
hexsides. A player may have more than one rail net, but in order for 
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the Prussian player to use any rail line for Rail Movement it must 
be connected by a continuous path of friendly rail line hexes to 
the Eastern map edge with no intervening besieged Fort(ress) 
hexes. The French player may only use rail line hexes that are in 
France and connected by a continuous path of friendly rail line hexes 
to the South map edge or to a friendly controlled Paris hex (with no 
intervening besieged Fort(ress) hexes).

Any friendly rail net that connects to the appropriate map edge 
(Eastern for Prussia; Southern for France) also connects to that side’s 
Off Map Box.

Once a rail line hex has been added to a player’s rail net (10.10), it 
is treated as friendly controlled until an enemy Infantry SP, Corps 
or Army occupies the hex (exception: French control of rail hexes 
outside France prevents Prussian use, but does not allow French 
use). Note that while a rail line hex containing a besieged enemy 
Fort(ress) may be added to a player’s rail net, Rail Movement and 
Supply tracing may not be done through the enemy Fort(ress) until 
it has surrendered.

A player does not acquire any additional Railroad Capacity (11.1.3) 
by gaining control of rail line hexes.

11.1.3  RAIL MOVEMENT CAPACITY

For each game turn, each player may move a number of SPs via Rail 
Movement with no penalty (the ‘Base SP Limit’). They may exceed 
this limit if willing to pay a VP penalty.

Rail Capacity
Base SP Limit 

per Turn
(at no VP penalty)

Maximum SPs 
per Turn

Prussia1 16 242

France 
(Inside France only) 8 163

1 : Any Prussian Rail Movement that enters one or more hexes 
(or begins) outside of Prussian Friendly Territory (10.9.1) costs 
double the SP cost.

2 : Every four SPs (or fraction thereof ) above the Base SP Limit 
subtracts one VP from the VP total.

3 : Every four SPs (or fraction thereof ) above the Base SP Limit adds 
one VP to the VP total.

Example: If France conducts Rail Movement with fourteen SPs, it 
would cost them two VPs.

Moving a Siege Gun costs one SP and moving a Formation costs the 
number of SP contained in that Formation. Leaders, including lone 
Leaders (10.7.2), do not cost any capacity.

If using Rail Movement to move an Army or Corps, the controlling 
player may leave SPs behind in the starting hex – and must, if 
sufficient Capacity does not exist to move all of the SPs containing 
in the Army or Corps. A full-strength Cavalry Division may not be 
“split up” this way – either sufficient capacity exists to move both 
Cavalry SPs or the Cavalry Division may not use Rail Movement.

11.1.4  OTHER RAIL FUNCTIONS

SPs without a Leader may move in Enemy Territory without penalty 
if following a path of consecutive rail hexes (8.9.1). In addition, a 
Railway Supply Path is traced only along Friendly rail lines (9.4.5; 
10.10) and units may cross a major river hexside by following a rail 
line across that hexside (10.2.6). 

11.2  SEA TRANSPORT
The French player (only) can use Sea Transport to move a limited 
number of Infantry SPs or Corps between friendly controlled ports. 
The French Off Map Box is considered to contain a port and if the 
Invasion Box Optional Rule (10.6.3) is being used, Sea Transport 
can be also be used to move to/from the Invasion Box.

11.2.1  SEA TRANSPORT PROCEDURE

A Leader, Infantry SP or Corps 
activated for movement that 
begins its activation in a port 
can move using Sea Transport 
to any other friendly controlled 
port (see exceptions below). After 
conducting Sea Transport, the 
unit’s activation ends – regular 
movement or Rail Movement 
may not be combined with Sea 
Transport and using Sea Transport counts as the one activation for 
movement during a Segment for that unit (10.2). The total number 
of Infantry SPs that can use Sea Transport in a single game turn is 
limited to the Sea Transport Capacity, below.

Armies, Cavalry Divisions, Franc-Tireur SPs and Siege Guns may 
not use Sea Transport. 

11.2.2  SEA TRANSPORT CAPACITY

The French player can move up to six Infantry SPs per game turn. 
The SPs can either be lone SPs or contained in Corps. If using Sea 
Transport to move a Corps, the French player may leave SPs behind 
in the starting hex – and must, if sufficient Capacity does not exist 
to move all of the SPs containing in the Corps.

Example: The French player moves three SPs via Sea Transport and then 
wants to move a Corps containing four SPs. One SP must be left in the 
Corps starting hex while the Corps (now containing three SPs) is moved 
to the destination port.

11.3  PONTOON BRIDGES

11.3.1  PONTOON BRIDGE PLACEMENT

A Pontoon Bridge is built by paying one CP and one IP and must 
be placed in a hex adjacent to a major river that contains at least one 
friendly, non-besieged Infantry SP, Army or Corps. When placed, 
the top of the counter must point to a hex side to mark the location 
of the Pontoon Bridge. Once placed, the hex side chosen cannot be 
changed.
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11.3.2  PONTOON BRIDGE EFFECTS

A Pontoon Bridge allows friendly forces to cross a major river by 
spending +2 MPs, even if not at a rail line crossing (10.2.5). A unit 
may not cross the major river directly into a non-besieged enemy 
Fort(ress) hex.

11.3.3  PONTOON BRIDGE REMOVAL

Pontoon Bridges never move once placed but may be removed at 
any time by the controlling player; and must be removed if the hex 
no longer contains at least one non-besieged friendly SP. Pontoon 
Bridges are never captured.

11.3.4  PONTOON BRIDGES & SIEGES

A Pontoon Bridge may never be inside a Fort(ress) and is immediately 
removed if it is the only unit outside a besieged Fort(ress).

12.  REACTION
Reaction is the ability of a Formation or SP to ‘react’ to enemy 
movement in its Zone of Influence (ZOI). Units that only have a 
ZOI into their own hex (e.g. Franc-Tireur and other SP) can only 
react when an enemy unit attempts to enter their hex (6.5).

Each eligible unit whose ZOI has been entered (including in the 
unit’s hex) may attempt to React. When more than one unit is 
capable of Reaction, the exact order of their attempts is up to the 
controlling player. Reaction is only triggered by activated movement 
that expends MPs– not by other Reactions, Retreats or Advances. 
Reaction occurs prior to any combat, so a unit may React out of its 
hex to avoid a potential combat.

Design Note: Only movement that expends MPs triggers Reaction. 
Reactions, Retreats and Advances are on a ‘per hex’ basis, not on 
MPs. Similarly, Rail/Sea Movement and removing Demoralization 
does not result in any MP expenditure and, hence, does not trigger 
Reaction.

12.1  FORMATION REACTION
Any Formation with a ZOI may attempt to React as soon as any 
enemy unit enters a new hex in its ZOI or expends MPs in place as 
a pause in its ZOI (10.3). A Formation may attempt to React for 
each hex an enemy unit enters or expends pause MPs in – even if an 
enemy unit already exists in that hex, provided the hex is within the 
ZOI of the Formation (remember: a ZOI extends into a hex occupied 
by an enemy unit, but not through).

12.2  REACTION RATINGS
A Leader’s Reaction Rating is located on the middle left of the 
counter and any special Reaction rules are indicated by the special 
symbols on the counter (5.1).  A Corps must use the commanding 
Leader’s modified Reaction Rating unless it is Attached to an Army 
(6.4).

Prussian Cavalry Divisions have a Reaction Rating of ‘4’, French 
Cavalry Divisions and Franc-Tireur SP have a Reaction Rating of 

‘5’, and all other SPs without a Leader have a Reaction Rating of ‘6’. 
Siege Guns and Supply Depots may not conduct Reaction.

FORMATION REACTION RATING

Prussian Cavalry Division 4

French Cavalry Division 5

Franc-Tireur SP 5

Other SP without Leader 6

12.3  REACTION ATTEMPTS
Each unit may only make a single Reaction attempt per hex that is 
entered by one or more enemy units and may only attempt a single 
Reaction attempt per MP expenditure when multiple units are 
moving using Combined Activation. However, a unit may attempt 
multiple Reactions against any single unit or against any single hex, 
provided that each attempt meets the provisions outlined above.

IMPORTANT: Each Reaction attempt must be completed 
(including any Reaction Movement due to a successful roll) before 
the next Reaction attempt is rolled for, but all units attempting 
Reaction must be declared before rolling for any of the attempts.

Example: The Bavarian Cavalry Division and the Prussian Guard 
Corps are both Attached to an activated Prussian Army (not shown). The 
Corps moves to hex 2624 first (expending 3 MPs), allowing the French 
Corps to attempt to React. The Cavalry would be in hex 2625 when this 
activation occurs, as it would not be in hex 2624 until its fourth MP. 
Assuming the Reaction attempt fails, the Cavalry now enters hex 2624 on 
its fourth MP, again allowing the French Corps the opportunity to React 
– again it fails. Finally, the Cavalry moves to hex 2623 with its fifth 
MP, once again allowing the French Corps a chance to React. Note that 
since the Prussian IV Corps did not move, it never triggers a Reaction 
attempt for the French Corps. Also note that the Cavalry Division could 
have moved first to hex 2725 (two MPs), then to hex 2624 (to reach it 
at the same time as the Prussian Guard Corps – at three MPs); however, 
the French Corps could have Reacted against the Cavalry Division in hex 
2725 while the Prussian Corps was still in hex 2625.
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12.3.1  ARMY REACTION

Joint Reaction for Attached Formations

Armies with Attached Corps and Cavalry Divisions offer increased 
flexibility for those Formations. Division Leaders and lone SPs never 
benefit from a nearby Army for Reaction.

If the hex triggering a Reaction attempt is within the ZOI of an 
Army, the controlling player may choose to have its Attached Corps 
or Cavalry Divisions that are also in the Army’s ZOI roll for Reaction 
on their own, or to use a single roll for a group of Formations. The 
controlling player may form them into multiple groups provided no 
Formation is in more than one group. The decision on how to group 
the eligible Attached Formations must be made before conducting 
any Reaction rolls.

IMPORTANT: The hex triggering Reaction does not need to be in 
the ZOI of these Attached Formations.

Each group must use the Army Leader’s Reaction rating, but for each 
Formation Reacting individually, the controlling player may choose 
to have the Formation use the Army Leader’s Rating or their own - 
the decision for each Formations must be made before conducting 
any Reaction rolls. If any unit in a group is Demoralized, the 
Reaction roll suffers the -1 DRM penalty.

Example: The Prussian Army of the North moves into the ZOI of the 
French 1st Army of the Loire and the 3rd Corps. The 3rd and 5th Corps, 
and the 3rd Cavalry Division are Attached to the French Army. The 
French player has many options when determining Reaction: he could 
have the Army, the 3rd Corps, and the Cavalry Division roll separately; 
he could have them all use the Army’s roll; or he could have one grouped 
with the Army and one roll separately. Note that the 5th Corps cannot 
React even though it is Attached to the French Army, since the forest hex 
blocks the ZOI of the French Army.

12.3.2  MULTIPLE SPS IN THE SAME HEX

SPs in a hex may attempt Reaction in any combination - all separately, 
or as one group (exception: Franc-Tireur SPs may not be combined 
with other types of SPs). The owning player must designate how the 
SPs will be split (if at all) before rolling for any Reaction attempts.

12.4  REACTION PROCESS
For each Reaction attempt, the controlling player rolls 1D6, 
modifying the result by applying all applicable die roll modifiers 
(DRMs) ~ see Reaction Table and 12.4.1, below. Any group Reacting 
together bases the DRMs off of the Army (i.e. if they use the Army 
Leader’s Reaction rating, they also use that Army’s DRMs).

If the modified Reaction roll is less than the Reaction Rating, 
the unit may not React. If the modified roll equals or exceeds the 
Reaction Rating by one, the unit may React up to one hex. If the 
modified roll exceeds the Reaction Rating by two or more, the unit 
may React up to two hexes.

A unit may only React once for each trigger condition - Reacting 
and moving into a hex that has yet to conduct its Reaction Roll does 
not allow a unit to conduct a second Reaction Movement.

12.4.1  REACTION MODIFIERS

Reaction modifiers are determined immediately prior to rolling the 
Reaction attempt - not when they are declared (so previous Reaction 
Movement may impact a subsequent Reaction roll).

Terrain

A Reaction path is traced from the hex containing the unit 
attempting to React to the hex just entered by the unit triggering 
the Reaction attempt, inclusive (hereafter the ‘trigger hex’). The 
player attempting to React can trace this path as they desire, but 
may only enter a number of hexes equal to the unit’s ZOI range – i.e. 
Armies and Prussian Cavalry can only trace a two hex Reaction path, 
Corps only one hex, etc.

There are two sets of terrain based modifiers. The first set applies 
to the trigger hex, including any hexside terrain crossed by the 
triggering unit when entering the trigger hex, and all intervening 
hexes or hexsides along the Reaction path.

The second set of modifiers only applies to the trigger hex. These 
modifiers only apply if friendly to the unit attempting Reaction. 
All terrain modifiers of both sets are cumulative.

If the trigger hex is the same hex as the unit attempting to React, the 
terrain modifier is based on the terrain in that hex and any hexside 
terrain that the triggering unit crossed to enter that hex.

Since a ZOI does not extend across a major river hexside, even if 
adjacent, the Reaction modifier for an enemy unit crossing a major 
river hexside only applies if the enemy unit is entering the hex of the 
unit(s) attempting to React.
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Cavalry Reconnaissance

If the hex triggering the Reaction attempt is within the ZOI of a 
friendly Cavalry Division and that friendly Cavalry Division is within 
the ZOI of the unit attempting Reaction, the Reaction attempt 
receives a +1 DRM. A Cavalry Division cannot give itself this modifier, 
but may benefit from a second Cavalry Division if it meets the above 
requirement. A maximum of one +1 DRM may be obtained this way.

Design Note: This means the Cavalry Division and the trigger 
hex are in the ZOI of the unit attempting to React and represents 
advance scouting by the Cavalry Division.

Friendly Strength Point in Trigger Hex 

If hex triggering Reaction already contains an SP (any type and 
including SPs contained in a Formation), apply a +1 DRM. The SP 
must be friendly to, and in a separate hex from, the unit attempting 
Reaction.

Distance

A unit with a two hex ZOI attempting to React against an enemy unit 
at a range of two hexes must apply a -1 DRM to its Reaction attempt.

Demoralization

A unit that is Demoralized applies a -1 DRM to any Reaction 
attempt by it (or a group containing it).

Franc Tireur SPs

When an Prussian unit enters a hex containing one or more Franc-
Tireur SPs, the terrain modifier is applied as a positive DRM instead of 
a negative DRM for any Reaction by a Franc-Tireur SP. A Franc-Tireur 
SP in difficult terrain is therefore more difficult to engage. This modifier 
only applies to the Franc-Tireur SP conducting the Reaction roll.

Example: A Prussian Corps crosses a rough hexside while entering a 
clear hex containing a Franc-Tireur SP in a French controlled town. 
The Franc-Tireur would apply a +3 DRM to its Reaction roll (+2 for 
the rough hexside and +1 for the town). If an Infantry SP was in the hex 
with the Franc-Tireur SP, it would have to React separately and would 
apply a -1 modifier (-2 for the rough hexside and +1 for the town).

12.4.2  REACTION MOVEMENT

A unit that successfully Reacts may be moved by the controlling 
player one or two hexes (as determined by the Reaction Roll) without 
any cost in Command Points or Initiative Points (exception: Special 
Reaction Ratings may dictate how the unit moves ~12.4.5). Reaction 
is voluntary, does not result in MP expenditure, and the movement 
of hexes during Reaction never triggers Reaction by the other player.

During Reaction movement, a unit may not enter any hex used 
by enemy units to enter its hex. A Reacting unit may not enter a 
hex prohibited to it during regular movement, but may enter a 
hex containing enemy unit(s), triggering combat. If entering the 
hex containing the unit(s) that triggered the Reaction attempt, the 
Reacting units are the Defender; otherwise, the Reacting player is the 
Attacker. If the Reacting unit can Overrun (13.5) the enemy units 
they may continue Reacting with any additional Reaction hexes.

Example: A French Corps moves into the ZOI of a Prussian Army. If the 
Prussian player successfully Reacts and moves into that Corps’ hex, combat 
would be fought with the French player being the Attacker. If, instead, 
the Prussian Army Reacts to the Corps’ movement by entering a nearby 
hex containing a French Army, the Prussian player would be the Attacker.

Any hex that would cost more than one MP to enter during regular 
movement (e.g. Congestion, hexside terrain, etc.) requires two hexes of 
Reaction to enter. Minimum Move (10.2.7) does not apply - a unit 
must have the full Reaction hexes available to enter a hex that costs 
two Reaction hexes.

Example: A Prussian Army gains a one hex Reaction for all of its 
Attached Formations. Two of its Corps are stacked together and adjacent 
to two clear (i.e. no MP effects) hexes, one of which contains the Army 
unit (and not a rail line). Since the Corps only have one hex of Reaction, 
entering the Army’s hex with both Reacting Corps is prohibited (as it 
would cost two hexes due to Congestion). Note that one of the Corps 
could React into the Army’s hex, as Congestion would not be triggered 
with just one Corps and one Army unit.

If multiple units Reacted separately, each Reaction roll and movement 
must be completed before the next roll is made. If multiple units 
Reacted together based on a single roll, Coordinated Movement 
(10.2.2) must be used.

12.4.3  CAVALRY DIVISION REACTION 
 & INTERDICTION

If a Cavalry Division successfully Reacts to an enemy unit entering 
its hex, it may perform Cavalry Movement Interdiction (14.6) to 
attempt to force the enemy unit to expend one additional MP (if one 
is available – otherwise ignore if no MPs are left to spend).

Even if a Cavalry Division fails its Reaction attempt roll, it may 
always conduct Retreat Reaction when an enemy unit attempts to 
enter its hex (14.7).

12.4.4 MULTIPLE COMBATS 
 BASED ON REACTION

If there is more than one combat hex after Reaction, the order of 
combat resolution is decided upon by the player conducting the 
Reaction unless any of the combats were first initiated by the non-
Reacting player (i.e. by moving units into an enemy occupied hex); 
in that case, that player chooses the order for all combat resolutions.

If Reaction is conducted in sequence (i.e. multiple units Reacting 
separately), combat is resolved for each unit individually before 
conducting the Reaction attempt of the next unit.

12.4.5 LEADERS WITH SPECIAL 
 REACTION RATINGS

Some Leaders possess Special Reaction Ratings (5.1.7) which dictate 
their movement upon a successful Reaction Roll. For Corps rank 
Leaders, this only applies if the Corps they are commanding is not 
in the same hex as the Army to which it is Attached to, regardless 
of whether the Corps used the Army Leader’s Reaction Rating for 
the Reaction attempt. The controlling player must roll a D6 upon a 
successful Reaction Roll to determine if they must move according 
to their Special Reaction rule.
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13.  COMBAT

13.1 INITIATING A COMBAT
Combat occurs when a player moves or Reacts their units into a 
hex with non-besieged enemy Forces and those Forces do not avoid 
combat by Reacting out of the hex. Combat does not occur if 
one side only has units inside a Fort(ress) (16.2.1). Players check 
for combat after all Reaction movement has been resolved for the 
current MP expenditure by the player conducting movement.

Example: A Prussian force moves into a hex with a French force, but 
also causes four French Formations to React. All four Reaction attempts 
are rolled for and moved before any combats are resolved (including any 
combats that only occurred as a result of the French Reaction movement).

Demoralized (13.14) units may not initiate combat, but defend 
normally when attacked. 

If multiple combats occur during the same movement or Reaction 
due to Coordinated Movement (10.2.2), the order of resolution is 
decided by the player moving the units.

For combat that occurs during movement and not Reaction, the 
player controlling the activated unit is the Attacker and the other 
player is the Defender. For combat due to Reaction, the movement 
of the Reacting unit dictates which side is the Attacker (12.4.2).

13.2 COMBAT SEQUENCE
All combat is resolved in the order recited below.

1. Overrun Determination (13.5)

•	 If the Attacker has a 12:1 or greater advantage over the 
Defender in Infantry SPs (only), an Overrun occurs. The 
defending Force is immediately eliminated; skip to Step 
7: Leader Casualties (for the Defender only). Otherwise, 
proceed to Step 2 to resolve Artillery Fire.

•	 If no Overrun occurs, check to determine if VP penalties 
apply for Napoleon III and/or King Wilhelm not being with 
the largest Army during a combat (18.4; 18.5).

2. Resolve Artillery Effects (13.3)

•	 Both players determine the Artillery Strength of their 
Force, including the impact of the French Time Fuse 
Penalty (15.1) if still in effect, and then both players resolve 
their Artillery fire.

•	 SP losses from Artillery are applied prior to Step 3: Calculate 
Initial Combat Odds, and impact the Initial Combat Odds 
determination.

•	 Players should make a note of all Artillery fire results, as 
these will affect the Battle Impact roll for the opposing side 
(13.13.3).

3. Calculate Initial Combat Odds (13.4)

•	 Players determine the combat Ratio or Difference between 
the two Forces and locate the Ratio or Difference on the 
Combat Results Table (CRT). This is the initial combat 
odds.

•	 If the Initial Combat Odds are 12:1 or greater, treat as 
an Overrun (13.5). The defending Force is immediately 
eliminated; skip to Step 7: Leader Casualties (for the 
Defender only). Otherwise, proceed to Step 4 to calculate 
modifiers.

4. Apply Modifiers for Terrain and 
 Attachment Conflicts (13.6 – 13.9)

•	 Determine any adjustments to the combat odds for Terrain, 
Demoralization, and Forces Attached to different Armies, 
etc..

5. Cavalry Superiority (13.10)

•	 Determine if either side qualifies for a positive DRM for 
Cavalry Superiority.

•	 If one side has Cavalry Superiority, they must decide if they 
are attempting to gain a column shift at a cost of increased 
Cavalry SP losses.

6. Combat Result and Re-rolls (13.11)

•	 All column shifts are first summed, then applied to the 
initial combat ratio column to determine a final column 
for combat resolution.

•	 Each player sums all die roll modifiers for the Tactical 
Rating of the involved Army and Corps Leaders, Reserve 
Infantry, Franc-Tireur SPs, Fortifications, and, if still in 
effect, the German Infantry Assault Penalty.

•	 Players determine the result of the combat on the Combat 
Results Table (CRT) based on the size of their Force and 
whether they are the Attacker or Defender. Cavalry SP are 
not included in their Force size.

•	 Certain Army Leaders allow either player’s results to be re-
rolled; determine a final result after all re-rolls have been 
decided upon and rolled (13.9.2).

7. Leader Casualties (13.12)

•	 Both players determine Leader casualties (exception: 
Overrun ~ Defender only).

8. Battle Impact (13.13)

•	 If the combat was not an Overrun, both players determine 
the Impact of the Battle on their Forces and any additional 
losses or other effects.

•	 Eliminate Armies, Cavalry Divisions or Corps that are at 
zero SPs at this point (6.3).
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9. Determine Demoralization (13.14), 
 Victory (13.15) and Retreats (13.16)

•	 First, determine each side’s Demoralization level and the 
Victor of the combat (13.15).

•	 Next, resolve Multiple Demoralization effects for those units 
that have become Demoralized due to combat, including 
due to Artillery fire or lack of Combat Supply (9.3).

•	 Then, the force which lost the combat must Retreat and 
the Victor conducts Advance After Combat (usually this 
means only remaining in the combat hex).

10. Resolve All End of Combat Status Checks (13.17)

•	 If the French Time Fuse Penalty (15.1) and the German 
Infantry Assault Penalty (13.8) have not been removed, 
players determine whether any progress towards removal 
occurs due to the just resolved combat.

•	 If the French Empire has not fallen, any in-command French 
Army Leader involved in the combat must go through the 
French Imperial Command Replacement Process (5.6) if 
the French side became Demoralized or suffered greater 
losses in SPs than it inflicted on the enemy Force.

•	 If the French Empire has not fallen, any in-command 
French Army Leader not involved in the combat must 
go through the French Imperial Command Replacement 
Process (5.6) if a Corps Attached to that Army was involved 
in the combat and became Demoralized or if the French 
side suffered greater losses in SPs than it inflicted on the 
enemy Force.

•	 If the French Empire has not Fallen and the combat 
includes Napoleon III, check to see if the Empire Falls if the 
French side lost the combat (18.2.2).

•	 A Prussian Army Leader unit that has incurred equal to or 
greater SP losses than its opponent is marked with a Subject 
to Recall marker (5.5; exception: HRH Leaders).

•	 A Corps Leader that survives the combat and has an 
associated Army Leader unit places the Army Leader unit 
to arrive as Reinforcement next game turn (5.3.2).

•	 If the Victor is the side having activated units, they may 
continue moving if they have MPs remaining.

13.3  RESOLVE ARTILLERY EFFECTS
Before calculating combat odds, the effects of both players Artillery 
is determined. Each player determines their Artillery Strength and 
then roll 2D6, applying any applicable modifiers. The result is cross 
referenced with the rolling player’s Artillery Strength on the Artillery 
Effects Table to determine the effect on the opposing Forces.

13.3.1 ARTILLERY STRENGTH

All Fortifications and Forces except Cavalry Divisions and Franc-
Tireur SPs possess an intrinsic Artillery Strength factor. Each player 
sums up the associated factors (rounding all fractions down), which 
is their Artillery Strength. This may be halved due to the French 
Artillery Fuse Penalty (15.1). Fortifications only add to the side that 
controls the Fortification.

13.3.2 ARTILLERY STRENGTH 
 FACTORS CHART

The Artillery Strength Factors Chart on the PAC lists the strength 
for each unit and terrain. Any unit or terrain type not listed is 
assumed to have zero Artillery Factors. Note that when calculating 
the Artillery Strength of a Formation, you include the Formation 
Artillery Strength and any Artillery Strength of its contained SPs. 
The Artillery Strength for SPs only applies for each full multiple of 
two SPs.

Example: Three Prussian Corps containing a total of nine SPs would 
have an Artillery Strength of 17; three for each Corps (3x3 = 9) plus two 
for each full grouping of two SPs (4x2 = 8).

Example 2: One Republican French Corps with six SPs in a hex with 
a friendly French Fortress would have an Artillery Strength of eleven; 
two for the Corps, plus 1.5 for each grouping of two SP (3 x 1.5 = 4.5), 
plus five for the Fortress. This gives a result of 11.5, which rounds down 
to eleven.

13.3.3 RESOLVING ARTILLERY 
 COMBAT EFFECTS

Each side rolls 2D6, applies any applicable modifiers, and resolves 
the results simultaneously. If a side is eliminated by Artillery fire, the 
combat is treated as an Overrun (13.5) but the other side still incurs 
all its Artillery fire effects. If both sides are eliminated, the combat 
ends.

13.3.4  ARTILLERY MODIFIERS

The modifiers for a town or city apply to both sides’ rolls, but 
only apply the Fortification modifier if the Fortification is enemy 
controlled (even if besieged). All modifiers are cumulative except that 
if a side gains a Fortification modifier, no other Terrain Modifiers are 
applied to that side.

Example: A hex contains a French Fort controlled by Prussia. The 
French player attacks Prussian units in the hex. The Prussian player 
adds two to their Artillery strength, but the French player would have to 
apply the Fort modifier, since the Prussian-controlled Fort is an ‘enemy 
Fort’ to the French player.

13.3.5 ARTILLERY RESULTS

There are three possible results due to Artillery fire: a positive combat 
DRM, SP losses, and Demoralization of the enemy Force.

A side may never take Cavalry SPs as Artillery losses, even if there 
are no non-Cavalry SPs available. A force composed of only Cavalry 
Divisions may still become Demoralized and/or grant a combat 
DRM to the opponent due to Artillery fire (though will likely be 
Overrun!).

Combat Die Roll Modifier (DRM)

If the result lists a +1 or +2, then the player adds that DRM to their 
upcoming CRT roll.
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Strength Point Losses 

If the result lists a whole number from one to four, the enemy Force 
must lose that many SPs. Cavalry SPs may never be lost due to 
Artillery fire. These losses occur immediately and, therefore, impact 
the combat odds determination for the CRT.

If the result lists a half-loss, the opposing player incurs the whole 
number result in losses and then rolls 1D6. On a roll of 1-3, he takes 
an additional SP loss.

SPs are lost by either removing on-map SPs or by adjusting the SP 
Tracker marker of an Army or Corps (6.1).

If an Army or Corps is reduced to zero SPs, do not remove it yet. 
The Battle Impact process may allow recovery of lost SPs, which can 
be used to replenish an Army or Corps at zero SPs. If all the SPs of 
a side are eliminated, treat as an Overrun (go to Leader Loss checks 
for both sides).

Automatic	Demoralization	

A ‘D’ result means that the enemy Force will be Demoralized after 
resolving Battle Impact (13.13), regardless of the CRT results - 
do not mark them with a Demoralized marker yet. This could 
result in multiple Demoralized results, if the CRT also indicates 
Demoralization. The number of Demoralizations impacts combat 
victory determination (13.15.1).

Example: The Artillery Effect Table roll is a +2(D), 2½ result. The 
rolling player will add a +2 DRM to the upcoming CRT roll, the enemy 
Force will be Demoralized after the combat, regardless of the CRT result, 
and the opposing Force immediately loses two SPs and must roll 1D6. 
On a roll of 1 – 3, the opposing Force will lose an additional SP.

Battle Impact Effects

Players should note the Artillery effects they inflicted upon their 
opponent since these effects, including DRMs for the CRT and step 
losses for the opposing Force, will impact their opponent’s Battle 
Impact roll (13.13.3).

13.4 CALCULATING INITIAL
 COMBAT ODDS

13.4.1 CALCULATING INITIAL COMBAT
 RESULTS TABLE (CRT) COLUMN

Each player determines their total SPs by summing their total 
Infantry and Franc-Tireur SPs involved in the combat (both on-map 
SPs and those contained in Armies and/or Corps).

IMPORTANT: If the only SPs in a Defending Force are Cavalry SPs 
(CSPs), that side is automatically Overrun (13.5) if the Attacker has 
at least one SP, as CSPs are not included in the odds calculations. If 
the only SPs in an Attacking Force are CSPs, the Attacking Force is 
immediately eliminated and the Defender suffers no losses (13.4.3) 
if the Defender has at least one SP. If both sides have CSPs but no 
Infantry SPs, the combat is resolved on the ‘0’ Differential column 
with both forces considered (s)mall.

Determine the initial combat odds by dividing the Attacker’s total SPs 
by the Defender’s total SPs. Before rounding, if the odds fall above 
1:2 but less than 2:1, the initial CRT column will be determined by 
the SP Differential (13.4.2). Otherwise, round any fractions in favor 
of the Defender.

Example 1: The Attacker has 40 SP and the Defender has 9 SP so the 
initial combat odds are 40/9 = 4.44:1 or 4:1.

Example 2: The Attacker has 6 SPs and the Defender has 15 SPs so 
the initial combat odds are 6/15 = 1:2.5, which rounds in favor of the 
defender to 1:3.

The initial CRT column is determined as follows:

•	 Initial combat odds of less than 1:3 are prohibited (see 13.4.3).

•	 Initial combat odds of 1:3 to 1:2 are resolved on the 1:3 or 1:2 
column, as appropriate.

•	 Initial combat odds of greater than 1:2, but less than 2:1 
(before rounding), are resolved by calculating a Differential 
column instead (13.4.2).

•	 Initial combat odds of 2:1 to 4:1 are resolved on the 
appropriate CRT column.

•	 Initial combat odds of 5:1 to 11:1 are resolved on the 5:1 
column.

•	 Initial combat odds of 12:1 or higher are an Overrun (13.5).

13.4.2 EVEN ODDS: CALCULATING
 INITIAL DIFFERENTIAL COLUMN

If the initial combat odds before rounding are greater than 1:2, but 
less than 2:1, players calculate a difference in SP strength.

Subtract the Defender’s SPs from the Attacker’s SPs and find the 
appropriate column on the CRT corresponding to the difference. 
Differences less than -3 begin on the -3 column and differences 
greater than +5 begin on the +5 column.

Example: The Attacker has 20 Infantry SP and four Cavalry SP, while 
the Defender has 12 Infantry SP. Since Cavalry SP are ignored, the ratio 
would be 20/12, which is 1:1 or even odds – a Differential must be used. 
Subtracting 12 from 20 results in a difference of eight, which begins on 
the +5 or greater column on the CRT.

13.4.3 LOW ODDS ATTACKS

If the initial combat odds are less than 1:3, all of the Attacker’s units 
are immediately eliminated and the Defender suffers no losses.

If the initial combat odds are greater than or equal to 1:3 and, due 
to column shifts, the final combat odds are less than 1:3, the attack 
is allowed and uses the 1:3 column of the CRT.

13.5 OVERRUN
Overruns occur as part of combat and also during Reaction (12.4.2), 
Retreat (13.16.1) and Advance After Combat (13.16.4). An Overrun 
as part of combat occurs when the Attacker has a 12 to 1 or greater 
ratio in Infantry SPs prior to any Artillery Fire. Ignore Cavalry SPs 
and Leaders when determining this ratio. In addition, if the Attacker 
obtains an Initial Combat Odds of 12 to 1 or greater after Artillery fire, 
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an Overrun also occurs: there is no battle, no calculation of column 
shifts, or CRT use. Demoralized (13.14) units may Overrun, but 
lose one SP if the units they are Overrunning include at least one SP.

An Overrun results in the immediate elimination of all Defending 
units. Skip immediately to Step 7: Leader Casualty to conduct Leader 
Casualty checks for any Leaders with the eliminated defending units 
(only). The Attacker is not affected in any way and may continue to 
expend any unused MPs.

An Overrun check as part of Reaction, Retreat and/or Advance After 
Combat is only done without Artillery Fire. A unit may continue 
with Reaction, Retreat or Advance after an Overrun if they have 
additional movement capability remaining.

13.6  COMBAT TERRAIN EFFECTS
The terrain in the Defender’s hex, as well as any hexside terrain 
crossed by the Attacker when entering the Defender’s hex, will 
impact the final CRT column used to resolve the combat. Terrain 
effects are represented by column shifts, as shown on the TEC, 
except for Fortress effects (16.1).

In the case of multiple Attacking Forces entering the Defender’s hex 
from multiple hexes, the Attacker has the choice of which hexside 
terrain modifier to apply. The choice must be made from among the 
crossed hexsides that have a modifier other than ‘No Effect’ listed on 
the TEC, if any.

Design Note: What this means is that the Attacker can choose 
among the ‘bad’ hexside terrain, but can’t pick a ‘No effect’ hexside 
if at least one bad hexside was crossed to enter the Defender’s hex.

Fort(ress) effects are only used if a combat involves units outside the 
Fort(ress). Units inside the Fort(ress) must be besieged (16.2.1) and 
never engage in combat. A player with a friendly Fortress in the hex 
adds a +1 DRM to their combat roll; +2 if it is a friendly Improved 
Fortress; Forts do not provide any DRM.

Example: Three Prussian Formations converge to attack the French 6th 
Corps. The VI Cavalry Division crosses a forest hexside (a 1L shift), the 
VI Corps crosses a rough hexside (a 2L shift), and the X Corps moves 
from a Forest hex into the Defender’s clear hex (hex 1930). There is no 
hexside effect for this last movement, so the Prussian player must chose 
between the 1L shift for the forest hexside and the 2L shift for the rough 
hexside. Obviously, he chooses the 1L shift.

13.7 DEMORALIZATION EFFECTS
While Demoralized units (13.14) may not enter a hex containing 
enemy units that they cannot Overrun, they defend at normal SP 
and Artillery strength. Defending units that began a combat marked 
with a Demoralization marker shift the CRT column one to the right 
and all of the Demoralized Leaders’ positive Tactical Ratings and 
Army Re-roll ratings are halved (rounded down).

13.8 GERMAN INFANTRY ASSAULT
 DOCTRINE PENALTY
Design Note: Initially, the Prussians and Germans repeatedly 
used massed infantry assaults against the French, even though 
the French were armed with a vastly superior infantry rifle (with 
effectively double the range of the Prussian infantry weapon) and 
the Mitrailleuse, an early machine gun. Until the Prussian leadership 
learned to better coordinate infantry and artillery, this resulted in 
significantly higher casualties for Prussian forces.  

13.8.1 TRACKING THE PENALTY STATUS

Each scenario will list where the German Infantry Assault Penalty 
marker starts.

As long as the German Infantry Assault Penalty marker is on the 
Assault Doctrine Penalty Table, the French player receives a +2 
DRM to all combat rolls if the Prussian side includes at least one 
Infantry SP (2.4.2).

13.8.2 REMOVAL OF THE PENALTY

If a combat involves at least two Infantry SPs per side, there is a chance 
that the penalty will be removed after the combat is resolved. Exception: 
If the marker is in the “Start (-)” box, simply advance the marker one 
space to the right – it cannot be removed due to that combat.

After each subsequent combat with at least two Infantry SPs per side, 
the Prussian player rolls 2D6 and compares the result to the range 
in the German Assault Doctrine Penalty box. If the rolled number is 
within the range, permanently remove the German Infantry Assault 
marker from the game.

If the die roll is greater than the range, advance the German Infantry 
Assault marker one space to the right. There is no limit to the number 
of times the marker can be moved in a single game turn, but once 
in the last box on the track it remains there until the Prussian player 
successfully rolls within the range to remove the penalty.

Example: A combat involving at least two Prussian and two French 
Infantry SPs has ended. The Prussian player rolls 2D6 and on a result of 
two or three, the German Infantry Assault Penalty will be permanently 
removed.
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13.9 OTHER COMBAT MODIFIERS
Column shifts favoring the Defender are to the left.  Column shifts 
favoring the Attacker are to the right. Die roll modifiers (DRMs) 
always apply to only one player, though both players could qualify 
for the same DRM in a combat.

Example: Both players can gain positive DRMs due to Leader Tactical 
Ratings if they both have a Leader with a positive Tactical Rating.

13.9.1 MULTIPLE ARMIES

If a player’s Forces’ in the combat includes Formations Attached to 
two different Armies, the opposing side gains one column shift; if 
Formations Attached to three or more Armies, the opposing side gains 
two column shifts. If there are any unattached Formations, increase 
the number of Armies by one (in total, not per unattached Formation).

Example: The Prussian player has used Combined Activation to activate 
2nd and 3rd Armies, with the 3rd Army also activating V Corps, which 
is Attached to the 4th Army (via Combined Activation, as V Corps is 
within the ZOI of the 3rd Army). Coordinated Movement is used and 
results in both Armies and V Corps entering combat against the French 
Army of Alsace. The French player will gain two column shifts in their 
favor due to there being Formations from three Prussian Armies involved 
in the combat.

13.9.2 LEADER RATINGS

Corps and Division Leader Tactical Ratings

Corps and Division Leaders influence combat by using their Tactical 
Rating to modify the combat die roll. Army Leaders do not have a 
Tactical Rating – they impact combat via an Army Re-roll rating (see 
below). Leaders also influence the Battle Impact process (13.13.3).

To use his Tactical Rating, a Division Leader must be separate from 
any Army or Corps and there must be at least one SP capable of 
being led by the Division Leader (i.e. a SP not contained in an Army 
or Corps). If a side has any Division Leaders involved in the combat, 
they must use one (and only one, player’s choice if more than one) 
Division Leader’s Tactical Rating as a DRM to their side’s combat 
roll, if the above requirements are met.

For a Leader in command of a Corps to use his Tactical Rating, there 
must be at least one SP contained in his Corps after Artillery Fire 
has been resolved. Every Corps that meets the above requirements 
must use their Leader’s Tactical Ratings as DRMs to their side’s 
combat roll.

Positive and Negative Ratings

A positive Tactical Rating adds to the controlling player’s combat die 
roll, while a negative Tactical Rating adds to the opponent’s combat 
die roll.

Army Re-Roll Value

For each side having one or more Armies involved in the combat, 
the controlling player sums all negative Army Re-roll Ratings and 
then adds one (and only one) positive Army Re-roll Rating, if one is 
present. This sum is that side’s Army Re-roll Value.

Example: A combat involves four French Armies, two with +1 Re-roll 
Ratings and two with -1 Re-roll Ratings. The player sums all the negative 
ratings (-1 + (-1) = -2) and adds one of the Army Leaders positive rating 
(+1), for a net Army Re-roll Value of -1.

If the Army Re-Roll Value is positive, that player has the option of 
re-rolling either their combat die roll or forcing their opponent to re-
roll. The number of re-rolls that can be done is equal to that player’s 
Re-Roll Value (each re-roll uses one of the Value).

A negative Army Re-Roll Value acts as a positive Re-Roll Value for 
the opponent, and sums with the opponents calculated Army Re-
Roll Value. A player with a negative Re-Roll Value will be allowed no 
re-rolls unless their opponent also has a negative Value.

Example (cont): The Prussian player has a +2 Army Re-Roll Value. Since 
the -1 Value for the French acts as a positive Value for the Prussian side 
and sums with the +2, the Prussians will have a net Re-Roll Value of +3.

Army Re-Roll Process

If either side has a positive Re-Roll Value, the following steps are 
conducted in this order after both players’ initial combat rolls are 
made (but before resolving any effects):

1. The Attacker decides if they will spend one of their re-rolls to 
either re-roll their combat roll or force their opponent to re-
roll. If a re-roll is declared, the indicated player re-rolls their 
combat roll at this time and this step is repeated. Alternatively, 
they may pass – and must pass if they do not have any re-rolls.

2. The Defender then decides if they will spend one of their re-
rolls to either re-roll their combat roll or force their opponent 
to re-roll. This can include a roll that was just re-rolled. If a re-
roll is declared, the indicated player re-rolls their combat roll 
at this time and then go back to Step 1, above. Alternatively, 
they may pass – and must pass if they do not have any re-rolls.

3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 until both players expend all their re-roll 
options or both players consecutively pass.

Once the re-roll process is completed, the final die roll results are 
determined on the CRT.

Demoralized	Leaders

A Demoralized Leader only adds 1/2 (rounded down) of any positive 
Leader Tactical Rating or Army Re-Roll Rating. Negative Leader 
Ratings are unaffected and are applied in full. 

Leader Rating Limits

Treat a Tactical Rating DRM or an Army Re-Roll Value of more 
than +6 as +6.

13.9.3 INFANTRY SP QUALITY EFFECTS

When calculating Infantry SP Quality Effects, ignore all Cavalry SPs.

Franc-Tireur SPs (17.1)

A combat involving only Franc-Tireur SPs on the French side results 
in a DRM of -2 for the French player.
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A combat involved one or more Franc-Tireur SPs in addition to 
other, non-Franc-Tireur SPs on the French side results in a DRM of 
-1 for the French player.

The Prussian player applies a +1 DRM if the French Force contains 
at least one Franc-Tireur SP (this is cumulative with the above).

Reserve Infantry (17.2)

A side with only Reserve Infantry SPs applies a -2 DRM to their roll.

A side with one or more Reserve Infantry SPs and one or more 
Regular Infantry or Franc-Tireur SPs applies a -1 DRM. This is 
cumulative with the penalty for Franc-Tireur SP.

Example: The French player has three Mobile Infantry and two Cavalry 
SPs. The French player suffers a -2 DRM for having only Reserve Infantry 
on their side.

Example 2: The French player adds a Franc-Tireur SP to the above units. 
The French player still suffers a -2 DRM; -1 for having at least one Franc-
Tireur SP and -1 for having some, but not all, Reserve Infantry SPs.

13.10 CAVALRY SUPERIORITY

13.10.1 OBTAINING A DIE ROLL MODIFIER

Both players roll 1D6 and add the number of friendly cavalry strength 
points (CSP) present, if any, in the combat hex. The highest modified 
roll achieves a +1 DRM for Cavalry Superiority (neither player 
achieves it on a tie). The Cavalry Superiority DRM can be obtained 
even if a side does not have a Cavalry Division involved in the combat. 

13.10.2 OBTAINING A COLUMN SHIFT

The player who won Cavalry Superiority may attempt to obtain a 
favorable one column shift on the CRT if they have at least one CSP 
and more CSP than the other player. If they choose to try to gain the 
column shift, subtract the number of enemy CSP from the friendly 
CSP to obtain a differential. The player must roll this number or less 
on 1D6 to be successful.

Example: The French player has five CSP in a combat while the Prussian 
player only has two. Subtracting two from five gives a differential of 
three. Assuming the French player won the Cavalry Superiority roll, they 
may attempt to gain a column shift by rolling a three or less on 1D6.

A player who has successfully gained a column shift in this way must 
take every odd numbered loss from the CRT – starting with the first 
loss – as a CSP loss, if possible. Losses from Artillery (15.2.3) are not 
taken in this way.

Example (cont): Assuming the French player succeeds in getting the 
column shift, the first, third, fifth, seventh, etc. loss must come from his 
friendly CSPs.

13.11 CRT EFFECTS

13.11.1 RESOLVING THE COMBAT

The Attacker sums all column shifts favoring them (to the right) 
and column shifts favoring the Defender (to the left), shifting the 
initial CRT column by the net value to arrive at the final column for 

combat resolution. All columns are used when making these shifts, 
regardless of whether the Initial Column was determined via odds 
ratio (13.4.1) or differential (13.4.2).

Example: The attacker’s initial differential CRT column was the +4 
column. They gained two shifts in their favor. The final column for 
combat resolution would be the 2:1 column.

Each player then rolls 2D6 and applies all appropriate DRMs for 
that side (13.6 – 13.10). The Defender’s roll determines the Attacker’s 
losses (leftmost numbers) and the Attacker’s roll determines the 
Defender’s losses (rightmost numbers). The size of the Force (middle 
of each box) is based on the side rolling the dice.

Army Re-Rolls are utilized (13.9.2) until the final die rolls are 
determined.

Calculate the size of the player’s Force the same for determining the 
initial odds ratio: all SPs except Cavalry SPs.

If the size of the Force rolling the dice is 1 to 3 SPs, they use the ‘s’ 
row to determine the losses they inflict on their opponent. If the size 
of their Force is 4 to 12 SPs, they use the ‘m’ row, and if 13 or more 
SPs, they use the ‘l’ row.

SIZE OF FORCE ROW USED

1 - 3 SP (s)mall

4 - 12 SP (m)edium

13 + SP (l)arge

Combat Results Table (13.11)  [2D6]
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Differential Columns

Force Size        Row Used       
    1-3 SP                 (s)mall
   4-12 SP              (m)edium
   13+ SP                  (l)arge

CRT Note:
• Tactical Ratings and Leader Re-rolls can never exceed +6 or be below -6.

CRT Column Shifts
* 1L – 2L: Defender Terrain,
   excluding Fortress effects (13.6;  
   TEC)
* 1L – 2L: One Hexside Terrain
   (13.6; TEC)
* 1R: Defender Demoralized (13.7)
* 1L or 1R: Formations from two
   Armies (13.9.1)
* 2L or 2R: Formations from three
   or more Armies (13.9.1)
* 1L or 1R: Cavalry Superiority
   column shift (13.10.2) 

CRT Die Roll Modifiers
* +1 or +2: Artillery Fire (13.3.5)
* +1 or +2: Fortress (16.1; TEC)
* +2 [Fr only]:  German Infantry
   Assault Penalty (13.8)
* +x: One valid Div Leader
   Tactical Rating (13.9.2)1,2

* +x: All valid Corps Leader
   Tactical Ratings (13.9.2)1,2

* -3 [Fr only]: Only Infantry SPs
   are Franc-Tireur SPs (13.9.3)
* -1 [Fr only]: 1+ Franc-Tireur
   SPs, but not all Inf. SPs (13.9.3)
* +1 [Pr only]: Against one or
   more Franc-Tireur SPs (13.9.3)
* -2: All Infantry SPs are Reserve
   Infantry SPs (13.9.3)
* -1: One or more, Reserve Inf.
   SPs, but not all Inf. SPs (13.9.3)
* +1: Cavalry Superiority (13.10)

Army Re-Rolls (13.9.2)1

Sum one Army Leader's positive 
Rating and all Army Leader's 
negative Ratings for each side.
1: Demoralized Leaders halve any 
positive Rating.
2 : Negative Tactical Ratings add to 
the opponents die roll, instead.

Die 
Roll

1 or
less

1 to 3
Att-Def

2 to 1
Att-Def

3 to 1
Att-Def

4 to 1
Att-Def

5 to 1
Att-Def

1 to 2
Att-Def

+1 to +2
Att-Def

+3 to +4
Att-Def

-2 , -1
Att-Def

0
Att-Def

-3 or less
Att-Def

+5 
or more
Att-Def

D    s    -
D1 m   -
D2  l    -

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13 or
more

D     s    -
D1  m   -
D1   l    -

-     s    -
1  m     -
1   l      -

-     s     -
1    m    -
1     l     1

-     s     -
1    m    -
1     l     1

-     s     -
1    m    -
1     l     1

-     s     -
-    m    -
1     l     1

-     s     -
-    m    -
-     l     1

-     s     -
-    m    1
-     l     1

-     s     -
-    m    1
-     l     1

-   s   D
-   m   D1
-    l    D1

-    s   D
-   m   D1
-    l    D2

D1   s    -
D2  m   -
D2   l     -

D     s    -
D1  m   -
D2   l    1

D     s    -
D1  m   -
D1   l    1

D     s    -
D1  m   -
D1   l    1

-     s     -
1    m    1
1     l     1

-     s     -
1    m    1
1     l     1

-     s     -
-    m    1
1     l     1

-     s     -
-    m    1
1     l     1

-    s   D
-   m   D1
1    l    D1

-    s   D
-   m   D1
1    l    D1

-    s   D
 -   m  D1
 -    l   D2

-    s   D
 -   m  D1
 -    l   D2

D1   s    -
D2  m   -
D2   l    1

D1   s    -
D2  m   -
D2   l    1

D     s    -
D1  m   -
D2   l    1

D     s    -
D1  m   1
D1   l    1

D     s    -
D1  m   1
D1   l    1

D     s    -
D1  m   1
D1   l    1

-     s     -
1    m    1
1     l     1

-     s    D
1   m   D1
1    l    D1

-     s   D
-   m   D1
1    l    D2

-     s   D
-   m   D1
1    l    D2

-     s   D1
-   m   D2
1    l    D2

-     s   D1
-   m   D2
-    l    D2

D1   s    -
D2  m   -
D3   l    1
D1   s    -
D2  m   -
D3   l    1

D1   s    -
D2  m   1
D3   l    1
D1   s    -
D2  m   1
D3   l    1

D1   s    -
D2  m   -
D2   l    1

D     s    -
D1  m   1
D2   l    1

D     s    -
D1  m   1
D2   l    1

D    s   D
D1 m  D1
D1  l   D1

D    s   D
D1 m  D1
D1  l   D1

D    s   D
D1 m  D1
D1  l   D1

D    s   D
D1 m  D1
D1  l   D2

-     s   D
1   m   D1
1    l    D2

-     s   D1
-   m   D2
1    l    D2
-     s   D1
-   m   D2
1    l    D2
-     s   D1
-   m   D2
1    l    D3

-     s   D1
-   m   D2
1    l    D3

-     s   D1
-   m   D2
1    l    D3
-     s   D2
-   m   D3
1    l    D3

-     s   D1
-   m   D2
1    l    D2

-     s   D1
-   m   D2
1    l    D3

D     s    -
D2  m   1
D2   l    1

D    s   D
D1 m  D1
D2  l   D1

D    s   D
D1 m  D1
D2  l   D1
D    s   D
D1 m  D1
D2  l   D2

D    s   D
D1 m  D1
D2  l   D2

D    s   D
D1 m  D1
D2  l   D2

D    s   D
D1 m  D1
D1  l   D1

D    s   D
D1 m  D1
D1  l   D2

D    s   D
D1 m  D1
D1  l   D2

D    s  D1
D1 m  D2
D1  l   D2

D2   s    -
D3  m   -
D3   l    1

D1   s   D
D2  m D1
D2   l  D1
D1   s   D
D2  m D1
D3   l  D1
D1   s   D
D2  m D1
D3   l  D2

D1   s   D
D2  m D1
D2   l  D2

D1  s  D1
D2  m D2
D2   l  D2

D1  s  D1
D2  m D2
D3   l  D2
D2  s  D1
D3  m D2
D3   l  D2

D2  s  D1
D3  m D2
D3   l  D2
D2  s  D1
D3  m D2
D3   l  D2
D2  s  D1
D3  m D2
D3   l  D2

D2  s  D1
D3  m D1
D4   l  D2
D2  s  D1
D4  m D1
D4   l  D2

D2  s  D1
D3  m D2
D3   l  D3
D2  s  D1
D3  m D2
D3   l  D3
D2  s  D1
D3  m D2
D3   l  D3

D2  s  D1
D3  m D2
D3   l  D3

D2  s  D2
D3  m D3
D3   l  D3

D2  s  D2
D3  m D3
D3   l  D3
D2  s  D2
D3  m D3
D3   l  D3

D2  s  D2
D3  m D3
D3   l  D3

D2  s  D2
D3  m D3
D3   l  D3

D2  s  D2
D3  m D3
D3   l  D3

D2  s  D2
D3  m D3
D3   l  D4

D2  s  D2
D3  m D3
D3   l  D4

D2  s  D2
D3  m D3
D3   l  D3

D2  s  D2
D3  m D3
D3   l  D3

D2  s  D2
D3  m D3
D3   l  D3

D2  s  D2
D3  m D3
D3   l  D3

D2  s  D2
D3  m D3
D3   l  D3

D2  s  D2
D3  m D3
D3   l  D3

D2  s  D2
D3  m D3
D3   l  D3

D1  s  D1
D2  m D2
D3   l  D2
D1  s  D1
D2  m D2
D3   l  D3

D1  s  D1
D2  m D2
D3   l  D3

D1  s  D1
D2  m D2
D3   l  D3

D1  s  D1
D2  m D2
D3   l  D3

D1  s  D2
D2  m D3
D3   l  D3
D1  s  D2
D2  m D3
D3   l  D3

D1  s  D2
D2  m D3
D3   l  D3

D1  s  D2
D2  m D3
D3   l  D4
D1  s  D2
D2  m D3
D3   l  D4
D1  s  D2
D2  m D4
D3   l  D4

D1  s  D3
D2  m D3
D3   l  D4
D1  s  D3
D2  m D4
D3   l  D4

D1  s  D2
D2  m D3
D2   l  D3

D1  s  D1
D2  m D2
D3   l  D3

D1  s  D1
D2  m D2
D2   l  D3

D1  s  D1
D2  m D2
D2   l  D3

D1  s  D1
D2  m D2
D2   l  D3

D1  s  D1
D2  m D2
D2   l  D2

D1  s  D1
D2  m D2
D2   l  D2

D1   s   D
D2  m D1
D2   l  D1
D1   s   D
D2  m D1
D2   l  D2

D1   s   D
D2  m D1
D2   l  D2

D    s  D1
D1 m  D2
D2  l   D2
D    s  D1
D1 m  D2
D2  l   D2
D    s  D1
D1 m  D2
D2  l   D3

D    s  D1
D1 m  D2
D2  l   D3

D    s  D1
D1 m  D2
D2  l   D3
D    s  D2
D1 m  D2
D2  l   D3

D    s  D2
D1 m  D3
D1  l   D3
D    s  D2
D1 m  D3
D2  l   D3

D    s  D3
D1 m  D3
D1  l   D3
D    s  D3
D1 m  D3
D1  l   D4
D    s  D3
D1 m  D3
D2  l   D4

D    s  D1
D1 m  D2
D2  l   D3

D    s  D1
D1 m  D2
D1  l   D3

D    s  D1
D1 m  D2
D1  l   D2

-     s   D2
-   m   D3
1    l    D3
-     s   D2
1   m   D3
1    l    D3
-     s   D2
1   m   D3
1    l    D3

-     s   D3
1   m   D3
1    l    D3

-     s   D2
1   m   D3
1    l    D3

D2   s    -
D3  m   1
D3   l    1

D2   s    -
D3  m   1
D3   l    1

D1 s   D1
D2 m  D2
D2  l   D2

D1 s   D1
D2 m  D2
D2  l   D2

D2   s    -
D3  m   1
D3   l    1
D2   s    -
D3  m   1
D3   l    1

D2   s   D
D3  m D1
 D3  l   D1 
D2   s   D
D3  m D1
 D3  l   D1 

D2   s   D
D3  m D1
 D3  l   D1 
D2   s   D
D3  m D1
 D3  l   D2 

D2   s   D
D3  m D1
 D3  l   D2 
D2   s  D1
D3  m D2
 D3  l   D2 
D2   s  D1
D3  m D2
 D4  l   D2 

D2   s   D
D3  m D1
 D3  l   D2 

D2   s   D
D3  m D1
 D3  l   D2 

D2   s   D
D3  m D1
 D3  l   D2 

Losses to the 
Attacker are listed 

here (from the 
Defender’s roll)

Size of Firing Force:
(s)mall; 
(m)edium; or 
(l)arge

Losses to the 
Defender are 

listed here (from 
the Attacker’s roll)
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13.11.2 COMBAT LOSSES

If the result includes a ‘D’, that side becomes Demoralized (13.14) 
after resolving Battle Impact.

Any number listed on the CRT, either alone or after a Demoralization 
result, represent SP losses that must be incurred by the affected side. 
SPs are lost by either removing on-map SPs or by adjusting the SP 
Tracker marker of an Army or Corps (6.1).

If an Army, Corps or Cavalry Division is reduced to zero SPs, do not 
remove it yet. The Battle Impact process may allow recovery of lost 
SPs, which can be used to replenish a Formation at zero SPs.

If the player gained a column shift for Cavalry Superiority (13.10.2), 
every odd loss (including the first) must be a Cavalry SP, if possible. 
Otherwise, each player chooses what SPs to lose for their side, from 
among those involved in the combat.

13.12 IS A LEADER CASUALTY
 CHECK REQUIRED?
After resolving SP casualties, and if at least one non-Replacement 
Leader is present in the combat, the Attacker rolls 2D6 and consults 
the Possibility of Leader Casualty Table to see whether the players 
have to check their Leaders for becoming casualties.

The size of each player’s Force is the total of all included SPs (except 
Cavalry SPs) prior to any losses from the CRT (but after Artillery 
losses). If the roll is in the indicated range, both players must check 
for each of their Leaders to see if any become casualties. However, an 
actual Leader casualty is not required to occur.

13.12.1 LEADER CASUALTY SELECTION

Each player rolls 2D6 and consults the Leader Casualty Table (see 
PAC) for each of their non-Replacement Leaders involved in the 
combat, beginning with Division Rank Leaders and ending with 
Army Rank Leaders (remember, Napoleon III and King Wilhelm 
are treated as Army Rank Leaders for Leader casualty purposes). 
Replacement Leaders never become casualties in combat. Within a 
category, players may choose the order to roll for Leaders. Players 
roll until either the maximum number of Leader casualties is reached 
or until each Leader on their side has been rolled for once. If a side 
lost zero or one SP on the CRT, it can suffer one Leader casualty; 
otherwise, a side can only suffer Leader casualties up to the number 
of SPs lost on the CRT (for this calculation ignore any SP losses due 
to Artillery fire).

Design Note: Casualty rolls can be done simultaneously if both 
players desire, or alternating – with the Attacker rolling first for one 
Leader, followed by the Defender.

Division Leaders become a casualty on a roll of two or three, Corps 
Rank Leaders only on a three, and Army Rank Leaders only on a 
two. If a Leader is indicated as a casualty, the player must then roll 
for the severity.

13.12.2 CASUALTY EFFECT

The controlling player first randomly selects one of their Replacement 
Leaders for any Corps or Army Leader casualty, then rolls 1D6 and 
consults the Casualty Severity Table for each Leader casualty to 
determine the severity (see PAC).

A Killed Leader is permanently removed from the game. Remove 
all counters associated with that named Leader from the game – 
the Replacement Leader is now in command of that Formation. If 
Napoleon III is killed, the Empire falls (18.2.1). If King Wilhelm is 
killed, adjust the VP level (18.5).

An Incapacitated Leader is placed on the turn track two to seven 
(1D6+1) turns from the current turn, at which point he will return 
as a Reinforcement. Move the Leader unit to the turn track – the 
Replacement Leader is now in command of that Formation.

A Wounded Division Leader is placed on the turn track to enter 
as a Reinforcement the following game turn. A Wounded Army or 
Corps Leader remains on their Formation Card, but will be placed 
underneath the Replacement Leader. This Replacement Leader is 
now in command of their Formation. The Army or Corps Leader 
will resume command at the start of the next game turn (5.10).

13.13 BATTLE IMPACT

Design Note: Battle Impact represents the outcome of the battle 
beyond a player’s losses. The evolution of military organization often 
resulted in a battle having influence on other, nearby forces, as well 
as on other factors such as leadership decisions.

13.13.1 IN GENERAL

If the combat was not an Overrun, each side rolls for Battle Impact 
after determining SP losses and Leader casualties. The Defender rolls 
first on the Defender Battle Impact Table and then the Attacker rolls 
on the Attacker Battle Impact Table. If either side suffers a Failure 
in Battle result, a separate roll will immediately be made on their 
Failure Table.

13.13.2 BATTLE IMPACT PROCESS

Each player rolls 2D6, adding any appropriate modifiers, and then 
consults their Battle Impact Table. Results from the Battle Impact 
Tables are in addition to CRT losses.

13.13.3 BATTLE IMPACT MODIFIERS

All modifiers are cumulative and apply to each player, unless 
explicitly noted otherwise.

Leadership Modifiers

Each player must use one Army Rank Leader (using the Army Re-
Roll value) and one Corps Leader (using his Tactical Rating) of their 
choice, if any of these Leaders survived the combat.

If a player has no Corps Leaders, but one or more Division Leaders 
with one or more SPs not contained in an Army or Corps (i.e. not 
on an Army or Corps SP Track), that player must use one Division 
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Leader’s Tactical Rating instead of the Corps Leader’s rating.

Positive ratings are applied as a positive DRM and negative ratings as 
a negative DRM. Leaders that began the combat Demoralized halve 
their ratings (13.14.4).

Terrain Modifiers

The terrain in the Defender’s hex, as well as any hexside terrain 
crossed by the Attacker immediately as they entered the Defender’s 
hex, will result in a modifier to both the Attacker and Defender’s 
roll (see PAC). In the case of multiple Attacking Forces entering the 
Defender’s hex, the Attacker has the choice of which hexside terrain 
modifier to apply. The choice must be made from among the crossed 
hexsides that list a modifier on the TEC, same as with the CRT 
modifiers (13.6).

Reserve Infantry Modifier

If any of the player’s remaining SPs are Reserve Infantry SPs there is 
a -1 DRM.

Franc-Tireur Modifier

If any of the French player’s remaining SPs are Franc-Tireur SPs 
there is a -1 DRM (cumulative with the above).

Concentric Attack Modifier

If the Attacker entered the Defender’s hex from more than one 
hexside, the Attacker applies a positive DRM based on the number 
of hexsides used (see PAC).

Example: If three Forces are used to attack a Defender, each entering 
from a separate hexside, the Attacker would apply a +2 drm to their 
Battle Impact roll.

Artillery Table Modifiers

Each player modifies their Battle Impact Roll based upon the 
effectiveness of the other player’s Artillery fire.

If the other player achieved a CRT DRM due to Artillery fire, 
you apply a -1 drm to your Battle Impact roll. In addition, and 
cumulative with the above, for each SP you lost due to Artillery fire, 
you apply a -1 DRM to your Battle Impact roll.

Example: Your opponent’s Artillery fire killed two of your SP and 
granted the opponent a +1 DRM to their CRT resolution roll. For 
determining Battle Impact, you would apply a -3 DRM.

13.13.4 BATTLE IMPACT RESULTS

Retreat Additional Hexes – The player may, but is not required to, 
Retreat up to the additional listed hexes and, in addition, does not 
lose any SP for Retreating into hexes in an enemy ZOI (13.16.2).

Pursuing Retreating Opponent – The player may, but is not 
required to, Advance up to the additional listed hexes.  Advance is 
not dependent on the distance or path Retreated by the Defender 
but may not enter any enemy: Fortifications, cities or any hexes 
occupies by Forces that cannot be Overrun (13.16.4).

Remove All Demoralization – All of that player’s units involved 
in the combat immediately remove all Demoralization, including 
Demoralization that they had prior to engaging in the combat and 
Demoralizations that would normally occur in Step 9 of combat 
resolution (e.g. Demoralization due to Artillery fire or due to combat 
without being in Combat Supply).

Force Additional Round of Combat – The player rolling this result 
may attempt to force an additional round of combat. The opposing 
player must immediately decide if they are going to use the Cavalry 
Death Ride (14.5) to avoid this additional round of combat, if they 
have any Cavalry SPs available. If the Defender is attempting to 
force the additional round of combat, the Attacker still rolls their 
Battle Impact result. If the Attacker already avoided an additional 
round of combat by using the Cavalry Death Ride (above), they may 
not choose to force an additional round of combat if they obtain this 
Battle Impact result.

After resolving both Battle Impact results, if an additional round 
of combat is forced, proceed immediately to Step 1: Overrun 
Determination. The Victor will be determined based on the results 
of this additional round of combat (unless another round is forced 
again!).

Attacker or Defender Failure – The player rolls 1D6 and consults 
the appropriate Battle Failure Table.

13.13.5 BATTLE FAILURE

The Battle Failure Tables for the Attacker and Defender have results 
showing a variety of disasters resulting from the battle. The player 
with the Battle Failure result rolls 1D6 and consults the appropriate 
Battle Failure Table. No modifiers apply to this roll.

Most results are self explanatory; those that are not are explained in 
more detail below.

Panic!

The opposing player selects a single hex within three hexes of the 
combat hex (exclusive) containing one or more units of the other 
side and moves them one hex. The entire hex must move together 
and cannot be split up, nor may they enter an enemy occupied hex or 
enter a hex prohibited to them due to normal movement rules. Units 
that just participated in the current combat may not be selected.  The 
stack must be moved so that it ends further away from (in hexes) the 
closest enemy stack.

Regaining SPs

Only applies if that side lost at least one SP. The first SP regained 
must be a Regular Infantry SP if one was lost. If none lost, it must be 
a Reserve Infantry SP if one was lost, then a Cavalry SP and finally 
a Franc-Tireur SP. In all cases, a SP may only be regained if at least 
one SP of that type was lost. If two SPs are regained, each follows the 
above rule and the second SP can only be regained if at least two SPs 
were lost by that side.

Example: A side loses one Regular Infantry SP and two Cavalry SPs. 
They roll a ‘regain up to two SPs’ Battle Impact result. The first SP 
regained must be the Regular Infantry SP, but the second SP would be 
a Cavalry SP.
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Exploitation! and Reinforcements!

The indicated player may select which Formation moves, provided it is 
within three hexes of the combat hex (exclusive) and is not a Formation 
that just participated in the current combat. Any Attached Formations 
to a selected Army do not get to move and the selected Formation may 
not enter combat and must obey all normal movement rules.

13.13.6 REMOVAL OF FORMATIONS

At this point, any Armies, Corps, or Cavalry Divisions that have no 
contained SPs are eliminated (6.3; 14.1).

Exception: If an Army is at zero SPs and has an Attached Corps in 
its ZOI that contains two or more SPs (after all losses are accounted 
for due to this combat), the Corps can deduct one (only) SP and 
the Army can add one SP to avoid removal. The same type of SP 
(Regular or Reserve) that is removed from the Corps is added to the 
Army. If either is besieged, the other must be in the same hex.

13.14 DEMORALIZATION

13.14.1 DETERMINING   DEMORALIZATIONS

Demoralization occurs when units suffer a CRT or Artillery fire 
Demoralization result or if they are involved in combat when not in 
Combat Supply (9.3.1). Demoralization are marked in Step 9, which 
is also when the effects of Demoralization are judged (exception: 
certain Battle Impact results may remove all Demoralizations ~ 
13.13.4).

Place a Demoralized marker on any units that are Demoralized.

13.14.2 DEMORALIZATION & OTHER UNITS

Demoralization affects all of that side’s units in a given hex, unless 
some of those units are in a Fort(ress) and some are outside the 
Fort(ress). In that situation, Demoralization applies to all units either 
in or out of the Fort(ress), depending on where the Demoralization 
occurs (or both, if Demoralized units are located in both areas).

When one or more Demoralized units enter a location containing 
non-Demoralized units (or vice versa), all non-Demoralized units 
automatically become Demoralized if not already so, even if the 
moving unit does not end its move in that hex.

Example: A hex contains units in a Fort(ress) and outside the Fort(ress). 
The units outside the Fort(ress) become double Demoralized due 
to Artillery fire and combat. The units inside the Fort(ress) are not 
Demoralized, as they are considered in a separate location. However, if 
any of the Demoralized units Retreat inside the Fort(ress), all the units 
in the Fort(ress) will also become Demoralized.

The only exception to the above is that a Leader moving alone 
without SPs never causes other units to be Demoralized and is never 
marked with a Demoralization marker.

Example: A hex contains a Demoralized marker, a Division Leader, 
three SPs and a Corps. If the Division Leader were to leave the hex 
alone, it would not be marked with a Demoralized marker as it moves; 
however, if the Division Leader were to leave with the three SPs, the 
entire moving stack would be marked with a Demoralized marker.

13.14.3 MULTIPLE DEMORALIZATIONS

Units may become Demoralized multiple times, either due to 
starting with a Demoralized marker or due to Demoralization results 
occurring for distinct reasons. Each of the following results in one 
Demoralization level:

•	 Starting a combat Demoralized.
•	 Suffering a Demoralization result due to Artillery fire.
•	 Suffering a Demoralization result due to a CRT result.
•	 Suffering Demoralization due to combat without Combat 

Supply.

Design Note: Multiple Demoralizations only occur during a combat, 
so players are recommend to simply place a Demoralized marker on 
that side’s Rail Limit Track and increment it for each Demoralization 
result. Then, once the combat is resolved and all Demoralizations are 
addressed, the marker can be placed on the stack.

The level of Demoralization is judged in Step 9 of combat resolution 
and used for determining the Victor of the combat (13.15). A side 
with two or more levels of Demoralization will lose one additional SP 
(Infantry or Cavalry, owning player’s choice) for each Demoralization 
level above the first after Victor determination.

Example: After combat, one side ends with two Demoralization levels 
and the other side ends with three. The first side loses one additional SP, 
while the second side loses two additional SPs. The exact SP types that 
are lost are decided by the controlling players.

After applying these additional SP losses, place a single Demoralization 
marker on the affected units, regardless of the previous level of 
Demoralization.

13.14.4 DEMORALIZATION EFFECTS

Demoralized units cannot enter a hex containing enemy units that 
they cannot Overrun (13.5), but can defend normally. A Force that 
begins a combat Demoralized grants the attacker a column shift and 
reduces the Demoralized Leaders’ positive Tactical Ratings and Army 
Re-rolls by half (rounded down) for CRT and Battle Impact rolls.

Movement (10.2.4) and Reaction (12.4.1) of Demoralized units are 
penalized. Units that are Demoralized during the Rally Phase (see 
SoP, Step 5 ~ 4.2) may suffer SP losses (13.14.5).

Other than the above, Demoralized units function normally for all 
purposes, including the ability to Siege (16.2), use Rail Movement, 
Sea Transport and the ability to control hexes.

13.14.5 RALLY PHASE & 
 DEMORALIZATION RECOVERY

Demoralized units that are in Movement Supply (9.1) recover in one 
of two ways.

In the Rally Phase, all Demoralized units in a hex lose one SP (total, 
not one SP per unit) and recover. The SP lost is chosen by the 
controlling player – remove the Demoralization marker.

Alternatively, the controlling player can activate Demoralized units 
during an Action Segment to remove Demoralization (8.9.1). This 
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activation does not count as movement of the unit, does not provoke 
Reaction (12.), and does not result in any SP losses; simply remove 
the Demoralization marker.

13.15 COMBAT VICTORY
After resolving Battle Impact and determining the level of 
Demoralization, the players determine the Victor of the combat. The 
Victor remains in the combat hex and the other player must Retreat 
all of their included units.

13.15.1 DETERMINING THE VICTOR

The Victor is determined by the following process, strictly in the 
order listed:

1. If one side is eliminated (including via Overrun), the other 
side is the Victor.

2. If one side used a Cavalry Death Ride (14.5) to avoid an 
additional round of combat, the other side is the Victor.

3. If neither side suffered any SP losses (including from Artillery 
fire), the Defender is the Victor.

4. If only one side is Demoralized, the other side is the Victor.

5. If both sides are Demoralized, the side with the lower number 
of Demoralizations is the Victor.

6. If both sides are Demoralized to an equal extent and the 
Defender was Demoralized prior to the start of combat 
resolution, the Attacker is the Victor.

7. If both sides are either not Demoralized or Demoralized to an 
equal extent, the side that lost the fewest total SPs (including 
Cavalry SPs and including from Artillery fire) is the Victor.

8. In all other situations, the Defender is the Victor.

After determining the Victor (and prior to Retreat or Advance After 
Combat), resolve any multiple Demoralization effects (13.14.3).

13.16 RETREATS & ADVANCES
 AFTER COMBAT

13.16.1 RETREAT PROCEDURE

The side that must Retreat is forced to leave the combat hex and 
move to an adjacent hex (exceptions: Battle Impact may extend this 
to multiple hexes and a Defender may retreat into a Fort(ress) in 
the combat hex). Retreat is not considered movement and does not 
provoke Reaction. Players Retreat their own units. If Retreating units 
split into multiple stacks, they must use Coordinated Movement 
(10.2.2). All Retreats are conducted before any Advance After 
Combat (13.16.4).

Retreating units are prohibited from remaining in/entering the 
combat hex (exception: Fort(ress) hexes, see below), from entering a 
hex containing an enemy: non-besieged Fortification, city or Force 
that cannot be Overrun (13.5), from entering a hex already entered 
during the Retreat, or from entering a hex prohibited to it during 
regular movement. Siege Guns may never Retreat and are always 
eliminated if forced to Retreat. Units may enter a hex that has an 
unresolved combat only if this results in an Overrun.

If the Attacker must Retreat, the Attacking units must return to one 
or more of the hexes used to enter the combat hex.

OPTIONAL RULE: Attacker Retreat

The units of the Attacker must Retreat back to the exact hex(es) from 
which they entered combat. To remember this, place the attacking 
units across the hexside being entered instead of in the Defender’s hex.

If the Defender must Retreat, they may choose to Retreat into a 
friendly Fort(ress) if one is in the hex, up to the SP Capacity of the 
Fort(ress). Alternatively, the first hex of their Retreat must be into an 
adjacent hex that was not used by any Attacking units to enter the 
combat hex, nor adjacent to any of these hexes, if possible.

All hexes Retreated into, including the first, must also meet the 
following requirements:

1. An adjacent hex that is not in an enemy Army or Corps ZOI 
(ignore any enemy units in the combat hex for the first hex of 
Retreat only); if not possible, then

2. An adjacent hex that is in the ZOI of an enemy Army, but two 
hexes away from the unit exerting the ZOI; if not possible, 
then

3. An adjacent hex that is in the ZOI of an enemy Army or 
Corps and adjacent to the unit exerting the ZOI.

Example: A unit wishes to Retreat two hexes. For the first hex of Retreat, 
there are two hexes that are not adjacent to hexes used by Attacking units 
when entering the combat. However, both are in the ZOI of an adjacent 
enemy Army not involved in the combat (the only other enemy unit in the 
area), one at two hex range and the other at one hex range. The Retreating 
unit must enter the hex at two hex range from the enemy Army. The second 
hex of Retreat must be selected from a hex not in that Army’s ZOI.

13.16.2 ADDITIONAL LOSSES
 DURING RETREAT

A unit (or stack of units) must lose one SP for each Retreat hex that 
is in an enemy Army or Corps ZOI, other than enemy Formations 
in the combat hex. For units Retreating together, one SP total is lost 
per hex – not one SP per unit/Formation.

13.16.3 INABILITY TO RETREAT

Any units without a valid Retreat path are eliminated and treated as 
shown below. For Formations reduced to zero SPs, if the only valid 
Retreat location is an in-hex Fort(ress), the Formation (and any 
Leaders contained therein) would be treated as eliminated with no 
valid Retreat path.

Forces

Eliminated French Armies, Corps and Cavalry Divisions cannot be 
rebuilt and are permanently eliminated (6.3.1; 14.1).

Eliminated Prussian Armies and Corps may be rebuilt, but are 
delayed in their return (6.3.1).

Eliminated Prussian Cavalry Divisions and all SPs are returned to 
the controlling player and are immediately available.
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Eliminated Siege Guns are placed on the Turn Track four turns from 
the current turn to re-enter as a Reinforcement at that time (7.8).

Leaders

For each Leader, the controlling player rolls 2D6 to determine if 
they escape capture.

On a roll of four or higher, the Leader unit is permanently eliminated 
from the game; otherwise, place the Leader on the Turn Track to 
enter as a Reinforcement the next game turn.

13.16.4 ADVANCE AFTER COMBAT

If the combat hex is vacant, the Victor remains in the hex - this is the 
only Advance After Combat normally allowed and is not restricted 
in any way.

If additional hexes of Advance After Combat are obtained via the 
Battle Impact Process, the player may move their force up to the 
additional listed hexes, but these hexes are subject to the following 
restrictions. Advance is not dependent on the distance or path 
Retreated by the Defender, but may not enter a hex prohibited to 
the advancing units during regular movement or any hex containing 
an enemy: non-besieged Fortification, city or Force that cannot be 
Overrun (13.5). If units Advancing After Combat split into multiple 
stacks, Coordinated Movement (10.2.2) must be used. Siege Guns 
may never utilize additional hexes of Advance After Combat. Units 
may enter a hex that has an unresolved combat only if this results in 
an Overrun.

13.17 END OF COMBAT
 STATUS CHECKS

13.17.1 FRENCH TIME FUSE PENALTY &
 GERMAN INFANTRY ASSAULT
 DOCTRINE PENALTY

If the French Time Fuse Penalty (15.1) and/or the German Infantry 
Assault Penalty (13.8) have not been removed, players determine if 
any progress towards removal occurs due to the just resolved combat.

13.17.2 LEADER STATUS CHECKS

If the French Empire has not fallen, any in-command French Army 
Leader involved in the combat must go through the French Imperial 
Command Replacement Process (5.6) if the French side became 
Demoralized or suffered greater losses in SPs than it inflicted on the 
enemy Force.

If the French Empire has not fallen, any in-command French Army 
Leader not involved in the combat must go through the French 
Imperial Command Replacement Process (5.6) if a Corps Attached 
to that Army was involved in the combat and became Demoralized 
or if the French side suffered greater losses in SPs than it inflicted on 
the enemy Force.

A Prussian Army Leader unit that has incurred equal to or greater 
SP losses than its opponent is marked with a Subject to Recall marker 
(5.5; exception: HRH leaders).

A Corps Leader that survives the combat and has an associated Army 
Leader unit places the Army Leader unit to arrive as Reinforcement 
next game turn (5.3.2).

13.17.3 FALL OF EMPIRE

If a French Force containing Napoleon III is not the Victor, the 
French player must immediately check to see if the Empire Falls at 
this time (18.2.2).

If a French Force containing Napoleon III Retreats, the French player 
must check to see if the Retreat results in a check for the Empire 
Falling, depending on where the Retreat ends relative to the border 
between France and Prussia/German Territories (18.2.2).

13.17.4 POST-COMBAT MOVEMENT

If the Victor is the moving side, they may continue moving if they 
have remaining MPs to spend. Units which Reacted or which were 
forced to Retreat may not continue moving, even if they have 
additional Reaction hexes available.

14.  CAVALRY DIVISIONS

Design Note: European cavalry followed the Napoleonic model 
of shock attacks versus being used as mounted infantry as in the 
American Civil War. With the advances in artillery and breech 
loading firearms, the cost to cavalry attempting to close with an 
opposing army were often very high, although some successful 
charges still occurred, like von Bredow’s charge at the battle of Mars 
la Tour. In addition, the use of cavalry assets could offer an advantage 
in battle through scouting, as well as actual battlefield intervention, 
but even that often came at a high cost.

At reduced strength, all Cavalry Divisions have one Cavalry SP 
(CSP) and at full strength they have two CSP.

Unlike other formations, Cavalry Divisions have five MPs when 
activated for movement (10.2.1).

Cavalry Divisions can provide a positive DRM (14.3.1) and column 
shift (14.3.2) in combat, assist in Reaction attempts (14.4) and 
preventing a second round of combat (14.5), and can also increase 
the movement cost of enemy units attempting to enter their hex 
(14.6). Cavalry Divisions can always refuse combat (14.7) if they 
have a valid Retreat path, but cannot control enemy Fort(ress) hexes 
(10.10; 14.8) or convert rail lines (10.10). Cavalry Divisions may 
incur losses while attempting these functions.

14.1 CAVALRY DIVISION
 CREATION & DESTRUCTION
Cavalry Divisions are created as described previously (7.2.1) and are 
removed when they reach zero CSP. A Prussian Cavalry Division is 
immediately available for placement again with new CSP per the 
normal Reinforcement rules. A French Cavalry Division is only 
immediately available if eliminated while not besieged or due to an 
inability to Retreat; in those cases, the French Cavalry Division is 
permanently eliminated (13.16.3; 16.2.5).
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14.2 CAVALRY DIVISION ACTIVATION
Cavalry Divisions may be activated alone, with other Cavalry 
Divisions in the same hex, as a Combined Activation with an 
initially activated Army or Corps, or with the Army to which it is 
Attached. To be activated with a Corps, the Cavalry Division must 
be in the same or adjacent hex as the Corps; while to be activated 
with an Army, the Cavalry Division must be within the ZOI of the 
Army (8.9.1).

14.3 CAVALRY DIVISIONS IN
 COMBAT
Unlike other SPs, Cavalry SPs do not directly participate in combat 
- their factors are not included in the odds calculations, nor do they 
suffer losses from Artillery fire (13.3.5).

Before rolling for combat resolution, players must determine which 
side has Cavalry Superiority and a possible favorable column shift 
(13.10).

14.4 CAVALRY RECONNAISSANCE
If the hex triggering a Reaction attempt is within the ZOI of a 
friendly Cavalry Division and that same Cavalry Division is within 
the ZOI of the unit attempting Reaction, the Reaction attempt 
receives a +1 DRM (12.4.1). A Cavalry Division cannot give itself 
this modifier, but may benefit from a second Cavalry Division if it 
meets the above requirement.

14.5 CAVALRY DEATH RIDE
If, due to a Battle Impact result, the opposing side chooses to force 
an additional round of combat, a player may eliminate one CSP to 
allow their units to Retreat instead. This ability may only be used if 
a valid Retreat path exists.

14.6 CAVALRY MOVEMENT 
INTERDICTION

If a Cavalry Division successfully Reacts to an enemy unit entering 
its hex, it may perform Cavalry Interdiction to attempt to force 
the enemy unit to expend one additional MP (if one is available – 
otherwise ignore if no MPs are left to spend). The Cavalry Division 
does not need to leave the hex. A Cavalry Division using Retreat 
Reaction (14.7) may not conduct Cavalry Interdiction.

A maximum of one additional MP may be lost by the enemy units 
per hex, but multiple Cavalry Divisions may attempt Interdiction 
in a single hex (roll separately for each). All Cavalry Divisions 
attempting Interdiction must be declared before any attempts are 
rolled.

To attempt the Interdiction, the controlling player rolls 2D6 and 
consults the Cavalry Movement Interdiction Table (see PAC). The 
roll is modified by the Reaction terrain modifier as indicated in the 
TEC. On a roll of ten or more the Cavalry Division attempting the 
Interdiction must lose one CSP.

Example: Three Prussian Cavalry Divisions are in a Forest hex when 
a French Corps enters the hex. The Cavalry Divisions attempt to React 
and all succeed, they may now attempt to conduct Interdiction against 
the Corps. All are declared as attempting the Interdiction. The first roll 
is a five, modified to a four due to the -1 drm associated with the Forest 
hex. The second roll is an three, modified to a two, and the third roll is 
a twelve, modified to an eleven. The first Cavalry Division causes a one 
MP loss on the Corps; the second and third Cavalry Divisions effectively 
end up having ‘no effect’ (as the Corps could only lose a maximum of one 
MP), with the third also losing one CSP.

14.7 CAVALRY RETREAT REACTION
Due to their mobility, a Cavalry Division is always able to refuse 
combat if it has a valid movement path. When an enemy unit enters 
their hex (including via Reaction, Retreat or Advance After Combat), 
a Cavalry Division may always move to an adjacent hex as a form of 
pseudo-Reaction movement, but when using Retreat Reaction the 
Cavalry Division must attempt to move closer to the nearest supply 
source and away from all enemy Forces (or at least the enemy Force 
entering its hex), if possible.

If no valid movement path exists, the Cavalry Division is prohibited 
from conducting Retreat Reaction.

Retreat Reaction can be used even if a normal Reaction attempt fails, 
but does not qualify a Cavalry Division to use Cavalry Movement 
Interdiction.

14.8 CAVALRY DIVISIONS & CONTROL
Cavalry Divisions have a limited ability to control hexes and cannot 
convert rail line hexes (10.10.3). However, a Cavalry Division’s ZOI 
can contest control of hexes or conversion of rail lines, as well as 
potentially blocking reinforcements (7.2.1), supply (9.4.3) and rail 
movement (11.1.1).

A Cavalry Division may never be alone in an enemy Fort(ress) hex. 
If a besieged Fort(ress) is ever left with only enemy Cavalry Divisions 
(or only Cavalry Divisions and Franc-Tireur SPs) as the besieging 
Force, the siege immediately is ended and the Cavalry Division must 
conduct a Cavalry Retreat Reaction.

15.  ARTILLERY

Design Note: Artillery had evolved to become a very powerful 
weapon by the time of the Franco-Prussian war and was important 
to the success of the Prussian armies, especially early in the war when 
the French artillery shells were hampered with an ineffective fuse. 
The other advantage the Prussian artillery had was that the French 
artillery, while rifled, were all muzzle-loaders that were out-ranged 
by the Prussian Krupp breech loading guns.

Artillery is intrinsic to all Forces and is separate from Siege Gun 
counters, though the latter also contain Artillery while having 
additional effects when used against Fortifications.
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15.1 FRENCH ARTILLERY
 TIME FUSE PENALTY

Design Note: French artillery was at a considerable disadvantage as 
the French used timed fuses for their shells, rather than percussion 
fuses that exploded on impact (as used by their Prussian counterparts). 
As a result, French artillery was quickly suppressed by Prussian fire.

15.1.1 FRENCH ARTILLERY
PENALTY EFFECTS

Until the French player successfully rolls on the French Artillery 
Time Fuse Track (see below), the French player must halve (round 
down) their Artillery Strength for any combat that takes place in 
clear terrain without a friendly Fortification.

15.1.2 REMOVAL OF THE
 FRENCH TIME FUSE PENALTY

Each scenario will list which box the French Artillery Fuse Penalty 
marker begins in on the French Artillery Fuse Track.

After each battle involving at least two Infantry SPs on each side, 
the French Player rolls 2D6. If the result is within the range on the 
current box on the track, the French Artillery Time Fuse Penalty 
immediately ceases to apply for the duration of the game. If above 
the listed range (or if no number is listed), the French Artillery Fuse 
Penalty marker is simply advanced to the next box on the track.

There is no limit on the number of times the marker may advance in 
a single game turn, but once at the last box on the track it remains 
there until the French player removes the penalty via a successful 
roll.

Example: The Fuse Penalty marker is on the fourth box on the Track, 
indicating that the French player must roll a two or three to end the 
penalty. They roll a ‘7’, so instead of ending the penalty the marker is 
advanced to the fifth box on the track – still requiring a two or three roll.

Turns After       “R”       “R” Mobile     Paris “R”       
Empire Falls     Corps           SPs    Mobile SPs�

   Turn +1 15th, 16th  3  3�

   Turn +2 17th, 18th 14  3�

   Turn +3    19th   7  2 

   Turn +4    20th   5  2

   Turn +5    21st   6  3 

   Turn +6    22nd   5  2

   Turn +7    23rd   5  3

   Turn +8    24th   5  1

   Turn +9      -   4  2

   Turn +10      -   3  1

   Turn +11      -   3  2

   Turn +12      -   2  2

   Turn +13      -   1  2

   Turn +14      -   2  1

>= Turn +15      -   1  1

15.1.3 FALL OF THE EMPIRE AND THE TIME
 FUSE PENALTY

When the Empire falls advance the marker to the next space on the 
track, but the French player does not get to roll until the next valid 
battle.

15.2 ARTILLERY EFFECTS IN COMBAT
Before calculating combat odds, the effects of both players’ Artillery 
is determined by calculating each side’s Artillery Strength and rolling 
2D6 (13.3).

SP losses due to Artillery fire are applied immediately and can impact 
the combat odds, but Demoralization due to Artillery fire is applied 
after combat resolution.

16.  FORTIFICATIONS

16.1 FORTIFICATION TYPES
Fortifications include both on-map Fort and Fortress hexes, as well 
as Field Fortifications, which are temporary structures represented 
by a Field Fortification marker.

Unless explicitly stated otherwise, the term Fortress refers only 
to Improved Fortress and Fortress features. If a reference is also 
to include Forts, the term Fort(ress) will be used. When referring 
to these map features and Field Fortification markers, the term 
Fortification will be used. If the term Fortress and Improved Fortress 
are used in an alternative manner, then each term is given its own 
separate definition (e.g. a Fortress has different SP Capacity than an 
Improved Fortress).

The specifics of each type of Fortification are given on the back page 
of this rulebook.

The SP Capacity is the number of SPs (of any type) that may enter 
and benefit from the Fortification in their hex. Excess SPs are treated 
as being outside of the Fortification. The SP Capacity applies at all 
times. A Supply Depot in a hex with a friendly Fort(ress) is always 
consider inside the Fort(ress) and does not count against the SP 
Capacity of the Fort(ress).

The Siege Number is the resistance to capture by siege of the 
Fortification – the higher the number, the longer the Fortification 
can withstand a siege (16.2.4).

Artillery Factors are the number of Artillery Factors provided by the 
Fortification when it is involved in a combat (15.2).

The Combat Effects are either a shift on the CRT or a requirement 
to Siege as well as providing a combat DRM.

16.1.1 FIELD FORTIFICATIONS

Field Fortifications are the only Fortifications represented by a 
counter. All SPs in a hex with a Field Fortification benefit from 
the column shift; a Field Fortification is never besieged. If their 
hex is ever empty of all friendly SPs, immediately remove the Field 
Fortification marker.
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Field Fortifications can only be placed on the map in a hex containing 
at least one friendly, non-besieged Infantry SP. 

16.1.2 IMPROVED FORTRESS

There are three Improved Fortress hexes on the map: both hexes of 
Paris and Belfort (hex 2039).

16.2 INITIATING & REMOVING A SIEGE

16.2.1 ENTERING AN ENEMY FORT(RESS) HEX
If there are units friendly to an in-hex Fort(ress) when the hex is 
entered by at least one enemy SP, the player controlling the Fort(ress) 
must decide which units, if any, will enter the Fort(ress). This 
decision can be made before or after any other Reaction attempts 
(even by these units) and does not require a successful Reaction roll. 
The maximum SPs that can be contained in a Fort(ress) is equal to 
the SP Capacity of the Fort(ress). If any units remain outside the 
Fort(ress), they must engage in combat (exception: Supply Depots 
~9.5.3; Siege Guns and Leaders ~10.2.8).

A unit may only enter a hex containing an enemy Fort(ress) if 
the Fort(ress) is currently besieged or if they (or the stack they are 
moving with) is capable of besieging the Fort(ress).

Example: Siege Guns, Leaders, Cavalry Divisions and Franc-Tireur 
SPs may not siege a Fort(ress) alone, so these units would need at least 
one Infantry SP with them to enter an unoccupied enemy Fort(ress) hex.

A moving unit or units may freely leave an unoccupied, enemy 
Fort(ress) hex or a Fort(ress) hex where all enemy units have chosen 
to enter the Fort(ress), without besieging it. However, non-besieged 
units always have the option of remaining outside the Fort(ress) 
whenever new units enter the hex (per the above).

Example: A Prussian Army enters a French Fort hex that contains two 
SPs, which Retreat into the Fort before combat. The Prussian player 
does not want to leave any SPs behind, nor have the Army end in the 
Fort hex, so he exits the hex with the Army. In a subsequent activation, 
the Prussian player moves a lone SP into the Fort hex with the intent to 
besiege the Fort; however, the French player decides to leave the two SPs 
outside the Fort. There will now be a combat between the one Prussian 
SP and the two French SPs, along with the artillery from the Fort.

Any units that entered a Fort(ress) prior to combat take no further 
part in that combat and are immune from any combat results.  Rather 
than entering the Fort(ress) prior to combat, units may Retreat into 
a friendly Fort(ress) after combat. If one or more Demoralized SPs 
Retreat (13.16) inside the Fort(ress) after the combat, all the units in 
the Fort(ress) become Demoralized (13.14.2).

If no units friendly to the Fort(ress) exist in the hex, the player 
controlling the Fortress places one of their control markers in the 
hex to indicate that they still control the Fort(ress) hex even though 
the hex is occupied by enemy units.

16.2.2 INITIATING A SIEGE

A Fort(ress), even if unoccupied, must be successfully besieged 
before the hex can be controlled by the opposing side. All sieges are 
resolved during the Siege Resolution Phase (4.2).

A friendly controlled Fort(ress) is besieged when no friendly 
Forces remain in the hex outside the Fort(ress) and at least one 
enemy Infantry SP occupies the hex. A Siege Progress marker does 
not need to be in the hex for the Fort(ress) to be considered besieged.

If the hex already contains a Siege Progress Level marker, place it above 
any units in the hex. If a Fort(ress) is empty, but currently besieged, 
place a control marker in the hex of the side that still controls the 
Fort(ress). The Fort(ress) remains theirs until the control marker is 
removed.

Design Note: During the Siege Phase players simply look for any 
hex that has units of both sides, including control markers. Any such 
hex necessarily has an on-going Siege.

16.2.3 BREAKING A SIEGE

When no enemy SPs remain in the hex the siege ends. Remove all 
Siege Progress Level markers. Alternatively, if a besieged Fort(ress) is 
ever left with only enemy Cavalry Divisions and/or Franc-Tireur 
SPs as the besieging Force, the siege is immediately ended and these 
units must Retreat to an adjacent hex (Cavalry Divisions via Cavalry 
Retreat Reaction ~14.7).

16.2.4 SIEGE RESOLUTION PHASE

Siege Process and Surrender

During the Siege Phase of each game turn, any siege that has not 
been ended is rolled for on the Siege Progress Table. The effects are 
either to remove one Siege Progress Level or to increase up to two 
Siege Progress Levels. Adjust the marker(s) in the hex as needed.

Siege Modifiers

There are several modifiers that apply to the Siege Progress roll; 
most are self-explanatory. The modifier for Siege Guns only applies 
if the Siege Guns have supply (9.8). There are two modifiers that 
track whether sufficient forces are committed to the siege - these are 
outlined below.

If the number of besieging Infantry SPs is at least half the SP Capacity 
of the Fort(ress), a +1 DRM applies.

Design Note: Basically, if you have a large enough force besieging a 
specific Fortification type, you gain a +1 DRM.

In addition, if the number of besieging Infantry SPs is less than twice 
of either the number of SPs in the Fort(ress) or the Siege Number of 
the Fort(ress), apply a -1 DRM. If less than 1.5 times these values, 
apply a -2 DRM, instead. Always use the larger of the number of SPs 
in the Fort(ress) or the Siege Number.

Design Note: Conversely, if you have insufficient forces to maintain 
a sufficient siege ring around a Fortification, you apply a negative 
DRM.  In general, you need at least two times the Siege Number 
to avoid this penalty...but if there are a large number of enemy SPs 
inside, you may need even more. The back page of this rulebook has 
the number of SPs needed for each Fort(ress) type for comparison 
against the SP Capacity and the Siege Number.
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Surrender

When the accumulated Siege Progress Level markers exceeds the Siege 
Number of the Fort(ress), the Fort(ress) and all enemy units inside 
surrender. Remove all Siege Progress Level markers and see below for 
what happens to units inside the Fort(ress). If no units were in the 
Fort(ress), simply remove the control marker.

The hex is now controlled by the side that was conducting the siege.

16.2.5 SURRENDERED UNITS

All surrendered units are treated as follows:

Forces

Surrendered French Army, Corps and Cavalry Divisions cannot be 
rebuilt and are permanently eliminated (6.3.1).

Surrendered Prussian Armies and Corps may be rebuilt, but are 
delayed in their return (6.3.1).

Surrendered Prussian Cavalry Divisions, Supply Depots, and both 
side’s SPs are returned to the controlling player and are immediately 
available.

Surrendered Siege Guns are placed on the Turn Track four turns 
from the current turn to re-enter as a Reinforcement at that time 
(7.8).

Leaders

Replacement Leaders are returned to the controlling player’s 
Available Leaders Pool. If the French Empire has fallen, remove all 
French Empire only Leaders. For each remaining named Leader, the 
controlling player rolls 2D6 to determine if they escape capture.

On a roll of four or higher, the Leader unit is considered killed and 
all counters associated with that named Leader are permanently 
eliminated from the game; otherwise, place the Leader on the Turn 
Track to enter as a Reinforcement the next game turn.

16.2.6 OPTIONAL RULE: 
 PERMANENT FORT(RESS) DAMAGE

Whenever a siege ends, either via surrender or removal of the 
besieging Force, the controlling player removes ½ of any Siege 
Progress Level markers (rounded down), leaving the rest as permanent 
damage to the Fort(ress).

Example: A Fort is besieged and has a 2 Siege Progress Level marker on 
it. The enemy SPs in the hex are eliminated, so half (i.e. one) of the Siege 
Progress is removed.

In addition to the permanent damage represented above, a captured 
Fort(ress) has its SP Capacity halved (rounded up) and loses all 
Artillery Effects and combat die roll modifiers. This applies even if 
recaptured by the original owning player.

If playing with the rule, players will need to either record which 
Fort(ress) hexes have been captured or make additional counters to 
denote these hexes.

16.2.7 PARIS

Paris represents a special two hex Improved Fortress where each hex 
needs to be besieged separately. To aid stacking, players can use the 
Paris Stacking Box when either or both hexes of Paris is besieged.

Paris is not considered lost until both hexes are Prussian controlled, 
which immediately ends the game (3.1).

17.  FRANC-TIREUR & 
RESERVE INFANTRY

Certain types of Strength Points (SPs) represent reserves and, in the 
case of the Franc-Tireur SPs, irregular forces to which special rules 
apply.

17.1 FRANC-TIREUR
 STRENGTH POINTS
Franc-Tireur SPs have two MPs when activated for movement, 
but cannot leave France. If forced to do so for any reason, they are 
eliminated instead.

A Franc-Tireur SP is always one strength. Franc-Tireur SPs enter 
play either via the French Reinforcement Schedule or via Emergency 
Reinforcements (7.6).

Franc-Tireur have special Reinforcement and placement 
requirements (7.2.1) and are always in supply (9.1).

17.1.1 FRANC-TIREUR SPS &
 ENEMY MOVEMENT

Enemy units (exception: Cavalry Divisions) pay one additional MP 
to enter a hex containing one or more Franc-Tireur SPs (10.2.10).

17.1.2 FRANC-TIREUR SPS & STACKING

A hex may contain no more than three Franc-Tireur SPs. Any in 
excess of three are eliminated. There are no restrictions on other 
friendly units in a hex with Franc-Tireur SPs, though a Franc-Tireur 
SP may never be contained in an Army or Corps (6.1).

17.1.3 FRANC-TIREUR SPS & REACTION

A Franc-Tireur SP may always attempt to React to enemy units 
entering its own hex. When attempting to React, a Franc-Tireur 
SP uses the Reaction Modifier of the terrain in its hex as a positive 
modifier to the Reaction attempt (12.4.1). Franc-Tireur SPs may 
never React with other SP types or Formations, though multiple 
Franc-Tireur SPs may roll for Reaction as a combined Force.

17.1.4 FRANC-TIREUR SPS & COMBAT

The French player suffers a negative DRM and the Prussian player 
gains a +1 DRM when Franc-Tireur SPs are involved in combat 
(13.9.3).
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17.1.5 FRANC-TIREUR SPS & CONTROL

Franc-Tireur SPs never control hexes (10.10), but also deny those 
hexes to the enemy for the purpose of Reinforcements (7.2), Rail 
Movement (11.1.1) and Sea Transport (11.2.1). A force containing 
only Franc-Tireur SPs and/or Cavalry Divisions, with no Infantry 
SPs, may never enter or remain in a hex containing an enemy 
Fort(ress). If Franc-Tireur SPs ever find themselves in a hex containing 
an enemy Fort(ress) without at least one friendly Infantry SP, the 
Franc-Tireur SPs must immediately Retreat to an adjacent hex.

17.2 LANDWEHR &
 MOBILE INFANTRY
Reserve Infantry are represented by Prussian Landwehr SPs and 
French Mobile Infantry SPs. If Reserve Infantry SPs are present in an 
Army or Corps, they are tracked using a Reserve Infantry SP Tracker 
marker (6.1). Reserve Infantry SPs function as regular Infantry SPs 
in all ways, unless explicitly noted otherwise.

17.2.1 RESERVE INFANTRY SPS & 
EMERGENCY REINFORCEMENTS

Reserve Infantry SPs require fewer Initiative Points than regular 
Infantry SPs when formed via Emergency Reinforcement (7.6).

17.2.2 RESERVE INFANTRY SPS & COMBAT

A combat involving only Reserve Infantry SPs on a side results in that 
side applying a -2 DRM to their combat roll (13.9.3).

A combat involved one or more Reserve Infantry SPs in addition to 
other, non-Reserve Infantry (or Franc-Tireur) SPs on a side results in 
that side applying a -1 DRM.

17.2.3 LANDWEHR REINFORCEMENTS

Prussian Landwehr SP Reinforcements enter differently than regular 
Infantry SP Reinforcements (7.2.1).

18.  POLITICAL RULES

18.1 FRENCH EMPIRE & REPUBLIC
Each scenario will indicate whether the French player begins the 
game with the government of the Emperor Louis Napoleon III 
(the French Empire) or that of the Republic. The French Empire 
Status marker should be placed on the side indicating the current 
status near the Game Turn Track. If the government begins as the 
Empire, various in-game events may result in the Fall of the Empire 
and its replacement by the Republic, which continues as the French 
government from that point until the end of the game.

While the Fall of the Empire results in a considerable Victory Point 
penalty for the French player, it also allows for the formation of 
additional Armies and Corps, as well as providing additional Mobile 
SP Reinforcements. When the Empire falls, flip the Empire Status 
marker to the Republic side and place it on the Game Turn Track on 
the current game turn - this will be important for knowing when 
these additional Republic Reinforcements are scheduled to arrive (7.5).

18.2 FALL OF THE EMPIRE

Design Note: The stability of the French Second Empire had eroded 
since 1852 when Louis Napoleon had seized power and declared 
himself Emperor of France, following in the footsteps of his famous 
uncle 48 years earlier. The Emperor was admittedly a brilliant 
personage: imperial, a social reformer and inventor, a competent 
general and a proponent of the machine-gun in warfare. But by 
1870, Napoleon III’s rule had suffered many political setbacks and 
he himself was greatly effected by his age, including a painful bladder 
stone which destroyed his vigor and greatly impaired his ability to 
involve himself in the running of the government and military. 
When war broke out, the Emperor was forced to project an image 
characteristic of his famous uncle and join the French armies in the 
field, though he was too ill to do so successfully.

18.2.1 IMMEDIATE FALL OF THE FRENCH 
EMPIRE

The Empire immediately Falls when Napoleon III is killed.

18.2.2 POTENTIAL FALL OF FRENCH EMPIRE

The Empire may Fall when any of the following occur:

•	 A Force including the Army containing Napoleon III loses 
a combat 

Roll immediately after combat resolution each time it occurs.

Subtract the total Prussian SP losses from the total French 
SP losses and roll 1D6. On a roll equal to or less than the 
difference, the Empire Falls.

Example: The French lose a combat containing Napoleon III 
and took eight SP losses. The Prussian player took five SP losses. 
The difference is three, so on a roll 1-3 the Empire will Fall.

•	 Napoleon	III ends the Action Phase or, during the Action 
Phase, ends a movement, Advance, Reaction or Retreat 
farther than 10 hexes from the French border with Prussia/
German Territory.

Roll immediately after the end of each occurrence.

The French player rolls 2D6 and adds the number of hexes 
from the French-Prussian/German border (take the closest 
path). If the modified result is 23 or greater, the Empire 
Falls. The map has a dotted line indicating where the ten-hex 
boundary is located for ease of reference.

Example: The Army containing Napoleon III Reacts away from 
a large Prussian Force, moving towards Paris and ending fifteen 
hexes from the border. The French player immediately rolls at the 
end of the Reaction move; on an eight or higher the Empire Falls 
(since 8 + 15 = 23).

•	 Napoleon	III	is under siege.  

Roll once during the Rally Phase of each game turn that the 
condition is met.

Roll 1D6 and add the Siege Progress Level of the hex containing 
Napoleon III, subtracting one if the hex is a Fortress. A roll of 
six or higher results in the Fall of the Empire.
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18.3 EFFECTS OF THE
 FALL OF THE EMPIRE
When the Empire falls implement the following effects in the order 
listed:

1. Remove Napoleon III from play (even if besieged).

2. Remove all non-besieged “Empire Only” Leaders and replace 
them, following rule 5.7. This includes any having a turn of 
entry greater than the current game turn, as well.

3. French “Republic Only” Leaders become available (including 
those previously entered); then resolve the command of any 
Formations left without a Leader due to step 2, above (5.7; 
7.5).

4. French Armies are no longer subject to Favor of the Emperor 
(5.3.2) or the French Imperial Army Command Replacement 
rule (5.6).

5. Remove all Leader Confirmed markers on French Army 
Leaders.

6. For each non-besieged Cavalry Division, roll 1D6 per 
Cavalry SP. If the roll is greater than the game turn number 
(see Reinforcement Schedule), eliminate the SP (a roll of a ‘6’ 
always eliminates the SP). If the Cavalry Division is left with 
no SP, it is eliminated and returned to the French player 
(14.1).

7. For each non-besieged Infantry SP (not Mobile Infantry SP), 
roll 1D6 as done above for Cavalry SP. Any Corps reduced to 
zero SP is eliminated (6.3).

8. Removed the Guard Corps and Guard Cavalry Division 
(even if besieged). Any SPs remaining in these Formations 
may be distributed among other Formations in their hexes, 
up to the SP capacity of these Formations. If there are no 
eligible Formations in their hexes and the Guard unit was 
not besieged, place any remaining SPs on the game turn 
track to be received as Reinforcements the following game 
turn.

9. The French Heavy Corps may now only add SPs until it 
reaches six SPs (6.1.2).

10. The French Unit Supply Path distance decreases to two hexes 
(9.4.4).

11. Starting the following game turn, the French player begins to 
receive additional Republican Reinforcements (7.5.2). 

12. The Prussian player adds 30 VPs to the VP total.

Besieged Cavalry Divisions and Infantry SPs must only roll for 
elimination per steps 6. and 7., above, if the siege is ever lifted (they 
do not bother rolling if they surrender). Place a Besieged SPs marker 
on the hex as a reminder should the siege be lifted.

18.4 EMPEROR NAPOLEON III

Design Note: In 1870, Napoleon III was 62 years old and suffering 
ongoing pain from a bladder stone, which would claim his life less 
than three years later. Due to political pressure and the legacy of his 
famous uncle, Napoleon III was forced to present a martial presence 
with the French armies in the field although it aggravated his pain 
and he was not able to influence events. 

Napoleon III is not treated as a normal Leader and, as such, can never 
command a Formation, has no combat or activation effects (exception: 
Optional Rule Command Interference), may never be removed or demot-
ed by the player, does not incur VP penalties if eliminated, 
and if unable to Retreat (or if surrendering due to being 
besieged), does not roll to escape. For Leader Loss purpos-
es due to combat, he is treated as an Army Rank Leader.

Napoleon III must be contained in the largest French Army, 
determined by counting the total SPs contained in the Army and in 
all Attached Corps. Do not include Attached Cavalry Divisions in 
this calculation, do not compare to Armies outside his hex if he is 
besieged, and do not compare against any besieged Armies not in his 
hex. Note that the French player may activate and move Napoleon III 
during a Segment by paying one Initiative Point.

If the largest French Army is involved in a combat and Napoleon III 
is not contained in that Army at that time, increase the VP total by 
two per combat.

If Napoleon III is not contained in the largest French Army during 
the Rally Phase of a game turn, increase the VP total by three per 
occurrence. 

If Napoleon III is killed, the Empire automatically falls. In addition, 
the French player must check to see if the Empire Falls if Napoleon 
III is too far from the French border, besieged, or forced to Retreat 
(18.2.2).

18.5 KING WILHELM OF PRUSSIA
Design Note: King Wilhelm as a young man had accompanied the 
victorious armies when they entered Paris in 1814-15 during the wars 
against Napoleon I. He had a personal attachment to his army and 
like Frederick the Great, felt that as king he belonged with his army 
in the field. Along with Napoleon III, he was the last monarch to 
actively accompany his armies into battle, though taking no active 
role in the planning of operations. His presence with the armies in 
the field had more to do with Otto von Bismarck’s planning to 
position King Wilhelm as the eventual Emperor of a combined 
Germany under Prussia’s control.

King Wilhelm I is not treated as a normal Leader and, as such: can 
never command a Formation; has no combat or activation effects 
(exception: Optional Rule Command Interference); may never be 
removed or demoted by the player; and if unable to 
Retreat (or if surrendering due to being besieged), he 
does not roll to escape. For Leader Loss purposes due to 
combat, he is treated as an Army Rank Leader.

King Wilhelm I must be contained in the largest Prussian Army, 
determined by counting the total SPs contained in the Army and 
in all Attached Corps. Do not include Attached Cavalry Divisions 
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in this calculation, do not compare to Armies outside his hex if he 
is besieged, and do not compare against any besieged Armies not in 
his hex. Note that the Prussian player may activate and move King 
Wilhelm during a Segment by paying one Initiative Point.

If the largest Prussian Army is involved in a combat and King 
Wilhelm is not contained in that Army at that time, decrease the VP 
total by one per combat.

If King Wilhelm is not contained in the largest Prussian Army during 
the Rally Phase of a game turn, decrease the VP total by two per 
occurrence.

If King Wilhelm I is killed, immediately decrease the VP total by 15 
VPs (3.2).

35.  INDEX
Action Phase

  - Ending of  8.5.7

  - Two Segment Minimum 8.7

  - Prussian General Staff 8.8

Advance After Combat 13.16.4

Artillery

  - Battle Impact  13.3.5; 13.13.3

  - French Fuse Penalty 15.1

  - Results of  13.3.5

  - Strength of  13.3.1

Attached units  6.4

Automatic Victory 3.1

Bavarian SPs  7.2.1

Battle Impact  13.13

Besieged Effects  7.2.2

Cavalry Divisions/SPs 6.4; 6.5.1; 7.2.1; 7.6.3; 10.8.3; 14.

  - Combat effects  13.10; 14.3; 14.5

  - Control by  10.10.3; 14.8

  - Movement Interdiction 10.2.9; 14.6

  - Reaction effects  12.4.1; 12.4.3; 14.4; 14.7

Combat

  - Demoralization effects 13.3.5; 13.7

  - Initial Odds  13.4

  - Leader Losses in 13.12

  - Sequence  13.2

  - Size of Force  13.11.1

  - Victor thereof  13.15

Combined Activation 8.10

Command Points (CPs)

  - Determination of 8.2

  - Discretionary  8.4

  - Use of   8.9

Command Table Use 8.6

Concentric Attack 13.13.3

Counter errata  2.3

Demoralization

 - Combat  13.3.5; 13.7; 13.14.3; 13.14.4

 - Movement effects 10.2.4

 - Reaction effects  12.4.1

Division Leaders  5.2.3; 6.1.4; 6.3.2; 10.8.2

Enemy Territory  10.9.2

Field Fortifications 16.1.1

Forces   2.4.2

Formations  2.4.2

  - Contained SPs  6.1; 6.1.4

  - Creation of  6.2

  - French Corps limit 6.2.3

  - Heavy Corps  6.1.2

  - Removal of  6.3; 13.13.6

  - Reorganizing SPs 6.1.3

  - Reserve Infantry in 6.1

Forts, Fortress, Improved 
  Fortress and Fort(ress) 2.1; 16.1

  - Besieging  4.2; 16.2.2

  - Movement into  10.2.6; 16.2.1

  - Surrendered units 16.2.5

Franc-Tireur SPs  7.1.1; 7.2.1; 7.6.3; 10.2.10; 17.1

  - Combat effects  13.9.3; 13.13.3; 17.1.4

  - Control by  10.10.3; 17.1.5

  - Reaction effects  12.4.1; 17.1.3

French Empire  5.3.2; 5.7; 6.1.2; 7.1.1; 7.5; 13.17.3;  
   18.2; 18.3

Friendly Controlled 10.10

Friendly Territory 10.9.1

German Infantry Assault

  Penalty   13.8

Home Country  10.9.1

Initiative Points (IPs)

  - Determination of 8.5.1; 8.5.2

  - Ties   8.6; 8.7

Landwehr SPs  (see Reserve Infantry)
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Leaders

  - Demotion  5.4.3

  - Fall of the French Empire 5.7

  - Favor of the Emperor 5.3.2

  - French Imperial

    Command Replacement 5.6

  - Movement  10.2.8; 10.7; 10.8.2

  - Promotion  5.3.2

  - Prussian Leader Rules 5.5

  - Rank   5.1; 5.2

  - Ratings  5.1; 13.9.2; 13.13.3

  - Reinforcements  5.3; 

  - Removal  5.4; 6.3.2

  - Replacement Leaders 5.8

  - Restrictions  5.1

  - Special Ratings  5.1.7

  - Surrender thereof 16.2.5

  - von Steinmetz  5.5.3

  - Wounded Leaders 5.10

Military Point  8.1.1

Mobile SPs (see Reserve Infantry)

Movement

  - Along Rail hexes 8.9.1; 10.2.6; 11.1.4

  - Cavalry Interdiction of 10.2.9

  - Coordinated Movement 10.2.2

  - Congestion  10.2.3

  - Franc-Tireur SPs 10.2.10

  - Leaders  10.2.8; 10.7; 10.8.2

  - Major Rivers  10.2.6; 11.3.2

  - Minimum Move 10.2.7

  - Movement Points (MPs) 10.2.1

  - Pausing  10.3

  - Siege Guns  10.2.8; 10.8.6

Neutral Territory 

  (includes Belgium, 

  Holland, Luxembourg

  and Switzerland) 10.9.3

Odds Differential  13.4.2

Off Map Boxes  10.6

Overrun   13.5

Paris   3.1; 6.2.2; 7.1.1; 7.2.2; 16.1.2; 16.2.7

Pontoon Bridges  8.9.1; 11.3

Prussian General Staff 8.8

Rail Movement

  - Control of hexes 10.10

  - Procedure  11.1.1

  - Rail Nets  11.1.2

Rally Phase  4.2; 13.14.5

Reaction

  - By Formation  12.1; 12.3.1

  - Ratings  5.1.2; 5.1.7; 12.2

  - Terrain impact on 12.4.1

Reinforcements

  - Armies & Corps 7.3

  - Cavalry SPs  7.2.1

  - Emergency  7.6

  - Entering SPs  7.2.1

  - Franc-Tireur SPs 7.2.1

  - French Republic 7.5

  - Leaders  7.4

  - Siege Guns  7.8

  - Special French  7.1.1

Reserve Infantry  7.2.1

  - Combat effects  13.9.3; 13.13.3; 17.2

Resource Logistics

  - Command Zone 8.3

  - (RL) markers  8.1

Retreat   13.16.1

Sea Transport  11.2

Siege Guns

  - Movement of  10.2.8; 10.8.6; 11.1.3

  - Reinforcement  7.8

  - Supply of  9.8

Strength Points (SPs) 2.4.2

Supply

  - Combat supply  9.3; 13.14.1

  - Movement supply 6.2; 7.2; 9.2; 9.5.2; 11.3.1; 10.2.5;   
   13.14.5; 16.1.1

  - Paths   9.4.2 - 9.4.6

  - Siege Guns  9.8

  - Sources  9.4.1

Supply Depots  9.5

  - Prussian Bypass  9.6

Surrendered Units 16.2.5

Zone of Influence (ZOI) 6.5

  - Forest hex(sides) 6.5.2

  - Rail Movement effects 11.1.1

  - Reinforcement effects 7.2.1

  - Supply effects  9.4.3

  - Uncontested  10.10.2


